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ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1879.

Terms :—§2.50
per year; if paid strictly
IN ADVANCE, $2.20. See the Sth page of

“The

this paper.

In placing the Morning Star before. the
public for another year we do so

with

a

religious

Morning Star.

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

25,

1878.

s

tor.

THE CHRISTMAS CAROL.

_ We mean that it shall continue to stimulate the growth of all

that

is true

anc

BY

good in the daily life.
WIIAT

WE

OFFER.

For $2.20—the twenty cents being

for
pre-

paid at this office—we offer an eight-page
paper, fifty-two times a y sar, each paper
containing an average of forty columns of
reading matter, that costs the subscriber
only a fraction over four cents. This
reading matter embraces correspondence

in

social,

national

topics
and

stories adapted to the
profit

of interest

religious

|

and

of the family circle, the best select-

on experimental

ural history, the progress of theArts, latest

|

news from all parts of the world, embrac-

|

benevolent work, » Sunday-school depart-

* Up, and hail the daylight!
Christ the Lord is born!
Sing a glad hosanna
On this happy morn,”—
While she sang, a stranger
Passing by the door,

Heard the Christmas carol”

He hath brought salvation,
Peace, and joy to earth.”

school

*‘ He hath brought salvation!”
While the sweet notes stole,
Awing, thrilling, melting,
To his inmost soul,
Low he bowed, and lifting
Up his hands, he eried,
¢ Thou has brought salvation,
O Saviour, crucified!
Thou hast paid my ransom !—
1 live, for Thou hast died.”

Editorial

notes ahd paragraphs on the living questions of the day, and particularly a department of Denominational News that

makes the

Star indispensable in every

Freewill Baptist family.

;

DENOMINATIONAL

|

NEWS.

|

With the beginning of the next year |
we hope to have two hundred denomina- |
tional news-gatherers in the field, East and

|
|

West, whoswill keep our readers posted |
on what is* tvanspiring in every part of |
our Zion.
TO PASTORS.

The importance of the Siar in stimulating an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination-can . not
be over estimated. Will not every minis-

ter interest himself to put the Star into
every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life
and activity of his church. Several pastors who have done such a work, can bear
witness to the truth of that statement.
SPECIAL

Among

FEATURES.

the special

in the

next volume will be articles from an able
corps of editorial and special contributors,
sermons,

essays, discussions

of

BY

Among

the

the

Western

doctrinal

department,

and

the

freshest and best matter in every part of
the paper. . Farmers and produce-dealers
will

find the latest market

columns, and

advertisers

reports

will

in

find

its

it a

desirable medium through which to reach
the public.

As showing our desire to favor those
who are struggling with the hard times
we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
This

will

necessarily

reduce our income. We could not safely
risk such a reduction but for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that

many new subscribers will .be added to
our list.” Wiil the friends of the Star go
to work for it at once?
All letters on

business

should

be

ad.

dressed to

;

. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
DovER, N. H.

through

IDA

the open

places.

of evergreens for Christmas

decorations,

they

will

crouch,

and drive their sharp bargains until midnight,if they have customers so long.
Inside, the market presents a very hiveAmong the babel

of

voices

the

traveling

England,

to

realize

is

is all

bags, in

of Oct. 9, under the heading,

who, among

that

the South.

faith.

will

banging and all the church bells are ringing and chiming.
There are about fifty
boys under his window armed with horns
and all manner of explosive weapons peculiar to young America when he means
business.
Think of it.
Snap-crackers,
and horns,on Christ-

mas.
Attracted by the gayety of the crowded
should

and sizes,

opportunity

ene

venture

Christmas

for this time

out

is made

for demanding
begging,

upon

a

HAZELTON.

of a

a special

alms.

however,

on in such a jovial fashicp,

id and opportune just now than those of
its December holidays. In no city, north
of Washington, is there such an extravagant abandonment to the hilarity of these
gala days.
Everybody, from the President in his chair of State, down to the
boot-black on the street, feels the influence of the general relaxation. The gov-

is

This
carried

thatitis

rob-:

bed of half its disagresableness.
If you
chance to look behind you suddenly after
you have passed by unheeded the lubricous visage, and wretched but glib story
of the mendicant, you will surprise him
grinning and making faces at your back
in a very entertaining manner.
After a day or two, the horns and other

nuisances disappear from the streets, but
not the other featurgs of the holidays.
Society keeps up its brilliant fetes, the
avenues are crowded with gayety and
beauty, and the bright December days

shut

move on until they culminate in the event
of the season, the New Year's reception

down, and the officials and employes of
all the department workshops are let

at the: White House.
This is the one occasion of the year when the executive

loose fora week.

power of oum country

The Washingtonian commences the
week of festivities by going to the mar-

the level of a European court, and when
something of the respect due to the success of so powerful a nation is paid to its
leading representative. . This is the one
occasion when diplomats from foreign

there, an
city will

find himself in the midst of a novel scene

in this most rovel of cities. The stranger
will pause outside the brilliantly lighted
building, involuntarily, before entering,
attracted by the bustle of the hurrying

throng. Horse cars from every avenue
are dropping their inmates at the wide
Heads of families, anxious

rises

somewhat

to

courts array themselves in all the plumes,
stars and badges of honor bestowed by

their respective governments, and pay
the full and required homage to the dignitaries of the American government.
Bat alas, for our beautiful Capitol!
There is a shady side to its gala Christ-

women, children, robust negroes of both mas days. Side by side with the. bright
sexes are coming and going, a constant forms of innocent mirth, and the pomp
stream, through the swinging gates. of national glory moves the shadow of
Private carriages line every street about r sin—born of intemperance.
Its hideous
the great square ; their negro coachmen and unblushing front obtrudes upon you
exchanging jokes or singing their ne- wherever you turn. Above all the chimes
gro melodies, while the master or mis- of the Easter bells, ‘Peace on earth,
tress has gone
inside to secure the good will to man,” swell the shouts of its
Christmas turke .
idiotic revelries. You see it in the early
A tour about the near enclosure of the morning reeling up from some undermarket
yard will discover a circle of ground saloon ; you meet it at noonday,
human figures completely surrounding the well nigh helpless ; you hear it at evening
building. Here, sitting on the cold pave- in angry and unreasoning disputes at
ment in this sharp December night, are saloon doors, and the quiet of the midwomen, ; hucksters from
the country night hour is startléd by its crazed outery.
about the city. Indeed, the majority of Your landlady brings it to your door on
the country ' produce is brought to- the Christmas morning as well as to every
market, the year round, by women.
In ‘other door in the house, steaming in a
{ many cases also, the milkmen all. over large German mug, and enticing with its
the city are women.

I remember

a bent

old German woman who used to station
her cart across the street, and after giving her ancient looking quadruped a few
small apples, as was her invariable custom, she would take her cans and

should be distributed

make

spiced

odors.

Your hostess,

wher

to-be used they

in good season;if

collectors are to do the work they should
be appointed and their districts assigned ;
in short,

whatever

everything
effective

‘The

Soul

the

method

be.

in readiness for

should
work,

that there

may

may

be

be,
no

We accepted the issue of

We call attention to the article below,
which is one of a series, the first of which,

from the pen of Bro. Crandall, appeared
last week. The crowded state of the
editorial page gives us the benefit of it

for this column.
by the several

the

in evidence of the fact that slavery

is dead in the South, soul and body: If
the vote was put to the former slaveholders

they would

not

vote

to remand

tain knowledge a great change has

come

over the minds of the southern people

this subject in the last two
is known and admitted by

years.
all

on

This

intelligent

persons among us. Should not this be
enough to satisfy you ofthe North ? What
more do you want?
Now without any intention to give offense, may I turn your attention to the fact
that Massachusetts was once slavehold-

ing. Her citizens bought negroes that
were taken from Africa; they buil t ships

you

make your round of holiday calls, brings

it into the parlor upon a dainty tray with

All this ceased among them, and in many
respects they have become a great people.
Why not allow us a chance, and no telling what improvements will be made
among us after a while?
I am not apprised that any of the northern people

were ever punished for holding slaves, or
tolerating slavery among them. Then why
should the South be punished to the third
and

fourth generation ?

Oh,

says

Rev.

Mr. Baker, for treason.” If there be
treason in the South, it should he punished by law, not by the heel of U. S. Sol-

diers nor their bayonets, but by the legally constituted courts of law. The public
justice is peaceably administered throughout the South, both in the Federal and
State courts. This is enough to set the
phantom ¢ treason” aside.
From
the
surrender until Governor Hampton was
elected and inaugurated, South Carolina.
was plundered by a set of Legislative
thieves and robbers, and the

fifieen

mil-

lions of dollars they saddled on the State
by exorbitant taxation and fraud,

is

pal-

pable to all men who will open their eyes
and look at it, We think there should be
no difference

of opinion

as

to how

the

South is to be treated politically in the
future. They are received back into the
Union, and I believe the constitution of
the United States recognizes all the States

of the Union

politically

on

an equality,

and it seems to me that is not a matter

of

doubtful solution. Respecting the removal
of disabilities

of certain

persons

in

the

South by the Federal government,it would
seem to be time enough for good men to
complain and find fault when those who
received the benefit forfeit the confidence
of the government.
Now of the Rev. Mr.

Baker

and

those

churches of his way of thinking, we
not asked to be admitted to

their

have
fellow-

ship or favor, and if they ignore us as
Christians because we were once slaveholders, we have no objection and consequently no quarrel with them about that.
But to those churches.of the North which
recognize ug as Christians we receive it as

a favor and think they are entitled:to our

confidence.

The topics treated of
writers

are

of vital im-

portance, and the treatment is careful and

to carry on the African slave trade; they
enslaved Indians taken captives in war.

pedestrian trip, he will be stunned in one
ear by thé shrill horns and beset in the
other by black street beggars of all ages

is, in a measure,

.ed for; |if envelopes are

We have no slavery among us nor

Now

a second

had come to haunt him.
But as the
morning progresses it becomes all too
real for him to deceive himself longer.
Away
-over to the arsenal’ cannon are

streets,

If the * Card

plan ” has been introduced and is to be

do we expect to have except for crime,
and that you will not ohject to.

eyes, that the ghost 6f that dead July day

cannon

itt are the issues

£

thorough. Let them receive, as they
deserve, an attentive reading, and let
them be stimulants to thoughtful action.
The

Home

Mission.

ITS RELATION TO THE FOREIGN MISSION.
¢ A sending or being sent,’ especially the
latter, is the definition of the word *¢ mission
by a good authority.
‘‘Being sent.” If that
means anything
it means
business. Who
that knows
him does not know that our dear
Bro. Phillips regarded his ‘‘being sent” to
India not only as business, but as the supreme
business of his life? And isn’t every one sent
- (far or near) who is willing to
be? Our
mission is our work. For convenience, we
distinguish between Christian work in our
own country and in other countries, terming
the former home, and the latter foreign. But
to all comprehensive
minds the field «is essen-_
tially one (*‘ The field is the world”), and the
work is one. In this field, as in a great
factory, there are various departments, each
bearing an important relation to all the rest.
“Ye are the body of Christ’?
This applies to
the local church, orto the church at large in
all its various relationships, or may, may it
not if done modestly? be applied to a religious

Ferry?

What

of Cairo?

What

of scores of

struggling churches at home which
might
soon be strong —aye, strong to help others?

ference,” it is thought, whether

west, where we ought to have churches, and
have none?
;
The wants of the Foreign field will increase

on his part or not, it is ungenerous to
censure the better part of southern society, on that account.

I

will

further

say,

having frequently seen it stated in the
papers that the Bishop is bitter against
the South, that this may account for the

a slice of delicate cake.
Thus it meets insult complained of, as it sometimes
you at every turn, from the lowest and happens that like begets like.
LARK O'NEALL.
most degraded of its forms to the most at- !

WASHINGTON

52.

rinciple admit~
+ L. NovYEs.

OORRESPONDEN CE.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 19, 1878.
Passing through the City Hall to-day, we
met one whose name is of household record to

the readers of the Star.

Quiet in bearing and

of unpretentious mien is he,yet this man,when
the spirit breathes upon him and the fire of a
great wrong burns within him, has moved an

audience with tumultuous feeling,and achieved
a noble part in the freedom and elevation of his race.
Frederick Douglass would have been a man
of mark wherever Providence had placed him,
but to-day a certain section of the country
would, if they could, ostracize and erush him
to the earth,
Shame on the men that raise
caste in free America, as destructive as that
awful bane of India, the very incubus of “~~
civilization and Christian progress.
This man,in a romantic sense, might have
belonged to a more heroic age, but in this
century of grand events and exalted deeds
accomplished for humanity, his proper place
is in the era of Giddings, Smith and Lovejoy
and, the crowning glory, contemporary with
the loved and honored Lincoln.
;

But there have been great inroads made into
this deep-rooted feeling against the negro, and

the hand of a freer
these twenty

civilization

eventful

years:

has
with

pace.

advanced
wonderful

:

To give an illustration on this peint and the
change in sentiment that one would imagine

as hardly possible, we read some time

ago the

following lines in a local paper published at
Easton, Md., the old home of Mr.~ Douglass

when a slave boy, which he lately visited, and
it is here inserted :
The contrast of his going out from among us
and his coming back is as wonderful as any
told in Eastern story.
He
left our country
under compulsion ; he left the State by stealth.
He comes back by invitation,” openly and
freely, not to receive blows but an ovation;
not to ask pardon of those whom. he had
disobeyed, but to extend pardon to those by
whom
he had been
wronged.” He left us a
fugitive, he returnsa guest; he left us with

amind

darker thun

the

skin

comes back to us radiant with

that his white and

venerable

he

an

head

bore;

he

intelligence

most 1itly

symbolizes. He went out from us crushed,
cringing, submissive, humble; he returns to
us full of dignity
and courage. He left usa
slave without rights, without a country; he
comes back our equal before the law and our
fellow citizen.
Ie left as. a chattel, he comes
back a man!
:

Could Mr.%Douglass have said it better, or
could words have been.more fitly spoken?
As
Marshal of the District of Columbia he holds
an office of trust and honor.
In 1862, an act of emancipation was passed
relating to this District, providing for the reimbursement, by the Federal Government,to
all slave-owners
whe would
set free their
slaves within a specified time—the very terms
that the martyred
President offered to the
Border States with pleadings and with tears,
denomination. Let us survey this figure not but which were ruthlessly spurned beneath
their feet. Most of the slave-holders here inin a sectarian, but ina denominational light.
Washington took prompt and greedy advanChrist is styled the ‘ head”of the church.
tage of this act, and there comes, in 1878, a
The term head may signify mind or will,which
specimen of the old regime, who claims comis the sovereign controlling power of the body.
pensation in the sum of $2,847 for seven freed
The body is one. The members are many.
slaves. The claim, it seems, in a former time,
The heart is the grand center from which
had been allowed—but it being
afterwards
vital currents push out to all the extremities.
ascertained that he was a native of Virginia,
If, now, the blood becomes low, and, consequently, the extremities cold for lack of circu- and voted for the * Ordinance of Secession,’
it was thereupon disallowed.
lation of warm blood, what shall be done?
He now appears with a petition, in which he
Artificial helps may sometimes be resorted to
admits that he signed the above Ordinance, but
profitably. Yes, pepper your stockings, and
it was in a * moment of weakness!” and that
sleep in warm flannel wrappings,
Yet this is
in view of comfort rather than of increasing since that time he has been loyal to the Union.
There may be a lingering doubt in the minds
the flow of blood in the system.
The feet are
of the proper
authorities, that his alleged
cold. The limbs prickle.
They want not so
loyalty since,
may also have been in a “moment
much wrappings as blood; not so much outof weakness,” and the claim, in all probability,
ward as inward warmth.
A tide of blood
will not stand.
=
coursing through the extremities, that is their
What is the process? Does the physi- | On Sunday last, we attended the Foundry
need!
church (Meth. Episcopal).
Nothing could be
cian open a blood-vessel at the extremities and
more republican in effect than standing in the
inject the crimson fluid? Or does he rather
portals of this unassuming edifice.
We view
order a diet which will increase the blood in
citizens
and
strangers
the system, trusting the arteries to convey it among the many
gathering here, the firm-knit figure of the
to the torpid limbs? In a healthy body a full
President, accompanied by his quiet wife and
tide of blood at the heart insures a strong lifecurrent through
the system,
Good blood
children, walking hither from the Executive
mansion, as is their custom, excepting in the
means warmth, vigor, strength.
The system
hotter season, when they reside amid the cool
can not be greatly invigorated artificially. It
retreats of the Soldiers’ Home,
some three
must be done naturally. Blood is not made at
miles north of the city. The church is comthe extremities,
nor is it carried there most
pletely filled, and the Presidential
family
effectually by the use of poultices.
The bloodadvance quietly to their accustomed seat, with
making machine is central.
That is where the
hardly a perceptible movement of recognition
blood must be made, heat generated, strength
‘| from the audience.
and vigor increased.
:
Varying the figure, the relation of the Home
The President and wife join heartily in the
to the Foreign Mission is as the center to the
congregational
singing and responses, give
circumference.
The circumference
rests on
close attention to an energetic sermon from
the center. The tendency of life and of motion
Dr. Lanzhan on * Religious Courage,” donate
is to throw ofl. Ience there can be no strong
generously to the centribution
box, pass
body, no strong nation or church, without a
slowly and unostentatiously out—and that is
central power sufficient to restrain and conall there is in seeing a President of the United
trol the outward and reiractory parts. Rome
States at church.
is the center and the power of Romanism.
Let
Nothing worthy of note has occurred in
there be an upheaval at the center, let Rome
either branch of Congress since the occasion
collapse, and Romanism would lean and totter
of Wednesday in the Senate.
The Blaine
at all the points of compass.
It came near (we
resolutions as amended; passed the Senate by
know not how near) being the overthrow of
56 to 6. Two of these 6 dissenting Democrats
our American
government that the central
are from the North: Wallace,of Pennsylvania g
power was
inadequate
to the centrifugal
tendency of some of its parts; or, returning to
and Eaton, of Connecticut.
the previous figure, that the heart, failing to
Mr. Blaine declines the position as chairman
force pure blood through the lower extremities
some of them well nigh dropped off with the
of the committee authorized by the resolutions,
terrible gangrene of disloyalty.
and Senator Teller, of Col., has been selected
Were I to make a special plea for Foreign
by the conference of Republican Senators to
Missions I would venture it on this principle.
serve as such.
Pour a life-current into the heart (the home
churches).
ill the right and the left venIn the House, on Wednesday there was a
tricles. Then put on such pressure as will
lively time between Cenger, of Mich., and
fill every artery from center to circumference,
Durham, of Kentucky.
They were both sarand from the feet to the finger-tips!
Exercise
brings blood to the cheek and warmth to the
castic and witty at the expense of each other's
Jimbs.
The vigorous exercise of our home
section of country—but setting aside the fun,
churches, if they are healthy, would swell the
there was but little to raise an exalted opinion .
shrunken arteries of our ecclesiastical body to
of the representatives of the people’s ability
the mission station farthest off in the jungles,
Symmetrical development should be the aim.
and choice of language, if the following exBig boots with a small
jacket are dispropressions in the official Record are a criterion :
portionate.
The boots drag heavily. But deIn answer
to Mr. Conger’s remarks about
velop tbe chest and you make strong the arm,
firm and elastic the step.
We have not done
Postal cars, Mr. Durham blurts out,—* Come,
too much for India. But what of Harper's
now—honor bright—did- you everseea Postal

As for the ¢“ insult upon Bishop Haven
recently by the Southern Methodist conprovoked

of life” is a

ting of a broad application.

C. WATERMAN,

opening of the new year.

first persuade himself,” as he rubs his the negroes-back to-slavery,—To my ecer—

pistols, guns,

REV.G.

BEGIN EARLY.
It is now time that all our pastors and
churches should have their plans for
raising missionary money well matured
and ready to put into operation atthe

war in the freedom of the negroes in good

celebration is rattling about his ears with
double its old time energy.
He might at
a.

BY

unnecessary delay.
A good beginning
| goes far towards securing a successful
ending. If not already done,let the plans
be laid, ‘the working forces organized,
A VOICE FROM THE SOUTH.
and the machinery provided at once
EDGEFIELD COUNTY, 8S. C., |}
!
December 20, 1878.
{
and let us see if we can not make a better
To the Editor :—
record for 1879 than for any previous
As you have been liberal enough to
year in the history of our Benevolent
offer me the privilege of replying to an‘
Societies.
article that appeared in the Morning Star
READ.

and the

poultry

NO.

1878.

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

To any subscriber who wishes to make
a present of “The Morning Star’ to a
friend, we will furnish a second copy at
$1.70. The season of giftemaking
is at
hand.
What more appropriate gift than
a copy of a religious paper,that shall be a
weekly visitor and a constant reminder
of the giver’s thoughtfulness and friend=
ship?
Parents can thus send the paper
to absent children, or an absent son or
daughter can send it to the old home.

a few branches bright with holly berries,
and some trailing vines, here and there a

Here

25,

continued,all the details should be provid-

be quite dismayed upon waking on Christmas morning of the following December

winter at the Capitol, none are more viv-

market doors.

REDUCED PRICE.

announcement.

shine

Near them are grouped a little moist heap

in Washington,

many reminiscences

kets on Christmas eve.
And
and
theological
questions,
corresponinhabitant
of
a
more
northern
dence, the continuation and enlargement .
of

coals

live

safety, through another 4th of July,

AT WASHINGTON.

ernment machinery

attractions

side alittle hand.stove, where a' few

A native of New

There was joy in heaven
On that Christmas morn
For a sinner saved,
For a soul new-born;
There were hallelujahs
Mid the ransomed throng,
And the earth to heaven
Answered with a song:
¢ Glory to our Saviour!
speed the notes along!”
ore

CHRISTMAS

a half-

close be-

other successful things of the past, can
congratulate himself upon passing; in

For the Saviour’s birth!

ment embracing hiuts on the Internation- |
al lessons and notes on general Sunday-

over

DECEMBER

of Slavery Alive,” I must say that I appreciate the privilege. But it does seem
to me, that to open up the old issue, now
nearly every’ basket,
under its cover,
that
the negroes are freed and African
there protrude the ten toe nails of the
slavery
dead, would be doing no good to
barnyard tenants. There will be many
a poor negro who can not even guess any section of the country. To revive
the slavery question to subserve a polithow another meal is. coming, who will:
ical party or purpose, either by democrats
have a turkey in his basket, with celery
or republicans, north or south, is in my
and cranberries, and all ¢ the fixings.”
opinion
not worthy of praise,
and
Iis hat is guiltless of a crown, his clothcertainly either party that condescends
ing literally hangs upon him in small
to do it must be pressed for capital to
pieces, but he will have his Christmas
build on. The minds of your people of
dinner, and his black face fairly shines as
the North are made up on the African
he shuffles off with his Christmas goodies.
slavery question and so are ours of

Burst upon his eyes?
Eyes which sin had closed,
Could they see the light?
Heart, which erime had darkened
Blacker than the night,
Harder than the millstone,
Could it be washed white?

|

crouching

short, everything which is capable of being used as a receptacleof provisions, are
peked into one’s ribs on every side. From

Then he paused to listen
While the maiden sung
That triumphal anthem
personal dnd religious information, book |
Which at midnight rung
.
a
|
notices, a department of niissions devoted| ——ep-the-plains-of- Judah
From the angel’s tongue—
especially to the jrterests of our
own |
‘ Glory to Jehovah

and

far,

burnt candle, or sitting stolid

and small, packages,

ing items of political, social, educational,

Editorials

knows how

quack of the duck, for

Could he yet arise?

religion, anec-

with their

here, both dead and alive. Jostled about
by the crowd are rich and poor, black and
white, and representatives of every nation under the sun. Market baskets large

Would the morning glory

dotes and facts
of interestin science and nat-

work,

these women,

mingled the crow of the rooster

** Up and hail the daylight!”

ed and original poems, selections of a re- |
ligious and literary character presenting
right views of morals as bearing on the
great questions of the -day, practical
“thoughts

find

ly scene.

G. RAMSEY.

Which long years before
Saintly lips had chanted,
Lips that sang no more.

life,

entertainment

V,

And the meadows low.

from the principal countries of the world,

contributed articles on

MRS.

“ In the east a gray light
Prophesies the morn;
* Up, and hail the daylight—
Christ the Lord is born!”
Thus a little maiden
Caroled soft and low,
On a Christmas morning,
While the falling snow
‘Whitened all the hillsides,

|

postage and incidentals that must be

will

CHICAGO,

tractive appearance with which hospitality is able to clothe it. Who that has
‘witnessed these scenes at the nation’s
Capitol, will not bless the name of that
noble woman who has closed the door of
the White House against the loathsome
guest, and who, by her example,perhaps,
has rendered it unfashionable in many
homes where it was a habitual attendant ?

dingy shawls drawn over their ‘heads, on
Christmas eve, having driven, nobody

looking fowls.

instruc-

AND

solitary cabbage, a little pile of potatoes
and other vegetables, and some poor

firm conviction of its increased usefulness

as a family visitor and

BOSTON

her daily rounds. What the men do out
in the country is a mystery.
But here

STAR
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STAR,

=
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What of scores of cities and villages, east and

rather than diminish for years to come, as.the
field of operation shall be enlarged. Unless,

then, there shall be a large amount of home
work done, unless there shall be ** church extension ”” at home on a vigorous plan,’ what is
the outlook for India in coming years? The
foreign field is the circumference; the home
tield is the center.
To suceessfully carry forward our work
abroad
we must, develop,
strengthen, and muliiply our home churches.

¢ Keep thy heart will all diligence, for out of

car,” and tauntingly referred to Mr. Congér’s

remarksas the

‘music of bull-frogs.”—Boys

“language this, and hardly
the model statesman.

up

to the

plane
’

of

Holidays are approaching,and Congress will
not get fairly at work until the second week
in January.
They will'adjourn about the 21st
of Dec. and reassemble Jan. 6or7.
In the
meantime Washington will be given over to
festivities, receptions
and social amenities.
The Departments are generally closed one

half the time between Christmas
and New
Year’s, and the wheels of Government uniove
slowly.

ELLiorT.
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S$, S. Department.
Lesson.—J an. d,

Sabbath - School

(For

Questions

THE

BY

‘NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

see

J.

PROF.

Lesson

SECOND

as a hymn of
“on'all such occasions
praise.
« Shouted.” A shout ofjoy, ‘a joyful

HOW

A.

noise unto the Lord.”

poice.”

Papers.)

TEMPLE.

The temple was not destroyed at

many of the
praised

they

ed with a great shout, when

the Lord, because the foundation of the

house of the Lord was laid."—Ez, 3:3.
Ezra

3:1-13.

Notes and Hints.
History. The restoration of the Jews
‘to their native land, afler seventy years
of captivity in Babylon, took place 536
B.C.
Then, the Medes
and Persians
were united in one empire that

ruled the |

East. The Assyrian and Babylonian empires were swallowed up by the MedoPersian. Cyrus governed Babylon, two
years, by Darius, . then he himself took
the government in charge. He'permitted
the Jews to return and rebuild their temple.

42,360

Jews

and "7,337

servants

availed themselves of the privilege. Arriving in Judes they first built homes for
themselves;

then, after some delay, were

incited to rebuild the temple.

“ The seventh month.”
ri; in

early times,

nim.

It

now

The month Tis-

however,

called

Etha-

corresponds

to the

latter

and the feast of tabernacles.

“ Children of Isracl.” The distinction between the kingdom of Judah and of Israel was not always maintained by those
who spoke of the nation. The traditions
of the Samaritans declare that Israelites
and Jews agreed to unite

aged

their fortunes;

that at Horon, before entering the Holy
Land, they quarreled abbutthe place of

remembered

captives

Old associations,

the temple of Solomon.

the remembrance of all their suffering,
their present weakness came with new
force to their minds, and caused their
tears. Haggai also expresses the thoughts
of some of these old men.
Hag. 2:3.
Tears of gladness and shouts of joy, as
well as tears of sadness and shouts of joy
were mingled at this time.
REKINDLING.

THE

FLAME.

days, says the Examiner,

In

when

these

Sunday-

schools are so much a matter of course,
we can hardly appreciate the difficulties
which had to be overcome by the pioneers

in the good work.

The Quiver gives an

interesting account of a revival of Sundayschool labor in Gloucester, Eng.,

after it

had quite ceased, by six young heroes
who, it says, deserve to be held in honored remembrance :
They were young

part of our September and the first of October. The Jewish year began about the
time of the vernal equinox.
In this
month three of the Jewish feasts occurted: The feast of trumpets, of the day of
atonement,

¢ Wept with a loud

the time of the first deportation of captives, but eighteen years later. Hence,

* And all the people shout-

TEXT:

GOLDEN

used

Jerusalem, and seems to have been

men

in

shops,

and

connected with Lady Huntingdon’s chapel
inthe city.
They asked their minister
for the use of the chapel in which to revive Sunday-school work, but the minister said the children would make too much
noise.

They asked

the

trustees, but the

trustees said the children would make too
much dust.
They asked their fellow-

members, but their fellow-members said
they would get no children, no teachers,

Deut. 16:16.

—Asthe

and slavery in foreign
in them loyalty
ion.

:

¢¢ Jeshua.,”
Jesus is the

law

¢ As one man.”

lands

to country

that, othe wi,
ould, Sunday-schools
in Gloucest
ould be re-established.

As a fund to start with they subscribed
half a crown each, and then, dividing the
city into districts, they canvassed it for

required:

which shows at least that the martyr spir-

Captivity

it does

had
and

nursed
to relig:

Greek

word

for Joshua.

hozadak,who was high priest at

of the captivity.
rubbabel.” The
of Shealtiel. As
is supposed that

or Jethe time

1 Chron. 6:15.
“ Zeson of Pedaiah, brother
the latter had no sons it
his nephew was his heir,

and, as it were, legal son.
He was of
the house of David, and, now, the leader

and governor of this colony.
Consalt 1
Chron. 3:17—19.
¢¢ The altar.” The one which stood in
the court of the temple on which the daily, and other sacrifices were made.
“ Burnt offerings.” Offerings that were
consumed by fire.
«¢ Moses the man of God.” This term is
frequently applied te the prophets, three
times to David and five

times

to Moses.

How much itmeans. What worth in him
who is rightly so called.
«¢ Altar upon his bases.” On its foundations.
¢“ For fear was upon them.”
Hence,

they

exist,

notwithstanding

heartedness of many.

the

faint-

It says:

erected

the

altar

at

once.

Near Cadde Hill, in

Texas,

one

Sab-

{ brush arbor,

when

three

armed

men on

horseback rode up to the place, ‘and. with

frightful oaths ordered one of the teachers to come out, saying that they intendThe teacher laid down his,
to kill him.

Bible and started to
of these men.

A

obey

young

the summons
man

present in

the school seized his hand, and begged
him to remain where he was. He replied,
¢ No, they intend to kill me, and if I stay
here, they will shoot some of

the women

and children.”
Saying this the teacher coolly walked
out, and after he had proceeded about
fifty yards received a bullet in his breast,
and sank down into the rank grass of the
prairie.
Before expiring he expressed
satisfaction that he had died at the post of
duty. A paltry grudge and the declaration that no Sunday-school should ever
be held at that place form the only excuse for the perpetration of this shocking
murder.
The school has not dared

to meet since

that time.
The spirit of wrath which
takes possession of the wicked now is

just as eruel as it was of old. ‘‘ Their feet
run to do evil, and they
shed innocent blood.”

make haste to

Some read ¢ though” instead of ¢ for.”
" ¢ Unto the Lord.” Not unto the gods of
“ ON TIME, SCHOLARS.”
If you are
Babylon, but unto Jehovah, the God of ¢¢ just 100 late for an express train,” can
Israel.
you catch up with it? Certainly nof. So
“They kept also the feast of tabernacles.” if one is behind in any good thing, someThis feast commemorated the life of Is- thing is lost that can not be made up.
rael in the wilderness; hence, fittingly ¢¢ There comes Henry late to the Sabbathnow, after seventy years residence in the school.” Then Henry has failed of a part
wilderness of Babylon, they cbserved it. of the good he should have gained. More
Huts of branches were built and occupied than this, he has hindered the teacher,disseven days; branches were carried by the turbed the class, and made some confupeople in processions, dnring this feast. sion in the school. He bas done harm to
Scholars, don’t allow sleep, or
Lev. 23:34—43.
< A4sthe duty of every many.
or an interesting book, or a
day required.” The duty prescribed by idleness,
talk with brother or sister or school-mate,
the law of Moses. Happy the man who to make you late. . Will you not all be
does as the duty of every day requires. .
‘ on time, scholars?”
SRAKRIEHI
* The continual burnt offering.” Those
Here THE TEACHER.
If you only
that were required to be regularly offered; one, morning

and

evening,

besides

those named in the verse. ** The set
feasts.” The annual feasts as they recurred.
* Freewill offering.”
Not required by law, but given by the grateful,
devout, or prayerful heart, of his own accord. All religious service should be a
freewill offering to God.
*¢ Was not yet
laid” The work on the temple was not
begun.
The old foundations were in
part used for the new temple.
¢ Zydon
and Tyre.” Cities on the sea coast, belonging to Phenicia. ‘¢ Lebanon.” Meaning, white. Two mountain ranges in the
north of Palestine were called Lebanon
and Anti-Lebanon. Read 1 Kings 5:6—
11.
““Joppa.”
The nearest harborto
Jerusalem, though forty miles distant.
Cedars were floated to Joppa from
and Sidon, then brought to the

Tyre
Holy

knew, scholars, how much even

one

stu-

dious pupil encourages the teacher, you
would all try to be studious. If all in the
class are so, it is more cheering than you
can begin to realize.
And if most are
careless, then each one who does actually
try to do well helps the teacher greatly.
So you see there is an excellent chance
for you to add to your teacher’s happiness.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

NEWS.

The Wisconsin. Sunday-school Association have employed Mr. W. E. Lewis to
give an impetus to the work of organization in that State.
The first State Convention ever held for

Rhode Island took place in the city of
Providence, Dec. 6. This is beginnin
just right; and is better than the triennia
romises which have been
ational Conventions.

made

at

the

City.
~~Thereis an average attendance of 1,000
¢ Coming unto the house of God.” Un- Chinese upon the Sunday-schools estabto the site of the burnt temple,
« gp. lished on the Pacific coast by five Protestpointed the Levites lo set forward the ant denominations.

work.”

They were greatly mfluenced to

BY

THE EVANGELIST.
REV.

J. M.

BREWSTER.

Luke the Evangelist belonged to a class
of men of whose personal
paratively little is known.

is nothing in the

history comThey moved

silently and unostentatiously,

but, never-

theless, they did a work for which the
world has reason to be profoundly grate-

Grace Episcopal church, in New

York

- “ The builders.”

but Jeshua the

The men who had

society work ; and 42,937 articles of cloth-

ing have been collected and distributed.

Steps have been taken to effect a State

charge of the enterprise, Zerubbabel and. Sunday-school organization in Colorado.
Jeshua. “ Afier the ordinance of David.” Mr. Richard Holme, of Denver, is the
Consult 1 Chron. 24th and 25th chapters. pris mover. A meeting was held in
ueblo, Oct. 27, for the purpose of awak“By course.” - Responsively,
* For Sing increased
interest in that part of the
his mercy endureth forever.” This was
1

times,

the fellow laborer with
and in 2 Tim. 4: 11, as
faithful to him during
his last imprisonment
an inconwriter of

the Acts, the use of the pronoun ‘« We”
in portions

of

the

narrative, determines

something respecting his personal history.
From this, it appears that he joined Paul
during his second missionary journey ut
T'roas,

and

accompanied

him

across the

digean sea and as far as Phillippi. At
this place he rejoined the apostle during
his third missionary journey.
He return-

the

same

view.

Then

flesh ” less

troublesome,

his valuable life.

and

He was a most

useful

member of the body of Chridt.
and work teach concerning :

Iis life

1.
Service apparently obscure.
Luke
scems to have been content to toil quietly

and unobserved.
applause.
His

He
did not
seek
employment of
the

pronoun, “we,” in a few

instances,

was

doubtless more in the interest of style
than of self-notoriety. Ile never speaks
of himself by name. There is need of
obscure service, and the great mass of
mankind must be content to perform it.
There is no bgtter test of true

character,

than a manifest willingness on the part of
an individual to labor humbly
and obscurely for the advancement of a cause

and

the

triumph

of

a principle.

great Inspector recognizes every

The

worker

and knows all about his work.
2. Service which is faithful.
spirit of fidelity was manifest in

‘whose praise was of the gospel throughout all the churches.” Some have supposed him to be the unnamed disciple

friend and leader, Paul, even to imprisonment and death. Demas had forsaken
him. Luke only was with him, sharing,
doubtless, his privations and cheering
him. The recorder®f the significant say-

Cleopas
attended
in the journey to

Others have thought him to be
seventy, whom
which

the risen
Emmaus.

one of the

Christ sent before him, «ut

a period in his public
he

ministry,

into

the

proposed to visit.

Ac-

Luke's work.
Whatever he did,
well.
He
remained steadfast

Eusebius,

example is instructive, especially

Syria,

age which is so marked for

and

tradition makes him a painter as well as a

physician.. Subsequent to the death of
Paul, his history is veiled in almost complete obscurity. He is believed to have
died a martyr.
Among the writers of the New Testa-ment, Luke occupies no second place.
Its canon would scarcely suffer a greater
loss by dropping out the Epistles of Paul,

or the writings of John,

than it would

sustain should it lose the contributions

Luke.

of

His compositions are, in style and

method,
masterpieces.
Of "the
four
Gospels, Luke's is the longest and most

complete.

He is believed to have given

the best narrative of the events of the
life of Christ in the order in which ‘they
took place. Writing for Gentile readers,
and having it for his object to present
Jesus as the perfect divine man and

Saviour of the world, and not simply ot
the Jews, he pursues it to the

end with a

manifest unity of purpose, and he evinces
everywhere a thorough acquaintance with
his subject. He makes his record, as he
testifies, as one ‘having had a perfect
understanding of all things from the very
first.”

We are indebted

to

him,

for

the

fullest account which we have of Christ's

birth,

childhood and youth,

which are

especially rich in suggestions; for the
parable of the prodigal son, which is
denominated ‘the pearl and crown?” of
all the parables ; for that of the rich man
and Lazarus, which is full

of

instruction

respecting the’ future life; and for the
thrilling narrative of the journey to Emmaus, in which, as already

intimated, he

may have been one of those who accompanied the Saviour. Paul is believed to
have referred to the composition by Luke

in this

its numerous
instances of unfaithfulness. There is a
most-urgent-demand fora Christianty
which manifests itself in the whole life;

regulating even its smallest

acts.

3.
Service the fruits of which endure.
It is, at least, possible
that Luke may

have been regarded
by his contemporaries
as a man destitute of brilliant qualities.
He was, doubtless, a close observer and
acareful listener.
Perhaps he
carried

with him what would now be called a
note-book. ‘But we have no intimation
that he ever addressed an assembly, or
engaged in controversy, things through
which men in his day acquired distinction. Yet he performed service of the
highest value. The
literary treasures
which he bequeathed the world,have been

prized more and more as the centuries
have passed. They have been studied
and admired by scholars, and they have
imparted joy and comfort to believers.
There will never be any decline in the
high estimate placed upon his work, nor
will there ever be any abatement of his

influence. Blessed was the privilege
granted him to render such service! This
man may have built better than he knew.
It'should, however, be the aim

of

every

one, and of every Christian, especially, to
do a work which will make an impress
not only upon his own times, but also

upon future times.
‘‘ Being dead yet
speaketh,” may and should be said of
all. Let each one do the work assigned
him faithfully, though he may be known

only of God and seen only by his sleepless eye. The seed sowing is ours. The
harvest gathering is bis. Indeed, “ no
man liveth to himself.”

4. Service to which one is especially
in the expression ‘according to my
called.
The great Husbandman has work
gospel,” which he employs in some of
his Epistles, and thereby indicated the in his vineyard for every man, and he

will give it to him if he will place himestimation in which he held it.
self in a position to receive it. The
The book of the Acts exhibits abundant
special work of Luke was one to which
evidence of having had the same author
he was called of God, as much as Paul
as the third gospel. Both are addressed
was
called to his work, or John to his,
to the same individual, Theophilus,and the
He
seems
to have been content to do it.
latter, commencing with a fitting referThere
if
no
indication anywhere that he
ence to the former, takes up and pursues
the suspended narrative. The Acts is was ambitious to do the work assigned to
worthy of a place beside the gospel, as either of these men. Any attempt to have
done it must have resulted in a sad failrespects its brevity,its comprehensiveness
and the unity of purpose manifest in it, ure. Suecess in a work is the best of
as well as its general beauty and ex- evidences of a divine call to do it. The
cellence of style. Indeed, as respects his world abounds in "unsuccessful men,
simply because they are attempting to do
theme of discourse, his manner of treatment and the value of his work,

Luke oc-

cupies the first place of any historian in
the Christian church. No just estimate
of the character and value of the service
which he

rendered,

can

fail to

inspire

gratitude to the Giver of all things, that
he raised up a man at the proper juncture, and qualified him to a needed work

so wisely and ‘well.

:

that the apostle was, in consequence of
his ¢ bonds," largely disabled from writ-

ing, with his

own hand,” it is reason-

able to suppose that the mechanical
execution of these wrilings may have

been performed largely by him.

More-

over, some of the best of American Biblical scholarship of to-day gives its testir

Luke

Christian.

was

With one

the

what God

never qualified them to do, and

never designed that they should do.
Would every one heed the voice of God

and the call of duty, and enter the door
which providence opens, many a sad
failure of time, the influence of which is
felt in eternity, might be avoided. A
pure heart, a tender conscience and a
yielding

will,

an

open

to which he

ear

and

a dis-

cerning eye will cause the voice to be
heard, the call to be distinguished, and
the door to be entered.
Service exemplified by a pure and
holy life.. The quality of work done for,
and in behalf !of,, human hearts is determined, to no small degree, by the character of the worker. Under the Jewish

economy those who ministered in

holy

things must be ceremoniously elean. The

fact that Jesus of Nazareth spoke as no

was called,

ity as accepted in their several localities.

neg-

Rev. Jonathan Woodman
was chosen
Moderator, and a long discussion en-

apostle

and of communion

becomes

sued on the adoption of the By-Laws.
Among the questions of special interest I remember a discussion all one foreco. Some call
noon on the use of
others said it
ed it n waste of filT®¥
‘would, in the end, save thousands of dol-

more

larsto our people.
The most important question was the

locution of the Biblical School. It had
been
struggling
between
life
and
death, with one teacher, for four years,
sometimes in operation and sometimes
suspended, with no encouraging pros-

pect of continued

ucation Society, and

these things will elevate the lowliest
life and make it grand and influential.” Living to God is the secret of all
true living.
:

us some

of

our

opinwas

discussion

the

one side, the money pledged had been
mostly secured in New England, twothirds of the denomination resided there,

relation

best

The

long and earnest, but was conducted in
It was said on
a truly Christian spirit.

to an important class of toilers. We have
books in abundance, and helps in the
study of the Word of God.
These, the
magazine, and the daily and weekly paper afford

existence.

ion of Conference was asked by the Ed-

with God. Nay, more,

In fine, this subject has a close

pol-

ference on the doctrines, usages and

the

in

tinued and close intimacy. So the service
which he rendered, in its obscurity, its
fidelity, its enduring character, and that

and there, rather thau

be the school for
for the*ministry.

was, that one school eught

ion, however,

mental

should

elsewhere,

educating young men
The prevailing opin-,

and spiritual food. While we enjoy the
products, are we not too often unmind-

to serve the

ful

the school in New England, and the
Trustees of Whitestown Seminary made
a gratuitous offer of all the accommoda-

of the

producers

claims upon our

who

have

gratitude !

great

They

who

obscurely and even while we sleep,should
have a place in our prayers, our sympathies and our

benefactions.

How

us who enjoy the comforts and
luxuries of life,

are duly

even

the

of the

skill and the wearisome exertion by
means of which they have been given to
us! Shall not then our views be broadened, and shall we not be made fully conscious of the extent of the brotherhood to
which we belong?
+O

—
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substitute,

not attend.
Conference

that he

My
was

probably

1

2d

+

Seve)

WUI

would

interest in the work of
than awakened,
and 1

sought to understand its
ATEIIIIATC™

AS]

history

and

:

Put-the-want-of

AS

its

compiled,

no

first sessions had then

history

been

of its

written, and

no former copies of the Morning Star,
speaking of the Conferences, were accessible.
Notice was given in the Morning Star
that delegates would find free entertainment in Boston and Lowell
over the
Sabbath, and be ready to take the seven
o'clock train Monday morning,Sept. 30th,
for Albany,N. Y. Some thirty-five or forty
of us had the occupancy of a car almost
entirely to ourselves, and we took a
second

class car

and saved

two

dollars

each by our frugality. The journey was
very enjoyable, and three events are especially fresh in my recollection.
The first was this: As we reached
Springfield,

100

miles

from

Boston,

¢ Stop thirty minutes for refreshments,”
was the announcement. As we left the
car, Dr. Dana, of New Hampton,

by far

the oldest member of the company, somehow went to a saloon by himself, and on
his return the good old man was amazed to learn that the train had been gone
five minutes.
We missed him just as the
train started, but no one knew where he
was, and we reproached ourselves for
allowing an old gentleman, ‘unaccustomed

to railroad travel,

to

pass

in favor of the

as.

far

so

need,

vote

The

allow.

recommen-

dation to establish the Bibileal School
in connection with said Whitestown Seminary.”
A more intensely personal discussion
followed the report of the

on

committee

the Printing Establishment, endorsing
the editorial management of the Morning
Objections were made

Star.

to this part

of the report, and Brother Burr explained and justified his action as editor in a
speech of two hours in length. The distill past midnight, and
cussion continued
the

vote

was

taken

forty-seven

names were recorded in the affirmative,
It was a triand one in the negative.
umphant vindication of a wise and dis“creet man in his perplexing and laborious work.

On the eighth day, a little before noon,
the business was iinished, the closing
resolutions were adopted, and a few farewell remarks were made by Father Wire,
of New York, Whitcomb, of Michigan, and

stitn=

££

ble books made the study very unsatisfactory, as no volume
of minutes had

then been

stood 41 to 6

when

CONFERENCE.

At the New Hampshire Yearly Meeting
in 1844, Rev. Peter Clark was chosen one
of the delegutes to the General Conference to be held in central New
York.
Before summer was ended he notified me,

his

would

their buildings

few of

mindful

might

tions the school

We may en-

large upon this thought.

and Whites-

denomination,

town was central, there was no home for

are thus toiling for our benefit, patiently,

he did
to his

which is least, is faithful also in much,”
the triath which it expresses seems to
His
have permeated his entire being.

cofding to the church historian
in

The
all of

ing of Christ, * He that is faithful in that

he was a native of

Antioch

highest sense

by

lecting to live such a life,

to prolong

he was probably his constant companion
until
death terminated his
eventful
ministry.
It is believed that Luke was
‘“ the brother” whom Paul mentions in
2 Cor. 8: 18, as sending with Titus,

who with
Redeemer

that the life lived

the delegates, taking from one to two
hours, During this time the most experienced members addressed the Con-

a close relation
lived as no other
is a presumption,
to positive proof,

valuable to us because he sympathizes
with it in his heart and exemplified it. by
his life. These are considerations which
should becorne ingrained into the constitution of every Christian worker, shaping
his life, and through his life determining the quality of his. service. No life
can be in the highest sense useful, unless it be one of consecration, of prayer

favor

the subjects treated were favorite with
Luke as well as Paul. Testimony of the
By the common testimony of the early Christian fathers points in the same
writers of the early Christian church, there direction. Is not this the key by means
has been ascribed to Luke the authorship of which the long-perplexing question of
of the third Gospel, which bears his name, the authorship of the Hebrews can find its
x
and the Acts of the Apostles. This view solution?
Is
it
too
much
to
say that Luke was
is also substantiated by abundant internal
evidence. This man is mentioned by pre-eminently the reporter, editor, litename only three times in the Scriptures : rary man and even genius of the Apostolic
? He was doubtless serviceable to
in Col. 4: 14, as “‘the beloved physician,” church
the
apostle
as a physician, and may have
sending greetings to the church to which
done much to render his ‘thorn in the
this Epistle was addressed; in Philemon

at Rome.
Considering it to be
trovertable fact that he was the

other man spake, bears
to another fact, that he
man ever lived. There
approaching in strength

tives, also

of others.

the 24th verse, as
the apostle Paul;
the one remaining
what proved to be

\
ee ——————————————

Paul could not have maintaineda long con-

rebuild the temple by Haggai and Zecha- city, during the past ten years has had
Since Luke was the companion of Paul
riah, whose counsels to do this work, see under its care 4,689 children; $43,815.71 during the period in which he wrote most
been distributed for charity; 22,172
in their prophecies. ~ ‘‘ Jeshua.”
Not hay
visits have been made in connection with of his Epistles, and in view of the fact

Jeshua, the high priest,
Levite. Neh. 12:1,8.

references to the

!

places and persons mentioned to forbid
this view, but they rather favor it. The
highly finished style in which the Epistle
is written, and its freedom from Pauline
exclamations, digressions and interroga-

ful. Such were Isaiah, Jeremiah,Ezekiel,
Homer, Shakespeare, and a large number

places

bath during last summer,a Union SundayThe same name as Joshua. | school was holding its session under a

This man was the son of Josedeck,

LUKE

and no money to pay them.
Nothing
daunted, they gathered ¢‘ one night after “ed with him to Jerusalem, and was
business hours around a post at the cor- doubtless near his person in all which
ner of a lane, within twenty yurds of the befell him there and in his confinement at
spot where Bishop Hooper wasmartyred ;
they clasped each other by the hand, and Cesurea. He also attended the apostle
with
reyerently unpovered heads resolved during his perilous voyage to Rome, and

the temple, that Zerubbtabel led his party
On the following Sunday, upto Jerusalem, that three hundred thou- | scholars.
wards of one hundred children attended,
sand Israelites went to Samaria and set- and frem that time forward the work protled at Gerizim.
Some historic truth may
gressed with yearly increasing success.”
be wrapped up in this tradition.
¢ Were
an the cities.”
That is, were settled in
Tue Hero Seirrr.. The. S. S. World
their various cities.
** Gathered them- relates an authentic instance of heroism

selves-together?

mony in favor of Luke as the factual composer of the Epistleto the Hebrews,
though Paul may have furnished its mind.
Dr. Cowles in his excellent Commentary
on that Epistle, recently published, takes
this position and nobly sustains it. There

Communications,

the ark to

sune when David brought up

1878.

out

from

ed brother hadoccupiedthe pulpit plat
form as reporter, and among other things
said, ¢“ My feeble health admonishes me
that probably this is the last time that I
shall see your faces in this world.” The
utterance was prophetic, as in a little
more than a year he received his discharge, and went home ' to live with
Christ.
All present rose and commenced singing the Hope of a Future Meeting, thdse
touching lines of Sutton,
“ Hail sweetest, dearest tie that binds
* Our glowing hearts in one.”

As the singing progressed the voice of
one after another yielded to overpowering emotions till not a dozen voices were
heard as the last lines were sung.
The
moderator then led us ina very affection-

ate and earnest prayer, a few parting
words were exchanged, and we were
soon on our different routes home.
This Conference was marked by independence of thought and action. Eight
new Yearly Meetings were received, and

there was an increase of more than 18000
members. The Orissa Quarterly Meeting asked admission, and would have
been received had the constitution allowed it. The speeches in Conference
were very fully reported; the leading
ideas
expressed
by every
speaker

were faithfully given, and the reports ex-

our care. His absence cast a shadow
over our social joys, as one after another
expressed pity for the loneliness of his
journey, and when he reached Conference
one day late,he was welcomed with great
gladness. .
:
Somewhere among the hills of Western Massachusetts, about the middle of

tended through fifteen numbers of the
Star, and filled more than sixty columns
in their total amount. In concluding his
report Brother Marks said, in speaking

the

ference, and took almost no part in
discussions, my acquaintance with

afternoon,

the engine became

of

pow-

erless and we were compelled to wait an
hour or more before one could be obtained. In the meantime our company and

and yet good

Rev. Dexter ‘Waterman,

sermon

of Maine.

At Utica, we left the cars

by
:

to complete

our journey in coaches. A ride of three
miles brought us to Whitestown Seminary,then in its first term under the Free-

will Baptists, with Prof. Fullonton at its

Conference,

‘It

embraced

the

the
the

other members, would have been but slightly extended had I not been one of the assistant secretaries. That fact brought
me in contact with them as they came to
the table inquiring about papers, &c.,
and so quite an acquaintance was formed with most of the members.

many others left the cars, and, resting
ourselves on a beautiful lawn, listened to

an ‘impromtu

the

most talent of any one ever held in the
Freewill Baptist connection.”
As I was the youngest member of Con-

|

Jesus Christ, the Bread of Life, is free-

ly offered in the gospel to every hungry,

famisbed soul. Such are prepared for the
bread, and the bread

prepared

such.

for

head, whom I had known three years before as Principal of Parsonsfield
Seminary. We spent anhour in looking over
the beautiful grounds, the commodious

He turns no real beggar from his gate.
His heart is lined with sweet compassion,
He
and his hands are stored with gifts.

buildings, and in the classes, and then
hurried on to Plainfield, the place of the

dials for a faint one, garments for a naked one, a fount for a filthy one, and a
rope for a sham beggar, who asks for
mercy and yet talks of merit.— Berridge.

Conference, some

twenty miles

distant.

It was the home of Father Willium Hunt,
for many years one of the leading men
of the Free Communion Baptists, and’ of
Rev. Jeremiah Phillips, our semior missionary in India.
The Conference opened Wednesday

morning with fifty-four delegates, about
as many more visiting brethren, and six
or eight sisters. There was no’ arrangement, as now, by which a list of deli-

gates as reported bythe

Clerks of the

Yearly Meetings could be presented at
the opening of Conference. The committee on credentials, took: time to ex-

amine the letters and make cut a list of

has supplies for all wants; legs for a
lame beggar, eyes for a blind one, cor-

-b--Al

Thought, however sincere and deep, is

powerless to reach the deepest springs of
truth and consolation. It seems to me the

necessity which in our time is forced

on thoughtful men—of intense

and

up-

con-

of religious questions—
tinuous study
carries with it a danger of trusting the

intellect for
itself. Our
full service
point where

what it can never give
thinking has not done
until it has brought
we can be open and

us by
us its
to the
Zecal

tive to those great and unspeakable real-

ities, which: at times flash themselves
peace
home to our consciousness. The
of God passeth understanding.—Chrisliam Reguster..

¥

THE

Selections,

workmen only 9 per cent. got along
alone. Children constituted 41 per cent.
of the work people. In order that wives
might remain at home and children at-

~ DEOREED.

tend school, statistics showed that

16 1-3

Res cent. must be added to the wages of
the working man, It had been found that
the yearly average expenditure of the
laboring
man's family for food was
$422.
Did not the other essentials come. to
as much as the food ? Unless the head of
a family was paid as much as twice the

¢ Into all lives some rain must fall,”
Into all eyes some tear-drops start,
‘Whether ch fall as a gentle shower,

Or drop, like fire, from an aching heart.

Into all hearts some sorrow must creep,

Into all souls some doubtings come,
Lashing the waves of life’s great deep
From dimpling waters to seething foam.

Over all pathways some clouds must lower,
cost of his uncooked food, he was on starUnder all feet’ some sharp thorns spring,
Tearing the flesh to bleeding wounds,
vation wages. Strike out such items as
Or entering the heart wit! their bitter sting. . ‘‘ newspapers,”
religion,” etc., and
Upon all brows rough winds must blow,
there would
be an ignorant popular

Over all shoulders a cross must be lain,
Bowing the form in its lofty hight
Down to the dust in bitter pain,

sovereignty. Althoughthe average saving was about three per cent. of the earn-

ings, only in a few cases was there a

Into al) hands is some duty thrust,
Unto all arms some burden given,

Crushing the heart with its dreary weight,
Or lifting the soul from earth to heaven.

Into all hearts and homes and lives

God’s dear sunshine comes streaming
Gilding the ruins of life’s great plain—
Weaving for all a golden crown.

down,

— The Presbyterian.
OA

REV. JOSEPH COOK.
There was an average audience in
attendance at Mr. Cook’s lecture in Tremont Temple, on Monday, Dec.

16.

His

main topic was “ Wages and Children’s
lights,” and his precarsory words were
devoted

We

to

the

subject

of Temperance.

clip the Traveller's report:
PRELIMINARY TALK.

There

was

a

story

in

circulation

in

New York concerning the younger Tyng,
that his habit of making all his church
work was distasteful to some of his
hearers.
A gentleman, member of his
church, in paying his pew rent, intimated
his

objection to

being

put

on the

chance of acquiring a competence. He
held in his hand a letter from a business man, which
stated the case of a
young lady applying at a large dry goods
house for a situation. She was offered
a salary on which she said she could not
live, when the man suggested infamy to
her. There was nored hot gridiron there,
or he would like to grill the man who
made that proposal.
* Where was the old spirit of Massachusetts, when such things could exist even
as exceptions ? The ancient policy of the
State required

children were

It was not time

into the

heavenly

temperance

Christians,

work

for them

yet

rest.

on

to

He

the

urged

enter

the

attention

of

The theory that drunkenness

was a disease, not a vice, had been pretty
thoroughly
discredited.
Dr.
Buckner

had published a book severely assailing
that theory. There might be hereditary
and periodical dipsomania, but only a
comparatively few cases came under that

head.

Inebriate

asylums

were

not

popular now as they were 10 years

as

ago,

and were not likely to regain their popu-

but

ignorant

be-

up

asylum,
training

of theological students they should be able
to deal

‘with the

question.

The

pulpit

should be abreast of the privileges offered to the latest student. - The most strategic circumstance in relation .to. alcohol
was that it would harden the white of an
egg. It would also harden the albuminous
tissues of the brain. Forbes Winslow had
stated that enough alcohol

could

be dip-

ped from the brain of a drunkard to burn
with a blue flame.
Boston has eight miles of licensed grogJos allowing 20 teet frontage to each.

Che indictment to be brought against the

liquor traffic in the name of trade was that
it could only succeed by the ruin of other
trades. It was a "pirate upon honest
business. The drink bill of the U. S.
was
over $700,000,000.
The annual
ravages of the drink traffic amounted in
15 years to as much as the expense of the
civil war. It was suggestive that the
old Washingtonian movement now

stood

erect, baptized by religion and in sympathy with the church. What if in cities
thé church
should be as stern with

rich proprietors of grog-shops as

is?

the law

:
The State required the proprietor to
eject the keeper of a liquor shop which
had become a nuisance.
What did the
church of the Heavenly Rest require?

That he go on and pay his pew rent.

He

could say these things because he had no
church, Ifhe had a church and could
not say such things, he would not keep
his church very long. He would not be
a spaniel —nct even a church spaniel.
The temperance women of Massachusetts
and Illinois were intendingto petition the
legislatures of their respective States for
the right to vote on the question of prohibition.

He advocated the right of womento
vote on temperance questions. He was
not a woman suffragist, but he was
meditating on that theme. He thought
this was a question on which women
could vote intelligently. Women who
were opposed to female suffrage at large
were in favor of this demand. He believed women were united on this topic.
There was in City Hall a list of all the
places of infamy in Bosten. The Chief
of Police did not close them because he
was not urged to do so. Who was to
blame, the handor the

it.

Out of 1667 cases of

shoulder

liquor law in Suffolk county,

placed on file and never

behind

violation of the
1000

were

proceeded

and
the
man
through
fingers these prosecutions

with,

whose
slipped,

oily
was

the low
a regard
the mill
labor in

time. Ifthey permitted the heart of girlhood to be wrang, they would find the
gutters full of muddy slime.
Ie was
no advocate of Socialism, rather of labor
reform as an antidote to Socialism,

TESTIMONY FOR OPEN COM~ MUNION,
In a sermon

recently

by

Rev.

Dr.

Shaw (Presbyterian), of Rochester, N.Y.,
on ‘* The Church of the Future,” oceurs
this testimony in favor of freedom at
the Lord's table :
In the church of the future,it is needful
to say that faith in the Lord Jesus Christ

will be regarded as a valid title to every

blessing of the covenant.
Then it will be
enough for a man to believe on the only
begotten Son of God, and all know that
it is not enough now.
If a man has that
faith which the gospel enjoins, then he
has a right to be baptized, then he has a
right to come to the tableof the Lord,
then he has a right to enter

heaven,

nor

he may
when I take such ground

as this, I am

told

that

a

man

must

be

baptized and join the church before he
can come to the table of the Lord.
Iam
told that there are blessings of the covenant to which I'am not entitled unless I
. have

something

all grinding down of low paid labor.
Sixty-four per cent. of the heads
of
families in Massachusetts

were

more

than

Yes, and

faith

I am

in

told

factories of England,

had no
house.

and

means of learning

their children

how

to keep’
|

The same cause was at work in producing the lack of trained skilled among
girls on the look out for domestic employment.
The children of the very
poor had no houses where they could be
trained to habits of industry. Of unskilled

Dr.

Cumming,

since

November, 1877.

the Revised New Testament, at least, will

be published in 1880.

Chester Cathedral, Anglican, has been
restored at a cost of $450,000, all of which
has been collected save $15,000.

The First Presbyterian Church of Chicago reports itself virtually out of debt,
aving paid off $82,000 within the last
year.

The United Presbyterians of Scotland
have

raised for

chureh purposes $39,144,200.

The Archbishop of York predicts the
disestablishment of the English Church at
an early day.
Four new churches have been dedicated during the past year in the Parkersburg (Va.) Baptist Association,

and

285

persons baptized during the same period.
The Japanese

Minister

to

the

United

the

a regular

wor-

twenty are Germans.

At the

beginning

of this century

the

Congregationalists have contributed an
average of eight cents each for missionary
purposes; now the average is $7.52 per

annum,
According to recent statistical returns
of Methodism for the year 1879 the total
number of Methodist communicants in the
world

is

4,489,877,

with

and traveling preachers.
The London. Christian

it is said, before he can

touch

the

love-

memorials of our Lord. Dear friends,
shall I remind you that when the supper
was first instituted the church had not
been organized.

None of the twelve were

1878.

amd Domestic,

whit better than

she

is;

but

104,175

local

World

says:

a

bull “in

covered

with care,a stone drain

may

men

would

and give it up, that is all.—X,

did

nothing

joined

else

for

hours than tie the mystic band.”
The late Eber Dunham of Willington,
Ct., left to the Baptist State Association in

trust $4,500, the income of which is to go
to the support of certain Baptist churches
of Connecticut.

He also

left

$10,000

to

build a church at Mansfield Depot, Ct.

A list of the perverts from the Church
of England to that of Rome, just publish-

ed, contains the names

of Miss

Stanley,

sister of the Dean ; Miss Gladstone, sister
of the ex-Premier; Dr. Arnold's eldest
son, Prof. Paley; Prof. Bart, Adelaide

Proctor and Elizabeth
military painter.

Thompson,

the

Christian Association has been formed
our church,

which

we

hope:

may

in

be

same as in the past:
readable shape, and

a

means of good. They meet every Friday
evening for the study of the Bible and
prayer, and once a month on Sunday afternoons.”
Of no church on the earth, at any given
period, could it be said, as our Bishops

have.

party.

better

of my

head; and

taat,

if my

done much for

miscellaneous,

charitable

and educational work.
His body will be
brought to America for burial.
Johu Bright has ‘written a letter to a
Scotch clergyman, in which he expresses
the opinion that if all the ministers of the
Scotch churches were to banish whiskey
from their houses, and the consumption
of it from their customs or social habits,

they would do much to discredit and to
withdraw one fertile source of poverty
and suffering in Scotland.

.

When, through Mr. Kimball's agency,
a year or two since, two or three heavy
church debts were lifted in the vicinity of
Boston, doubt

was

expressed: as

to the

probable prompt payment of the subscriptions.

doubts

We are happy to learn that

are very

founded.

In Mr.

generally

proving

McKenzie's

these

un-

Church

at

Cambridge, for instance, the payments
have been very prompt and full, and a
large proportion of the sum to be provided for by the first of January bas already
of our Saviour, his atoning death and
been put te its good use. A debtof sometriumphant resurrection—were never so thing like $200,000 rests upon the Conmuch to me as they are now.
gregational Heuse, Boston, and last week
0-0-0
>

—

GATHERINGS.

‘Washington has 108 churches.
They havea

Ayres.

Y.

M.

C.

A.

in

Buenos

The 109th Anniversary of St George M,
Philadelphia,

was

Congregational .Club,

jed

subscriptions, to make $30,000.

—Dissenters in Russia number over 15,000,000.
Thete are 65,000 Catholics in CincinuatH,
=
E. Church,.
celebrated.

the

recently

by

becinning.
tian Union.

A

good

Let the work go on.— Chris;
j

nbn
ls A
0 AJRE——

No animal is so extensively diffused over
the globe, or increases so rapidly, as the hog.
Marshal Vauban calculated that the produce
of a single sow in ten
years,” assuming
six
pigs at a litter, would increase
to 6.434,130
pigs, or as many as any of the chief European
States could support.

organ

should have thought there might

be

son to believe coffee a creatorof

rheuma-

coffee

caused,

and

in

FRE R

SE SERIES

a

A

another

is another

of

{TEST ~ VIRGINIA
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expound,

according

to

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
Fall term will

begin Aug.

27, 1878.

er week.

For further information

3 Z. HANING, Pres.
lia Co., Ohio.

well-

guide

or, including

This

new

Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
the thorough manner in which instruction is im.
arted.
The courses of study are the Normal,
‘ommercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : Classical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,50

and

its

This Institution

r to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

terms of ten weeks each.

of

sorts

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

Taylor Co., West Virginia.

was

hatred

all

IDGEVILLE
will

open

the

appiy to Rev-

of Trustees, Rio

Grande, Gal-

COLLEGE.—The
March

12,

1878,

S ring Term

and

close

May 30.

Annual meeting of Trustees May 28. Commence
ment Thursday,
May 30. For catalogue address
the Secretary,
Ridgeville, Indiana.

M. REED,

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming
Co., New
York.
This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction.
With three carefully arranged courses of study.
The Classical,
Seminary Li
Course.”
¥or full catalogue

TWh
ments
Dec.

IRVING B. SMITH

“COLLEGIATE

ton, Muscatine Ce.,

for the coming

10,

1878.

For

INSTITUTE: WwW

Iowa.

year.

ecial

particulars address

cipal, CLARENCE E.

il-

arrange-

Winter term begins
the

Prin-

BROCKWAY,or A. O. MUDGE,

Secretary.

Wilton Junction,

Iowa.

the price is 65 cents a month, or

oats
this

SUNDAY

SUN, in addition to the current news,

pre-

Wa-

3d,

1878.

Two

courses

of

study.

Instruetions

The WEEKLY SUN is especially adapted for those
who do not take a New York daily paper. The

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal, with a
complete board of assistants. For further partic

not

inferior

to

that

their cost.

news of the week is fully

presented, its market

ports are furnished to
agricultural

re-

the latest moment, and

department,

edited

with

its

great

care

ulars address the

and ability, 18 unsurpassed. The WEEKLY SUN is
probably read to-day by more farmers than any
other paper published. A choice story, with other carefully prepared miscellany, appears. in each
issue. The
Weekly protects its readers by barring its advertising columns against frauds and
humbugs, and furnishes more good matter for less

INS,

source.

Sec. Trustees.

money

than

can

be

obtained

from

any

other

The
price of the WEEKLY SUN, eight pages, fiftysix columns, is $1 a
year, postage paid. For
clubs of ten sending $10
we will send an extra
copy free. Address
I. W.ENGLAND,
Publisher of THE SUN, New York City.
.
6t51
Distriet Court of the U. S. for the
of New Hampshire.

District

Principal,

‘retary.

Winter

or

E.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for business,

scientific

schools

or

Fall Term begins August 20, 1878.
A.

B,,

address

Principal.

the

principal,

For

or

LING, of Dover, of the Couuty of Strafford of the
State of New Hampshire, in said District, adjudg-

and the payment of any Debts, and the

delivery of

any Property, belonging to said Bankrupt, to him,
or to his use, and the transfer of any Pioperd. by
him, are forbidden by law. A meeting of the Creditors of said Bankrupt, to prove

choose one or more

their

Debts,

held at a Court of Bankruptcy, to be holden at
Dover, in said District, on the 31st day of December, A. D. 1878, at 10 o'clock, A. M., at the Regis-

ter’s office, St. John’s

street, before

Thomas

E.

Sawyer, Esquire, one of the Registers in Bankrupt-

cy of said Court.

J. N.

PATTERSON,

U. S. MARSAL,N. H. DISTRICT,

as Messengev.

RailwaX.
The

Great

Trunk
and

the

ate.

Send for a Catalogue.

A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

It is the

Dfganisaiion in the

rols

greatest and grandest

United States.

Railway

and

alone

BLUFFS.

Hotel

Cars, or any

Cars, through, between

>

best

route

Chica-

CHICAGO

and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTaANH,

NEVADA, CALIFORNIA,
AND AUSTRALIA. Its

OREGON,

CMINA,

LITERARY

Spring term begins

° Mar. 11, 1679

Fall term begins
August 26, 1879
A first-class school.
Three complete courses

.
of

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
I. W. SANBORN,

Sec. & Treas.

Lyndonville, Vt.

ATES
—For

COLLEGE
further

THEOLOGICAL

information

SCHOOL.

address

the

Pres-

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
This Institution enters upon its fiftieth
year
2, 1878.

For

further

particulars

address

J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.

Scituate, R. I.

Michigan Central Railroad.
The Great Central

Route.

Depot, foot of Lake-st., and feot of Twenty-second
st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st.,, Grand Pacific
| Hotel, and at Palmer House.
Chicago Trains.
Leave.
Arrive.
Mail (via Main and Air Line) [* 7.00 a.m. |* 6.55 p-m.
Da
XPreSSyeesascicssssnies *9.00 a. m.|* 7.40 p.m.
Bo
Accommodation. |* 4.00 p. m.|*10.30 a. m

Atlantic Express (daily)....[§5.15p.m.|§ 8.00a.m
Night Express....... ceseeses]i 9.00 p.m. J*{6.45a.m.
* Sunday excepted. § Saturday and Sunday excepted
bn
2
i
3350
y .
:
ii
H.C. WENTWGRTH,
H.B.L¥BYARD.
1y7
G.P.& 1. A. Chicago.
Gen Man’g’r, Detroit.

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.
New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salles
Chicago Trains.
Depart. |, Arrive.

Line
between

8.
as-

Ea

It owns or con.

& COUNCIL

INSTITUTE.—J.

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent
sistants.
Winter term begins
Dec. 3, 187

No

It is the oldest, shortest, most direct, convenient,
comfortable and in every respect the best line you

can take.

HAYES,

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible.
Expenses are moder-

the Principal.

|

Line between
the West.

colleges.

particulars,

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

Sept.

CHICAGO & NORTH - WESTERN

best

J. W. HUTCH-

EL

and

Assignees of his Estate, will be

the

further

;

YNDON

ed a Bankrupt upon the Petition of his Creditors;

Sec.

Northwood Ridge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,

.

A Warrant in Bankruptcy has been issued by
said Court against the Estate of THOMAS J. SPUR-

TASKER,

Term commences Tuesday, Dec. 3, 1878.

_ In the matter of THOMAS J. SPURLING, Bankrupt,
in Bankruptcy.

Is the shortest

JAPAN

Mail (via main 'ine)
Specid]l New

Chicago and Milwaukee Line

Is the old Lake Shore Route, and is the only on
passing between CHICAGO and EvAnsTON,
LAK
OREST, WAUKKGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA and M11
WAUKEE.
PULLMAN PALACE HOTEL
CARS
are run on all through trams of this road.
This is the ONLY LIN running Pulman ca
between Chicago and St. Paul, Chicago and Mil

waukee, or Chicago and Winona, or
Chicago an.
menced using your ** Anti-Fat,”” at which
Green Bay.
'
time my weight was 219 pounds
By followNew York Oflice No. 415, Broadway ; Boston Ofing your direction carefuily. I have succeeded
fice. No. b State Street; Omaha Office, 245, Faroham Street; San Francisco Office,2 New Montgom.
in reducing my weight to 158 pounds.
This
is ull very satisfaciory und plea~ant, but just ery Street; Chicago Ticket Offices : 62 Clark Street
under Sherman
House; 75 Canal corner Madi
previous to my commencing the use of your
son Streets; Kinzie Street Denot, corner W. Kinmedicine, I had purchased two suits of fine
zie and Canal streets; Wells Street Depot. corner
clothes at a high price, and find, to my dismay,
Wells and Kinzie streets.
thut they are entirely useless to me.uow. When |
tor rates or information not attainable from
I putone ot my coals on, my friends tell we
your home ticket agents, apply to
it looks like a coffee sack on a bean-pole, and
W. H. Stennett,
Marvin Hughitt,
when I put the pants on,—well, description
Gen, Pass. Ag’, Chicago. Gen. iad LL
fails.
My object in writing is to ascertain
:
deow

...... eesses|

7:40pm

| *0:00 a m|*7:40 p m

8:40pm|

1:50 pm

Atlantic N. Y. Expriss (daily)|
5:15pm|
Night EXPress
.eceeceeseeeess(110°20p mi

8:00 am
*5:40 a m

Illinois Central Railroad.
Depot foot of Lake Street, and toot of Twenty-second
Street. Ticket Office 121 Randolph St.. near Clark,

Green Bay and Marquette Line
Is the only line between CHICAGO and JANESVILLE, WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC, OSHKOSH,
APPLETON, GREEN BAY, ESCANABA, NEGAUNEE
MARQUETTE,
HOUGHTON, HANCOCK and the LAK’
SUPERIOR, COUNTRY.

..... vo] ¥I35am|

York Express

Accommodation

Chicago, 8t. Paul and Minneapolis Line

Is the short line between CHICAGO and all points
in NOXTHERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, ant
for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DULUTH
and all points in the Great Northwest.

:

SEMINARY,

of the

as great and in value

Omaha and Oaliforn

MADE HAPPY.—LOSES
61 lbs.

MOUNTAIN

best monthly magazines of the day, at one-tenth of

No other road runs Pulman

most

Gentlemen—About
three months ago I com-

( BEER

thorough. Expenses low. Students in this vicinity give us your patronage. For further informa.
toin address,
Lizzie COLLEY, Principal.

go and the Missouri River.

in the

PRATTVILLE, Ala., July 20th, 1868.
MepiCINg Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

a

sents a most entertaining and instructive body of
literary and miscellaneous matter, in bulk twice

CHICAGO

fall, just

is the

$7.70

TERBURY CENTER, VT.
5
The-S8unday edition of THE SUN is also furnish & Winter
term of twelve weeks begins December
ed separately at $1.20 a year, postage paid. The

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS are run
by it through, between

effectual modeof killing the wire worm
and
other
troublesome
insects.
They become
chilled by being exposed and unable to find
retreat.

Botanic

:
President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

offers to students uportant and peculiar advantaes. For particular information, send for a circu-

2100 MILES of RAILWAY

Cellars should be thoroughly cleansed out
twice a year, ‘and whitewashed”
once.
Sinks
about kitchens should be
particularly attended to. Privies can be rendered completely inoffensive by the application of fresh earth

FAT MAN

humbugs

year, postage paid.

A rich sugar refiner of San Francisco has
bought 20,000 acres of land mn the Hawaiian
Islands for the cultivation of sugar cine. He
will irrigate the dry lund, drain swawps, and
build railways, and spare no money to make
the thing a success.

frosts. "This

for the

republic

}

tacr form of Hotel

before the winter

Board,$2 to

Sunday paper, an eight-page sheet of fifty-six col-

umns,

aE

tor.

with

this

cents a month, or $6.50 a year;

nS

late

and

entertaining ‘and more useful than ever before;
and we mean to apply them freely.
Our ‘rates of subscription remain unchanged.
For the DAILY SUN, a four-page sheet of twentyeight columns, the price by mail, post-paid, is 55

a drive well on his fine farm, which he has util1zed to do his cooking and light his house.
Itis quite probable that nine-tenths of the
lightning-rods put up throughout the country
are constructed by iggorant parties, and not
only do not serve as a protection but
invite
destruction with less chance of escape than if
the rods were
absent.—American
Culitva-

plowed

a year.

us through the labyrinth, will. be an important
part of THE SUNS work for 1879.
: address the Principal.
:
‘Wa have the means of making THE SUN, as a
political, a literary, and general
a
new: Spaper,moxe |

To REMOVE PEACH STAINS. Hold the cloth
over the fumes of burning sulphur.
Place a
teaspoonful of sulphur upon someh ot coals,in
ashovel,and hold the cloth spread out over the
fumes, but not so close as to scorch it.—N.
Y.

spring should be

Republican,

known methods, the principles that should

VARIOUS HINTS.

from time to time.
Land that is tobe sown

$15

the honest mon against the
It is for the honest Democrat

its loves

The present disjointed condition of parties in
this country, and the uncertainty of the future,
lend an extraordinary significance to the events of
the coming year. To present with accuracy and
clearness the exact situation in each of its varging

coffee cured, rheumatism.
Which story is
to be believed ? Both may be true, for medical, like general, experience proves the

old saw: that one man’s
meat
man’s poison.—N. Y. Times.

only

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

and

to

Pre-

Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
in the Northwest.
uition, incidental

library fees,

D. W. C."DURGIN,

will be liberally employed.

and

Collegi-

Commercial,

Fall Term commences Sept. 4.
For Catalogue address,

It is

of to-day. It has both the disposition and the ability to afiord its readers the promptest, fullest, and
most accurate intelligence of whatever in the wide
world is” worth attention. To this end the resourees belonging to well-established prosperity

phases,

Theological,

$2.25 a week,
Room, 40 te 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

of to-day, whose concern is chiefly with the affairs

bed for weeks at a time.
She was advised to drink strong black coffee (she had
always used tea) thrice a day, and in six
weeks
she experienced relief, and in four
months her pain had
wholly: ceased.
In

case

and

sizes. It hopes to deserve that hatred not less in
the year 1879 than in 1878, 1877, or any year gone
by. THE SUN is printed for the men and women

tism, if we had not read the same week of
a woman suffering from
the disease to
such
an extent that she had to keep her

Terms moderate.

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

fluences.
buildings

this

community.

THE SUN has fairly éarned the hearty

rea-

furthey in-

paratory, Music and Art Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in-

right That is THE SUN'S idea of independence.
n this respect there will be no change in its profrauds,

one

ate,

man not elected was placed in the President’s office, where he still remains—it speaks out for the
for 1879.

For

26,

J. S. GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.

“JILLSDALE

founded for the people. Whenever the Constitution and constitutional principles are vielated—as
in the outrageous conspiracy of 1876, by which a

rascals,

patient

Nov.

1amilies at reasonable rates. Two
full courses,
English and’ Classical.
For further information
by) ei the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

with the principles upon which

gramme

The

best in the State.

:

honest Republican as against the dishonest Demo-

for days

1878.

Send for Catalogue.

crat. It does not take ifs cue from the utterances
of any
politician or political organization.
It
gives its support unreservedly when men or measures are in agreement with the Constitution and

of the use of his

rent,

Rooms from $2 to $4

beglns

of any person, class, sect or

as against the dishonest

followed the

Mr.

Kimball, made a forward movement upon
it. Enough was raised, added to previous

the

There need be no mystery about

and Lihiten. Itis for
rogues every time.

then. members of the Christian church. lately declared, that throughout the
The institution of the supper preceded length and breadth of the land, in the disthe formation of the church. The church tribution of over eleven thousand miniswas born on the day of Pentecost.
Then ters, last year, no minister had failed to Times.
CLINKERS IN STOVES. Make up a good
the new dispensation was inaugurated. accept his appeintment as finally deterNow, as nothing but fuith was necessary mined, and no church had refused its fire; then place a dozen oysters or clam shells,
when the disciples met in that upper
astor. This
fact alone shows
the or small lumps oflime, upon the fire, pressing
room and when the Lord himself admin- ous
adaptation and wisdom
of them into contact with the clinkers; then let
the fire burn down and the clinkers will be
istered the ordinance, I must believe that the system.—Zion's Herald.
found so soft that they can be scraped off with
nothing but faith can be necessary now.
A memorial tablet in honor of the late
shovel.
The lime in the shells
acts as
How can Presbyterians forget what Dr. Dr. Bushnell has been erected in the aa flux.
Hodge said, and what he has put on rec- Park church, Hartford, formerly the old
KEEPING
LEMONS.
Housekeepers
find
ord: ‘ That no particular church has a North church. It bears a medallion of
right to require anything as a term of Dr. Bushnell and the following inscrip- this a serious difficulty, and, as it is somecommunion which God has not made a tion: ‘‘Horace Bushnell,D.D., L. L. D. times inconvenient and even impossible to
condition of salvation.” But I do not Born in Litchtield, April 14, 1802. Pastor get the fre<h fruit, many will be glad to learn
how lemons may be kept fresh. Purchase
propose to have any controversy on this of this church 16 years. Died in Hartford,
your lemons when they aré cheap, and lay
point. Good men differ from me. Men February 17, 1876.”
in a sufficient stock to lagt six months.
Then
much better and wiser than I am hold
procure a box proportionate in size to the
A
new
departure
has
been
taken
by
the
number
you
wish
to
store,
and
pack
them
in
to another view, and I must take what
layers in dry sand.
The fruit must not be alcomfort I can from the fact that the Congregatienal church at Williamstown, lowed
to touch each other.
Put three iuches
church of the future will not.consider her- Mass.,which,by a nearly unanimous vote, of sand between each layer.—AN. Y. Herald.
selfcalled to fence the table of the Lord,and has substituted assent to the Apostle’s
QUICKLIME.
Unslacked lime compressed
shut out those with whom they are sure to Creed for assent to its regular Articles of
into
cartridges,
or
used loosely and well tamFaith
as
a
condition
of
membership.
Assit down at last, with Abraham, and Isaac
and Jacob, at the marriage supper of the sent to the Articles of Faith is, however, ped down in the hole, using water or other
Lamb.
Isit not strange, dear friends, ‘made obligatory upon the officers of the liquid: to saturate and expand it, is now proposed for use in fiery coal mines.
It 1s claimpassing strange, that more should be re- church and upon Sunday-school teachers. ed that the advantages to be derived from its
quired of a man here than there; that it — Boston Journal.
use are: economy in the production of coal
The Congregational churches of Ne- making less slack than by using ordinary
needs more to reach the communion tablasting
powder; lives of colliers are in less
ble than it does to enter heaven itself, braska number one hundred and five, but
the breaking or shattering of coal
that what will entitle
a man to a crown only seventy-one pastors. Their home danger;
back of the charge—which is especially charof righteousness which fadeth not away mission work the past year has added acteristic of the use of gunpewder—is avoidcan not secure him a bit of that bread eleven churches, and 322 members have ed; and the quality of the atmo-phere is
‘which was broken for him ? It seems been added, and their benevolent contri- rather improved by its use than otherwise.—
very strange to me. I hardly know what butions reach $58,000, or $13,000 more Sci. Ame
POE
WW
44-044
than last year.
;
to make of it.
ITEMS.
Now I am sure that the men who have
Mr. Christopher R. Robert, founder of
put up this fence around the table of the the Robert College at Constanticople,
A Sardinian mare has lately made 580 miles
ord are highly conscientious. © Some of died in Paris the 27th of Oct., aged sixty- in ten days, on a wager.
The most northern cheese factory in the
them I love and honor with all the heart six years. He was a New York merthat I have. Still I must believe that chant, but has lived many years in re- United States is located at Holton, Me.
¢“ The American velvet plant” delights the
they are too narrow in their views. And tifement, disposing of his accumulated
horticultarist of England.
Here itis known as
whilel say this I say also that they eat the wealth. Besides Robert College, which the
muliein.
same time are welcome to believe that cost him $240,000, he founded a seminary
Nathaniel L. Seymore of Perry, N.Y.,is in
Iam too liberal ; that my heart has got at Lookout Mountain, Tenn., and has luck,
having struck a stream of gasic sinking
the

not

Board, including room

HITESTOWN SEMINARY. — Fall term beging Aug
26, 1878. This Institution is one of

the largest and

by any oth.

do equal justice to all interests in the
It is

medical advice with excellent effect.
The
rheumatism decreased steadily;
in three
months he was entirely free from it, and
has never had it since, except some six
months since, when, returning to his coffee,
the trouble immediately reappeared. We

to the disorder.

WW

need

for

Winter

not for the rich man against the poor man, or for
the poor men against the rich man, but it seeks to

twice a
a time.

and

won

The SUN is the newspaper of of the people.

About two years ago, he began to suffer
from rheumatism, his attacks being so sehim

newspaper
has

er constituency than was ever enjoyed
er American journal.

TWO EFFECTS OF COFFEE.

depriving

honest

term.

DR
term begins Feb. 18, 1879.
formation address the Principal.

newspaper the confidence and friendship of a wid-

One of our late exchanges narrates with
much detail a case of a merchant who was

vere that be could not sleep,

er

:

That is the policy which

for’

term

from $2 to $2.50 per week.

The SUN has been, is, and will continue to be independent of everybody and everything save the
Truth and its own convictions of duty.
That is

the only policy which an

term

Send to the Secretary

fare of the stndents.

and

To present all the news in a
to tell the truth though the

heavens fall.

Hamp-

PARC ID
JENINARY.
Rev. T. ¥. MILLETT, Principal, with competent assistants. Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of study
for both sexes. The
boarding house is being repaired, and no expense
will be spared necessary to the comfort and well-

THE NEW YORK SUN FOR 1879.
The SuN will be printed every day during the
year to come. Its purpose and method will be the

Times.

it
at

For particulars

INSTITUTION.—New

onday, Aug. 18, 1879.

terms address HUBBROS., Publishers, Springfield, Mass.

ARD

be as

more couples in wedlock than any minister ever did.
For he set apart certain

nights in which he

.

HAMPTON

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, ClassiScientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Winter
8 Monday Nov. 4, 1878. Spring
Futmer term be-

The only authentic and SOpyHghied cheap edition. Gives
a full historyof his wonderful discoveries in Africa and marvelous journey down
the Congo. It is fascinating
as romance. Profusely illustrated, and high y -ahdorsed by the
clergy and press. Agents are selling 10 to 25
r day. Nearly 10.
sold, More

--B--0
4-0-4

very fond of coffee, drinking
day, and three or four cups

A

STANLEY 527.

get tired

Y.

mind.

A NEW EXCITING BOOK

has
perseverance.
There
is
but unfounded idea that he can

not, probably some

valuable garments.

Bristling with WILD ADVENTURES.
The
DEEDS
of the DARING
EXPLORER

good as a tile drain. 5. A man can eat a
quail a day for 30 days or a year and survive it he
a common

aside

Exchange” is what you want in
with your Anti-Fat buisness.
Yours Truly,
GEORGE BoID.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

a

arms.
His physician after trying various
rernedies without avail, recommended the
discontinuation of coffee, which, as it increased bile and nervousness, contributed

he, perhaps,

“Clothing
connection

in

together

that

sustain in throwing

Just turn this matter over in your

buying ‘in a poke” the pedigree may be
some aid to determine, or rather guess,
what the animal may be. But we should
not buy a pig nor a cow or

EW

ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study
for both sexes. Connected with
fo Jugtitution 8 He Jost pSommercial Jollee |in
ew
England.
Tele
ya 3
.
8
teacher of SA
the State. Md
less than in any other of like grade, Four terms
of10 weeks each. Winter Term
ns Nov, 18,
1878. Spring Term be,
Feb. 3, 1879. Summer
Term begins Apr. 21. Summer Term closes June
26. Send for Catalogue to
REV, A. B, MESERVEY, Principal.

using it in consequence of the loss they would

W. E. H. asks: “1, Is Alfalfa a valuable grass, can it be grown successfully in
Vermont, and would you recommend it ?
2. Would you feed oil-cake to calves,and if
80 in what quantities ? ..3. Which is considered the better, the A.J. Herd Book or
the American Jersey Caltle Club Register ? 4.
Won't a drain filled with loose stones shortly become clogged with the earth washing
in? How may it be prevented ? 5. Can
a man eat a quail a-day for 30 days ?”
Reply.—1. Alfalfa is not a grass, but a
leguminous plant allied to the clovers.
It
can not be grown with profit in Vermont
or anywhere else in competition with clover or grass.
2. Oil-cake is very useful
for young calves.
One pint a day will be
of much benefit. 3. There is little choice
between these two herd-books. The A. J.
C.C. R. is more
exclusive than the
other. Neither of them will make a good
cow one

Eoueational,

whether you have notin connection with vour
medicine business, an establishment where
your patronssimilarly situated, could exc¢hange
these useless garments for others that would
fit. I think you ought to have something ot
the kind,as it would be an inducement for
many to use the Anti-Fat, who now object to

[This department is inserted here as the Index
crowds it out ofits usual position on the last page.)

¢“ In a memoir of the late George Gilfillan

it is mentioned

411

poke.” 4. Itdepends upon how thie drain
is filled. If the stones are built in at first
80 as to make a good channel, and this is

of pronounced

Christian character, and

25,

SUNDRY MATTERS.

Dr. Philip Schaff says it is thought that

during the past 34 years

Baral

of London,

this,

been baptized, unless three or four who
had been baptized by John, the fore-runner of Jesus. A man must join the church,

obliged

to call in the aid of their wives and
children; 180,000 mothers were in the

The Rev.

will soon celebrate the jubilee of his ministry.
Twelve Presbyterian churches have
been organized in the State of Missouri

Rev. Thomas L. -Gulick, writing from
when those who partook of the. supper, | ZurSpain,
28th, —says+{
za,
—on—Oct—
ago
in that ‘upper room, had none of them ‘* During the last quarter a Young Men’s
Son of God.

views should prevail, the church would
only be an appendage of the world. I
re-elected by the people.
He hoped God might paralyze his arm was telling you a little before of the libif ho ever cast a ballot in favor of the erty which I claim for myself. And now
liquor traffic. He was lately asked to I want to go one step furtherand add that
take wine at a dinner table, and replied _I shall claim the liberty of loving these
that he fellowed the advice of the angel brothers who differ from me; these broto Manoah’s
wife.
There were
six thers who say that [entered the church
ministers present, but he doubted if half by the wrong door, and these others who
of them remembered the passage. He contend that I never entered. it at all—
was of the opinion of Henry Wilson that these who practically say that I am neino law upon which a blessing could not ther a member of Christ's church nor a
be asked in the closet could remain per- - minister of Christ's gospel. I claim the
manently on the statute
books of the liberty of loving these men with a true
Christian lpve, and there is no thought
!
United States,
more comforting to me than the anticiTHE LECTURE.
pation of meeting them all in heaven, and
After prayer and sip ing, the lecturer
that-there willbe nothing to keep us apart
proceeded upon the topic of ‘* Wages and there. Perhaps I ought to add before
Children’s
Rights.” The cost of main- leaving this part of my subject, in justaining 100,000 paupers in London in tice to myself, that I cling with greater.
1875 was five times as much as the cost tenacity then ever to Christand his cross ;
of maintaining a similar number in 1815. that the great and glorious facts which
This was owing to the increased estimate make our gospel—the miraculous birth
of what was necessary for human existence. Americans were not to be expected
to live like Chinese, and he was against

The Boston Y. M. C. A. reports a membership of over 3,000, a gain of over 1,800
during the year.

shiper at the Foundry M. E. Church:
Of the twenty-nine Lutheran clergymen
who died last year in this country, over

not claim. Now

Drunkeness as a vice mustbe dealt with
by the church rather than the
and under the modern scientific.

dedicated

Nov. 17th,

er to maintain his household on
wages offered.
Unless we had
for the school as well as the mill,
itself would be without skilled

larity. In seven cases out of ten drunk- | is there anything there which

enness was a vice, not a disease.

A new Moravian church was
at Laketown, Minn.,

DECEMBER

canse the head of the family had not pow-

com-

church. Round the corner is your church
—the Church of the Heavenly Rest.”

growing

education,

STAR,

States is said to be a man

mittee or having his family visit the slums.
**I know what you want,”
said the
pastor, ‘“but you have come to the wrong

universal

MORNING

CHICAGO

TRAINS,

Leave.

Arrwe.

St. Louis Express,
= = « «
[¥840a,. m.|*845
St, Louis Fast Line, = = = = |§8.80 p.m.|§7.15 15
Cairo. Arkan'’s & Texas Express, § $30 p. m, *7.15
Cairo & New Orleans Express, * 8.40 a.m.
§430
Springfield and Peoria Express, |* 8.40 a. m.|* 4,30
Springfield Night Express, = = § 8.30 p.m.(§
7.05
Peoria and Keokuk Express, =
[*8.30 p. m.!*
7.15
Dubuque & Sioux City
Express, |* 10.00a. m.|* 3.40
Dubugee & Sioux City Express,|* 9.30 p.m |* 6,35

Gilman Passenger,

= = = =

~* 430 p.m. 92 a. m

“Daily.Sunday§Except,

THE

p.
a.
a
a
p.
a.
a.
a.
a.m

;

CHICAGO,

BURLINGTON

& QUINCY

R. R.

1s the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
West from Chicago.
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
their

DINING

SALON

the

great

feature

of

their

houses so the Management of “Great Burlington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LuUxURY of their patrons solely in view, do not use
their CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pas age
Traffic, or Sleeping urposes (asis the case of the
so-called Hotel inh
ence, they are always kept
sweet, neat and clean. The moderate charge
75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the

of
Menu

is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most
fastidious,
lyews
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The Homing Star.
WEDNESDAY,

pleasure.

ion
£&~ All communications designed for publicat

all letters

Editor, and

on business, remittances of money, &c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H,
S®~ The Western Editorial
St., Chicago.

Ofiice

is at 157

Dearborn

Watch
lessons of life are few ; their repetitions
many. We are all swinging around the
circle. Happy for us if it be a spiral, so
that every time that we come around to
patience there shall be a springtime
newness about the experience; every
time we are set to watching and to prayer
there shall come a clearer vision and a
stronger faith ; that each revolution shall
tind ps higher up than before.
Just to be happy, completely happy,

is

There is much sweeta blessed thing.
ness in life. Many are called to drink of
the bitter cup; but that should not cover
the fact out of sight that many as well are

partaking with a keen relish of the joys
oflife. That heart is bitter indeed which
. does not heap blessings on those who are
brim fall of happiness, who are oblivious
of what older people dignify with the
‘sedate appellations of seriousness and
earnestness and so on. These awakenings
reuhties” of life come soon
to the
enough, and need no hastening on your
or my part. Some one says that all the
world loves a lover. So let our sympathies
go out from us that even we may emit the
reflections of these sunbeams which hail
from youth and maiden, from childhood,
and again from the childhood that comes
of growing old gracefully. Yes, there
are maturing lives, too, which shed this
less brilliantly. Laying
light only
aside worldly wisdom “aiid school-book

ie

that the

say

that the second is
prosperity of the |

first is fortunate, and
unfortunate: yet, the

DECEMBER 25, 1878.

hould be addressed to the

We

bad man may be his real adversity, and
the adversity of the good man may be his
real prosperity. Is it not the teaching of
a virtuous

Scripture and experience, that

man gets more benefit from his affliction
than u vicious man gets from his prosperity ?
Time is short. Eternity is long. - We
can well afford to suffer mn this life if it
will improve our character for the life
everlasting. If we learn the lessons of

patience, of courage, of gentleness, of
love, and so have our character improved,

we can well afford to walk through some
present suffering. ‘It is well for me,”
David,

said

“that

I was

for

afflicted,

pefore I was afflicted I went astray, but
now I have kept thy commandments.”
To gain in wisdom and goodness is the
real end of life.

The welfare of the

:

soul

better to be stripped of such possessions.

be

may

therefore,

—

death

TAYLOR.

of Bayard

altogether what

Taylor,

like to see it.

United

No doubt, we often interpret in-

correctly. Yet we are pleased to try to
trace the hand of Providence in shaping
our lives. The Scotch peasantry are a
religious people, and one of them, Sandy
Smith, whose cottage was swept away in
the great flood of Morey, and who, together with his wife and three children,
When
was saved as by a miracle, said,

had

won

a wide

reputation,

and

his ges

with

men

We

he hath

———

evil

times.
Values have decreased, incomes
diminished, reverses of fortune multiplied.

Tens of thousands of persons, a few years
ago in comparative wealth, are now suffering poverty; while vast numbers of
-the laboringf=] classes are out of work.
Crime, too, and especially that of dis-

itself upon all

¢I will

never

leave thee,

nor forsake thee.” ” -

DIVINE PROVIDENOES.
seem to have fallen upon

honesty, manifests

said,

sides.

Doubt, discouragement, hardship,
drive
many to despair.
Insanity and suicide

ter

THE " VOICE FROM THE S0UTH.”
A correspondent craves the privilege
of publishing a communication in this
paper, partly to give his views of certain
matters in the South, and partly to reply
to an article in the Siar of Oct. 9. Accordingly his communication appears on the first
page. We gain two things by printing it:
(1) We catch a glimpse of the feeling at
the South onthe question of negro slavery,
and the sensitiveness of the

people

if the

press

but

does its duty. The danger that isexpected rarely happens, for we are apt to make

at any intimation from the North that the

the hard times.
The whole country
seems to be in a condition of unrest.
Men's hearts fail them for fear.
These
. matters are full of a very sad and solemn
suggestion.
We . ask the question, Are
all these things guided by Divine Providence?

Negroes are not accorded their full rights ;
and (2) we see how slight and inadequate

In

was

daily

speech we

dignity,

Europe, and the account

of it which

he

talk of good and

It is tolerably

But

and

easy

in

the

outward incidents of life our epithets are
very apt to be improperly used. We
gpeak of inheriting a fortune as a good
thing. We speak of sickness, of loss of
property, of the enmity of men, as evil

follow any event.
Hence, it is inconsiderate in us to pronounce rashly upon
the character of any incident in life. We

| the success of the Southern

1864,

to

a

daughter of Professor Hansen, the celebrated German Astronomer. His career
shows what may be done by a poor boy,
born to no station but such as he won by
his own energy and perseverance.
At the close of this year a good many
subscriptions to the ¢ Star” will expire.
Will each subscriber read over the pro=
spectus for 1879, and see
if he can af=
ford to do without the paper next year?

CURRENT

TOPICS.

writes home to the Christian World that
his intercourse with seme Southern gentlemen had ¢¢ deepened in my (his) mind

aimed

at a class. What the aroused public sentiment of this country demands, and what
it will have, is absolute personal liberty,
social, religious and political, within

the

has called attention afresh to the increased voting power of white persons in the
South, as compared with their vote in the

North, now that the Negro is kept from
the polls.

It hardly needs to be said that

see a bad man, for instance, the
possessor th very nature of things,cries out against
of wealth, of friends, of health, of pry a condition of affairs, and stamps as

Associa-

be of a nature to interfere in the least with the
work and success of ‘ The Southern Baptist
Association.” But we all ought to feel that
neither the Potomac nor any other ‘boundary

divides off any portion of the Lord's

vineyard

the feeling that had already possessed

it,

A correspondent of the Congreyationalist,
writing of therecent yellow fever plague in the
South,bears this testimony to the fidelity of the
clergy:
vm
3
I do not think¢ there are any places in
Louisiana where the pastors deserted their
flock; at least T know of none positively.
They stood at their posts, and some even volunteered to go to Granada and other towns in
Mississippi.
At Holly Springs, Miss., the
tev. Ben Black, a colored : preacher, and an
old man, was at one time the only clergyman
there, to give spiritual comfort to the sick and
dying, and to bury the dead.
He did his work
nobly to white and black alike, and his name
will be held in undying reverence by all who
witnessed his
munistrations, or shared
in
them.

Denominational Fefos.

that it is at present in the South, for the
most part, that the genteel life of America

The Work

Goes On.

1s found.” Some explanation of this hasty
As I have intimated once before in these
and discourteous verdictis given by the
Boston correspondent (‘‘Shawmut”)of the columns, I do not know of anythingjwhich
Chicago Standard. He calls attention to enters so largely the material element,
the statement of the Philadelphia corres- ‘that indicates a more healthy state of
pondent of the Watchman, who said that religion, than the building and repairing
Mr. Mursell was not only a sympathizer of churches, and of parsonages as comwith the South in the late rebellion, but fortable homes for pastors. Especially
that he was ¢ an enthusiastic admirer of is this true, in case all this is done on the
the acts of Gov. Eyre in Jamaica.”
The
¢ pay as you go” principle. A church
Standard correspondent then says :
can not expect to prosper and flourish for
It seems incredible that any English a long time without a suitable house of
Baptist minister should have admired the worship and its accompaniments. When
acts of Eyre. As soon might the primitive there are churches, sometimes they are
church have defended the stoning of
Stephen. Mr. Eyre was governor of Ja- ill fitted and ill kept. Vestries are often
maica, and hated the Boghoes with genu- unprovided with suitable furniture, unine aristocratic hatred.
1866, in con- carpeted and uninviting
every way.
sequence of his tyrannical course, a dis- Pastors are obliged to occupy. whatever
turbance took place, and Eyre and his
minions killed the negroes without dis- ‘tenement may happen -to be vacant,
crimination or mercy. He also caught a sometimes wholly unfit for occupancy, or
retense for the execution of Hon. G. W. located at an unreasonable distance from
ordon, whose only crime was a protest the church.
And when these needful

against

the

bad

administration of the

governor.
;
« Shawmut” adds that if Mr. Mursell
admired the acts of Gov. Eyre, perhaps
he would have exulted in the death of
Lovejoy, or of Torrey in prison, or of
John Brown at Harper's Ferry. We hope
that Mr. Mursell will be able to successfully refite this grave atéusations-

things are provided,

are well

grounded fears

that

often

on the cause of God for years.

mean to say, that in no instance

church incur debt:

done

on

I

do

not

should a

For in rare cases it

may be almost a necessity

for the time,

tent, provided there be a reasonable prospective ability to keep the payments

apace

with

the

dues.

ILLINOIS ITEMS.

Masters.

&

Oui

es. He has also visited the Colfax church and
finds much to discourage the brethren in that
place, and yet much to encourage them.

The Prairie CityQ. M. has

been gloriously

revived the past few months.

Their Jast ses

sion closed at Fiat with the rejoicings of the
converted and the cry of mourners. The

meeting was protracted by Bro. J. E. Bayless
und others with glorious results,
An interesting work of grace is in progress
with the Middle Grove church, under the labors of Rev. S. T. Dodge.

Ohio.

¢ The

debt,

Notes,

D. J. H.

Ward,

of the

the feeling of the community.
Rev. James Boyd is holding extra meetings
| with the F. B. church in Reading.
Colle? prayer-meetings
have. begun
at
Hillsdale.
The Herald says .that the prominent desire in all minds scemes to be that the
winter might be given to
phore earnest Chris-

Crystal, Mich.
* The church dedicated its new and beautiful house of worship to the service of God. It was dedi-

cated free from debt.”

tian consecration,

‘Perhaps the average reader may be
surprised at the interest am exhibiting

which has a so large ma-

terial side toit. He can not reasonably
be more so than I was once when the
late dear Dr. Day wrote to me to write a
few articles for the Star on agriculture.
For the building of suitable churches for
the worship of God, and the providing of
pleasant homes for the convenience and
comfort of pastors who conduct that
worship, have doubtless more practical
religion in them, than the raising of good
crops.—J. F.

The value of the gift recently
last week.

PARAGRAPHS:

The church in

New York City is prospering.

Mr. C. J. Fow-

ler, the evangelist, will begin a series of meetings there Jan. 5, to be succeeded by Rev. Mr.
Colcord with his chorus choir.
:
REv. J. M. LANGWORTHY, of Utica, has
just closed a series of meetings with
the
church at Alps, Rev. W. Fuller,
pastor.

on

church,

the

are

yet

seeking

Lord.
Our little church at Indian Falls is worthy of
commendation for its zeal for the Master. Much
of the time since its organization it has been

without ministerial aid, but the members have
persevered in keeping up their regular meetings, According to their means they give liberally. Rev. H.N.
Plumb is now laboring
with them regularly
every
Sabbath.
The
meeting-house
is well filled with attentive
hearers, and many are looking for a revival of
God's work.

MAINE GLEANINGS,

Rev.J. W.

Carr will

divide his time the coming year between the
Ft. Fairfield and Presque Isle churches.
The interest continues good at Castle Hill,

Saturday,

Dec. 14,

there

was

a

F.

But the

Baptist

class formed of fifteen: members and on the
Sabbath following, Rev. J. W. Carr baptized
three promising young men and added them
‘to the class. In the evening five new ones
came forward for prayers.
Bro. Tasker is
still laboring there to good acceptance.
Ft. Fairfield Woman's Mission Society have
a barrel of goods toward furnishing a room,
ready to send to Harper’s Ferry for Christinas.
They intend to furnish a room and will make
up the amount soon.
This is aside from their
usual work, Our Yearly Meeting helped our
mission interest very much.

made to

Rev.

church, was
types had it

:

This is the most favorable montli of the
year for procuring new subscribers.
We
have lately added a good number of new
names to our list, but we wish to add
many more before the new year.
Will
not our pastors and the friends generally
of the ¢* Morning Star’ exert themselves
to put it 1 every family that does not

now receive it ?

Ordination.

Mr1Gs Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Middleport church, Dec. 6, and notwithstanding the roads were almost impassable,delegates
were present from most of the churches, and
lav:
2
S
é
FST
4 Foully - -SEIoTuNlesasion.
veral
churches report revival interest since last session, and some have meetings in progress at
this time.
Rev. W. J. Fulton left a meeting in
progress with Campaign church, with five candidates for baptism in charge of the brethren,
in order to be with us. An unusual interest
was manifested in the business and covenant
meetings, and especially in the pleas of weak
churches for ministerial aid; but.with only one
available preacher belonging to our Q. M. of
fifteen churches, we are almost powerless to
grant their request, und are obliged to depend

on the labors of

pastors

from

Athens Q. M.,

who helpus all they can. There is abundant
opportunity for labor here, but our churches
are poor, and our brethren will ever remem-

ber with gratitude the faithful work, unselfishness and sacrifices of those ‘brethren in the

ministry who have stood by us.

We are look-

ing with hope for better days, and God's

work

among us is being blessed by him in the saving of souls.
Our ministerial brethren
of

Athens Q. M. were unable to meet with us as
is their custom, and Bro. Fulton preached five

sermons and was also moderator.
The following resolutions were unanimously
adopted:
Whereas, It has leased God to remove from

us by death,our beloved and esteemed brother,

Rev. Ira Z. Haning, whose work for the Master, (though a member of Athens Q. M.,) was
largely with the churches in Meigs Quarterly
Meeting, and to whom many were particularly
attached, claiming him as their spiritual father,
therefore

Resolved, 1. That in his death we are made

to feel the loss in our midst of an earnest and
consistent minister of Christ, a faithful Christian and a good citizen.
Ti
2, That we hereby tender our deepest sympathy with the bereaved wife and children,
und other relatives of our lamented brother.
3. Thatin this event we recognize the hand
of Providence, who.in his divine arrangement,
has thas early called his faithful servant home

At the last session of the Western R. 1. Q.
M., u request was received from the 2d. W.
to rest,
:
Greenwich church, for the ordination of Bro.
t. That the clerk be instructed to forward a
James D. Hallowell.
After an examination
copy of these resolutions to the afflicted family
of our late brother, and that they be published
which proved satisfactery, the council proin our denominational paper.
ceeded to set him apart to the work of the
Next session with Cheshire church, Feb. 28,
ministry in the following order: Invocation
1879.
L. O. Smith, Clerk.
by Rev. 8S. G, Brown; Reading Scriptures by
Rev. M. Phillips;
Consecrating prayer by
ATHENS Q. M.—Teld its Nov, session with
1st Alexander church, beginning Friday, Nov.
Rev. G. W. Wallace; Charge by
Rev. J. M.
Purkis; Hand of fellowship by Rev. G. E. 1 8,and continuing over the Sabbath. Ouly three
réported by letters,but there were verbal reports
Hopkins; Sermon by Rev. M. Phillips from 2d
from a majority of the churches.
J. C.Gorby
Tim. 2: 15; Benediction by the candidate,
was elected elerk pro tem.
Among the cheering reports is one that the Columbia is enjoy8. B. YOUNG, Clerk of Council.
Bo
ing a revival under the labors of Eld. Peden.
Conference voted to renew Bro. C. A. DenWestern.
ney’s license for one year.
After the. usual
Tur last session of the Lafayette Q. M. conbusiness was disposed of, conference adopted
resolutions of respect on the death of Rev, I.
vened with the church in Stewart, Wis.; Dec.
Z. Hanink, as follows:
6—8.
By request, Rev. B. F. McKenney proWhereas,an allwise but to us an inscrutable
tracted the meeting, ind some ten or fifteen
Providence has permitted the death of our
have turned unto the Lord by repentance and
dearly beloved brother, Rev. I. Z, Haning, in
the prime of life and in the midst of his usefound pardon through Christ.
fulness, therefore,
From Ono.
Bro. J.J. Mills, a Hillsdale
Resolved,1. That while this is a loss that to
us appears irreparable we bow in humble substudent, has been licensed to preach by the
mission
to the great Giver of all good,and pray
church in Orange, and he is now teaching and
that this deep affliction may lead us toa higher,
supplying churches to good acceptance
in
better and more spiritual life and make us
Geauga & Portage Q, M.
humble and useful followers of the Lord Jesus
Christ.
Rev. C. H, Gleason enters upon his second
2. That as the watchmen on the walls of
year as pastor of the
church at Chester X
Zion fall one by one we pray the Lord to send
Roads under favorable skies. He also gives
forth more laborers into the harvest.
3. That we hereby tender his bereaved famone-half of his time to the church in Rochester,
which, thoughlong destitute of a pastor, is ily our sincere sympathy and respect in this
their hour of deep trial and affliction,
still of good heart.
;
Next session of the Q. M. will be held with
A series of meetings has been held by Rev.
the Pageville church, beginning
Friday, Jan.
J. C. GOrBY, Clerk pro tem.
Joseph Masters at Lynn Hill, about six miles 31, 1879.

north of Beaver Valley.
and with the assistance

Four were baptized,
of Deacon

Jones,

of

Beaver Valley, a Freewill Baptist church of
twelve members was organized. Bro, H. F.

Rock & DANE Q. M.—Held its Nov. session
with the Oakland church, It will be remembered that this is the place visited by the tor-

nado last May, and two meeting-houses and &
Wogan, who was expected, was unable to he | school-house were demolished and much damage done to other property.
But the brethren
present, owing to ill health. However, the
and friends with a zeal and energy worthy of
meetings were continued, and thirty added to
all praise have heen rebuilding and we found
at work :getthe church, 8 by baptism, 4 by letter, and 18: Bro. True and the friends hard
ting ready for the dedication on the coming
by experience, these latter formerly belonging

to the M. E., U. B., Campbellite,

and

C.

B.

churches, and three or four formerly belongThere is a good prospect of building up one. of
the largest churches in the bounds of the
Jackson Q. M. It has had the reputation of

observant eye of the commen reader, with

the Star, and then leave tne matter to the

large

Quarterly Meetings.

Eleven were buried with Christ in baptism
others

a

INDIANA.
The protracted meeting closed at
Sparta, resulting in one addition, and the
quickening of the membership and a prospect
of several others joining soon.
The spirit-of revival is on the increase in
the Zion church.
There was another addition
last Sunday night, and backsliders are being
reclaimed.

EV. A. L. GERRISH recently delivered an
interesting lecture on * Object Teaching” before the school teachers of Olneyville,
R. 1I.,
and others interested in educational work.

while

by

J. H. Walrath, by the Dover
about $15, instead of $60, as the

Wlinisters and Churches.

NEW YORK

er

number of conversions.
A. R. Keillor, of the theological preparatory class at Hillsdale, is supplying the Woodstock church with geod acceptance.

ist law in Germany recently, and the vig-

-

Bro,

The Hancock

The Hamilton church is doing nothing.
Rev. J. 8. Dinsmore is at present preaching
to the Prairie City and the Cottonwood church-

the troubles of the Old World with Communism are about to be transferredto this

The passage of the anti-Social-

\

Q. M. is in a low condition,
The hy jovi}
no revivals in the past year except
in the Paloma church. - Rev. D. C. Miller
preaches
monthly to the Paloma and Stone's
Prairie
churches.
:
Rev. Mr. Persion is pastor of the Terre
Haute church.

general rule should be, ¢ pay as you go.” beinga very wicked place, but a marvelous
I call attention to what is being done in change has come over it. The hills that were
this line as shown by the last number of once boisterous with sin are now echoing the

country.

A

The meetings are continued by

ing to our own church, all having been bapand might be hazarded to a limited ex- tized.
There are five candidates for baptism.

along
——THERE

itis

credit, so that a crippling debt is entailed

N
°

Baptist

tion.” We can assure our friend the Review,
that our proposition, if it comes at all, will not

from any other.

cause Mr.O'Neall is a somewhat prominent
Baptistclergyman in South Carolina,of the
liberal wing,aad claims to understand and

constitution and the laws, for every per-in the land. And this demand
things.
In fact, however, the inheritance son
may be evil, and the sickness, or loss, or} will not be deceived nor circumvented by
enmity, may be good. The events which tissue ballots or * slavery for crime.”
Again, our correspondent claims that
come to us are to be estimated by their
results. All things are connected.
A « public justice is peaceably administered
series of links runs through the chain of throughout the South.” Prepostercus!
events of eternity.
Fvery incident is The blood of the massacred Chisholms,
related to all things past and to come. of the slaughtered Hamburgh militia, and
To lose one’s fortune, or health, or friend of hosts of black citizens wickedly murhas following after it endless conse- dered throughout the South, deny,almost,
quences. The
immediate results may that ¢* public justice is administered” at
:
seem to be evil,in causing pain, hardship, all.
We do not undertake to deny that for
grief, but the ultimate consequences may
- prove that these seeming evils were really several years ‘ South Carolina was plunthe largest blessings. The hardestevents dered by a set of legislative thieves.”
of our lives may bloom forth into glory The thieves ought to be punished, wherever found. But those thefts can never
and bliss for us.
In peaking of Divine Providences, be allowed to destroy the social and polittherefore, it becomes us to speak with ical influence of the hosts of colored
caution;
or, atleast, with reverence. It voters in the South.
Mr. Blaine's recent speech in the Senate
is not for us always to determine upon the

good or evil of Providences. ‘We can
not see the train of results that will

:

Mr. Taylor was married in

it.” After saying very flattering things
of bis reception by the Boston people, he

crime, in the South, so far as it is

others unfortunate.

call fortunate,

own hand.

Plain,

in a matter

week received ‘the last part of it. We
shall push the printing, bipding and distribution as fast as we can without injury
to our regular work.

subsequently published is still read with
interest.
After his return to America
he was engaged in journalistic work
in New York city till 1851, when he

tion of certain recent political and social
operations are based. We say that, be-

witness, to steal, to murder.

things
we

eH

the church, has been provided for.”

el

are the arguments on which any justifica-

to discover in morals what is good and
what is bad. It's always and everywhere good to love God, and one’s
neighbor. It is always evil to bear false

Some

a

MiourGaN

Pleasant

{7 WE would say, in answer to many inquiries about the delay of the reports of

REV. ARTHUR MURSELL, the English
Baptist preacher in this country, seems,
metaphorically, to have ‘put his foot in

represent public feeling there.
«We have noslavery among us,” writes
Mr. O'Neall, ¢ nor do we expect to have
any, except for crime, and that you will
not object to.” Now we must say that we
shall and do object to slavery, even for

evil.

—

which,as an incubus, has been clinging to |

such provision as to render the event impossible.
¢ Forewarned, forearmed,” is
a good motto just now.

ability and general ac€eptance both to his the Benevolent Societies, that the Misown country and to the German Empire.
sion reports were printed soon afier AnMr. Taylor was bornin Kennett Square, niversaries, but as all the reports were to
Pa., Jan. 11, 1825. At the age. of nine- be bound together for distribution,we have
teen he undertook a pedestrian tour of waited for the other copy, and have this

there

have greatly increased under the pressure
of

ee

Gilford Village. ¢ The church is get- Junior class in the Hillsdale Theological
ting ready to build a vestry, so much school, has been for the past three weeks conneeded, and money enough has already ducting revival meetings at Pittsford with very
been earned by the Ladies’ Society to | favorable results. The interest is increasing,
and the indications are that much good will
furnish it.”
result. A well-filled house each night attests

Isaw the light of the ‘cindles shining set out on a protracted tour in the Kast,
across.the broad and roaring water in the in the course of which he ascended the
BRIEF NOTES.
night, I thought that the Providence to Nile to latitude 12° 30’ N., and afterA Merry Christmas!
whom I addressed my prayers had not wards traversed large portions of Asia
We need not add anything to the advertiseforgotten me and my little family.” A Minor, Syria and Europe, and in the lat- ment of the Springfield Republican, more
knowledge, perhaps there is worse use little bird flew full in the face of a seater part of 1852 he made a new departure than to say that we think it speaks truthfully
to which leisure moments may be put captain, standing upon the deck of his
from England, crossing Asia to Calcutta for itself.
than in detecting, and in sympathy enter- ship, one dark and stormy night. Twice
The ministers of Maine are invited by the
and thence proceeding to China, where
Women’s
Christian
Temperance
Union to
ing into, these blessed foolishnesses of again the bird repeated this strange act.
he joined the expedition of Commodore preach on temperance the first Sunday in
happy hearts.
the Perry to Japan.
said
«Jt must be a Providence,”
This tour furnished him January.
g course, presently material for several excellent books of
captain ; and, turninhis
Prof.
Goldwin
Smith's
article
on
¢
UniverReader, have you ever experienced came to where g ship had just been lost, travel. In 18356 he edited a Cyclopedia of
sal Suffrage” in the January Atlantic is wor
that solemn, hushed, peaceful feeling,— and saved from a watery grave a great
Modern Travel, was appointed Secretary thy of general reading, pondering, and anthat feeling that would be awful but for number of persons.
:
of Legation to Russiain 1862, and in the swering, if possible.
the great confidence that is begotten by
‘We know of two or three persons who have
From all the lessons of life we need to few following years he published several
it—that comes over a person. when he learn a’ lively and
strong faith. Our stories, which were excellent both in contributed $5 each as a Christmas gift to
Myrtle Hall at Harper’s
Ferry.
Who has a
first realizes that God has answered his contentment rests upon the foundation of
style and teaching, and also various New Year's gift for the same object?
prayer? He may have bowed in some faith, and this faith sees the goodness of
poems, ballads, and songs, whose worth
¢ Even those Christians,” says the Sundaysolitary-place, with, an intense longing Godin the dispensation of his providences.
and great popular favor would make it School Times, * who are prejudiced against
&
0
gORO--SPeeial-thingthat-—ne-—human.fp pe
We should labor to have our hearts fully superfluous to mention them here. His the idea of ¢ getting up a revival’ admit that it
power could give, and thus asked the convinced of God's
love towards us;
attendance at the Iceland millennial in is.a very good thing to receive a reviving,
Heavenly Father to satisfy the want. that he is our Father, and that what
1874, and his subsequent account of the when it comes down from above.’?
There was no tangible presénce. To he gives us, or withholds from us, is
The Voice is the title of a modest new
exercises, are still fresh in the minds of
human ken it was like asking the wind in love. We are to seek to understand
monthly paper just started in Albany, N. Y.
many.
for a gift. But directly the thing is given the promises rightly,
It is devoted to voice culture, and gives speand then never
Bayard Taylor's greatest literary work cial
attentionto stuttering asd stammering.
—the prayer is answered! How that feel- doubt the performance of them. Has
was doubtless the translation of Faust, ‘We do not know of another publication like
ing, especially if it be new, subdues ore. God ever yet dealt unfaithfully with us?
which good critics have recognized as it. Itis conducted by Mr. E. S. Werner,
What a sense of mystery fills the mind. He has infinite power, and so is able
among the best reproductions of that Assistant Editor of the Albany 7'imes.
In that humble place, one has been wait- offer his word. He has infinite love,
In response to our intimation that we might
German masterpiece in the English laned upon by the Royalty of Heaven, and ar
"so is bound to keep his word. So guage. It is to be regretted that his life by and by propose a plan of union between
come in contact with the Infinite. Happy we cast ourselves upon his providence,
of Goethe, for which he had collected the northern and southern F. Baptists, the
is he, and distinguished among men, who and repose with assured confidence upon
much material,
@nd to-perfect which was Baptist Review, of North Carolina, says:—
“In advance of .that, we will suggest that the
thus receives out of God's hand his daily his promises. We thus learn to be
a strong inducement to accept the Ger- Star attend to the work north of the Potomac.
need. But such is the privilege and may obedient to the Apostle, who said, ‘“Be
‘man mission, could not be finished by his The only hope of our cause in the South, is
be the distinction of the humblest person content with such things as ye have; for
on earth.

—

ers.”

would

We believe, however, that

can only be temporary

everywhere held in high esteem. Ie was
confirmed as Minister to Germany last
March, and during his brief term of office
has discharged

thoughtful

our only serious danger is from indifference on the part-of the people, and this

States Minister to Germany, which oceurred suddenly at Berlin last Thursday,
will
cause a wide-spread feeling of loss in this
country. Both in his public and private
life, as a traveler, journalist, poet, author,
man of affairs and cultured scholar, he

working towards the best ends for us even
when all seems to our sight, dark and full
of mystery.
There is always something peculiarly
touching in the study of Divine Providences.

BAYARD
The

foster pride, lust, and selfishness, then far
Providence,

187

orous measures of Bismarck against revo- the hope that all who have a personal
lutionists will send thousands of them to responsibility in matters of this kind, may
We are duly mindful of the fact that we this land, where extremists are apt to in- be profited thereby.
Lower Gilmanton. ‘“By the perseverdwell at a distance from the scenes that terpret liberty to mean license. Already
ance
of their hard working pastor, the
We
about.
writes
some
of
the
leaders
have
arrived,
while
ndent
our enrrespo
therefore give his statements all possible the satisfactory administration of govern- members of the Society have done a
allowance. But we are quite confident ment by the French republic leaves such noble work in repairing their church and
that several things in the condition of the poor excuse for communistic outbreaks in the parsonage.”
Meredith Center.
¢ The church has
colored pegpple in the South, and in France that the worst of its mischief
Southern sentiment on the general ques- makers are also coming here to seek a just completed its vestry, a neat and contion of impartial suffrage, are different new field of adventure. How easy it is venient edifice, closely connected with
:
from what his statements would indicate for a few empty headed fanatics, backed the church.”
New Hampton.
¢¢ The Little Misor else we do not fully understand them. by political demagogues, to raise the false
sionary Helpers,”
have secured funds
What every true man insists upon, and cry of the tyranny of capital and project
enough
to
purchase
a
new furnace for the
ignorant
and
honest
workingmen
into
riot
of
matter
this
in
have,
is determined to
Negro suffrage,is, ‘‘the right of every cit- and ruin, we already too well know. church.” I know this will be refreshing
izen,. possessing the qualifications pre- With an army of unprincipled political news to many all over New Evgland,who
that church and its wiatry
scribed by law, to cast one unintimidated adventurers among us hungry for the remember
ballot, and to have his ballot honestly spoils of oflice, and an aceession by thou- atmosphere, slightly warmed by smoke
sands ef the most dangerous classes of from the old furnace, even ten years
counted.”
ob
>
Blessings on these genuing *¢ help+>
+o
Germany and France, the situation is not ago.

is more to be sought than the welfare of
the body. If wealth, station, power only

Divine

25,

dusk

infamous this new attemptat perpetuating
a white man’s government in the South.

We see a good man in poverty,

in pain, in hardship.

oO
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praises of God. The people are poor, but liberal-hearted and ready to act. They are already thinking

of building

a

meeting-house.

Sabbath.”
President Durgin, of Hillsdale,
reached the dedication sermon, an able and
nstructive discourse to a large and attentive
audience. The reports from the churches indicate vitality and some prosperity.: A resolu
Moraing Star to the
tion commending the
patronage of all our churches, and advising
the appointment in each church of a solicitor

to obtain subscribers was adopted.

Next session will be held with the Rome
church, commencing on the second Friday in
J.
Feb., at 7, P. M. Opening sermonby Rev.

B. Gidney.

L. HuLsg, Clerk.

BLUE VALLEY Q. M.—Held its last session
st the Ensign schoel-heuse, near Irving, Kany

*

|

\
Ny

J.

Work

in

McKenney,

those sent out last year.

writes to the Christian of London, has
been his long cherished desire to add to
the Paris mission a similar work in the
its

350,000

in-

habitavts,which city he characterizes
the very metropolis of Romish

which reigns there
the

forms

of

side

‘as

intolerance,

by

skepticism

side

with all

and

atheism.”

Encouraged by the offer of help from the
special fund - of ‘the Evangelical Continental Society, and also by a grant
of
tracts, illustrated papers, etc., from the
Religious Tract Society, Mr. McAll ‘with

prise.

Not

countered,

were so
of a few
secured
Aided by

a few

enter

on the

forth

set

companions

two

difficulties

but by the Divine

were

blessing they

of

the

Rhone,

the

the

opened on Sunday,

17, and

Nov

rooms

'It is hoped that each

the

two

gists and E. H. TRUEX,

3 Platt St,, New
a
ea

a

All three meetings were
much crowded,
snd remarkable for order and attention, The
excellent pastors and other: members of the
evangelical churches of the town gave us their
help, andthe Young Men’s Christian Association aided us greatly, at the doors, in ‘sing-ing, &c, The atfectionate welcome and warm
sympathy manifested by all these dear brethren will never be forgotten by us. Mr. Reus
ben Saillens, once a young man of Lyons, was
also with us.
He Kindly rendered this service immediately before commencing his own

having failed, and Dr. H. James

all

was

Foreign

;

tion

in Paris,we

taken in

weakness

in

and

Lyons,

his

“To

See advertisement of THE
paper.

seventh

anniversary

INDEPENDENT 1n this

should

Mis-

be sent directly

Me.

to

920

Rufus

Deering,

Porcland,

of Ex, Com.

London.

A

meat

tea

was

supplied to about 120 cabmen,
their relatives or friends.
Several prominent gentlemen, one a Memher of Parliament, were
present..
By the annual report it appeared that cases
cruelty were

of

theft,

drunkenness,

on the decrease,

stead of a Christian cabman

and that

being

and
in-

a curi-

osity, there were a thousand of them in
the streets of London, and about the same
number
‘The shelter and
of teetotalers.
reading room, the benefit society, and rug
and cape clubs, were all reported as suc-

cesses. It was incidentally stated that there
are 13,900 cabmen in London,

and

among

them are men who have been lawyers,
clergymen, and doctors, and there is one
who has the right to the title of ‘ lord.”
The statement
was also mace that the
sab-fares paid in London
about, $2,000,000 ycarly.

amounted

to

OSWEGO Q. M. will be held at Palermo
3-0.

A. E.

be held
sermon

in
by

Facts, Rufus

the Church Relative
Drake.
Does Great

Henry

To What

kx

while

in

this

country,

will

be interested to learn he has closed a gseries of very successful meetings at Melberne, Australia,
At the close of a conference on Nov. 10, about $300.00 were
subscribed towards defraying his expenses; and after an evangelistic service at
the Town Hall, on Nov. 22, about $200.00
were collected in aid of the Bible Women’s

Mission.

It is also stated that Mr. Varley

proposes spending a month in Sydney, returning to Melbourne in November, visit.

ing New Zealand in December, and return-

Sn lida

ITE EL apg OF

ing to England in January for the other
make

of his

family.

Melbourne

A special

his

He

home

correspondent

intends

forthe

to

next

of the Spring-

from Greenfield,

Mass., says:
The Congregational churches of this region are holding a series of. fellowship
meetings at frequent intervals,

which

genius.

In Starksboro,
Vt.. Dec.
years and 3 months.

are

quite enjoyable.
They
are
similar to
church conferences, except that there is
no formal representation by appointed
delegates. ' As many members of half a
-dozen neighboring churches as can get
together spend a day in religious
worship. There is usually a sermon, and the

heme church provides a collation at noon.

procuring

Parker,

Revivals,

E.

H.

Baldwin.

Evangelistic. Work, J. C'. Steele,
The New Birth, J.
Short,
Sketches of sermons,by 8. H. Damon,
A.
R.
Crafts and Ira Slater.
It isto be hoped that the programiue will be tully carried ont,
:

:

ot

C. A, GLEASON,

Mass, Q. M. will be held
Jan. 16 and 16. with

Clerk,

Wednesday and Thursday,

the Mt. Vernon church, Lowell,
GRO .5. RICKER, Clerk.

WENTWORTH Q. M. will be held at the Peasley
sehool=house in Canaan, commencing Friday evening,
Jan,

10, and

continue

over

the

Sabbath.

C. W. NELSON,

church,

Opening sermon

Friday

evening

Jan. 10, by J. S. Harrington. Parties coming by rail
will be met at Woodstock station and conveyed to
place of

meeting,

J.

S. HARRINGTON,

Clerk.

reliable

Letters Received.

TW Angell—J Arneill—E Alllison—Mrs I’ B Allen—
Mrs W G ,Bettes—Mrs E C Beal—N Andrews—M H
Blackman—C A Brackett—S E Brady—Mrs MA Brown
—N Brooks—Mrs N Beebe—Z E Brown—Mrs A Burnham—R Comstock—Mrs A F Calef—J G £linkard—S D
Coats—A Cotton —J H Clague—W Cory—M T Colby—
D.C Calley—Mis A Dodge L Davis—F E Davison—
GM Dunning—Mary E
Denton—8 Curtis—8 J Cloud=
man—dJ Erskine—~Miss M Chandler—B F Chesley—J
Finger—F
Flanders—E L Grout—A Given—Mrs J
Greenman—Mrs L H Goward—A
1 Gerrish—AK L
Hobbs—C Hart—D C F Horr—S Hudson—G W Howe
—H.E Haw ley—Mrs J Hilton—S Hebson—E Hadley—

G C Hall—=M A Jackson—N

Jeffery—J

M Jennings—

J Jenness—M E Kimball-P Keith—E Knight—
Jefferson- Mrs LL W Leaviti—N C Lothrop—W
Loud
—B H McMurphy—A Masters—I B Manning—8 F Miller—T P Moulton—M Nelson—A G Nobie—S 8 Nickerson—B Penney L H Phlllips—O F Penney—F A Peas
lee—N Preble—Mrs H C Perkins—A Pierce—W A Potter—C B Preble—S W Perkins—C I Penney—F Rogers
—~W Russeli—L W Raymond—C
K Richardson—G
Rhodes—S Stimpson—Mrs E B Seavey—A W Skinner
~T Npooner—T Stevens—H Sutherland—W T Smith—
AT Salley—P Silvernail—D C Stevens—J H Short—G
H Spanyler—A M Thompson—L V Towle—G A Taylor
—(C HTuttle—E A Tyler—T Tyrie—E Winslow—J
M
Woodman—H Webster—J T .Wheeler—A W kin R
TWoodward—J H Yeoman—S Webber—L A Crandall
—J H Wheeler—A Holmes—R I VanZile—A Mitchell—

3 Mauck—Allen & James—M C Jordan—L
age,

Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

Seward E Wakefield Depot N H.
T A Stevens W CneontaN Y.
Strait Schuyler’s Lake N Y.
Towle Ft Fairfield Me.
J H Durkee Phoenix N Y.

Rev HN Plumb Indian Falls N Y.3
Rev J W Hills Bellevernon Pa.

profession

by hisapplication,in his method

principles.

up to

applications,

made daly

assumptions

Nobody

believed

His appliances do

not

too

and

in

period.

power,

state of conflict among the

MOODY,

endorsements

be

improvement

on

ineffi-

cient, but fatally delusive, as a

of safety.

both

‘mechanical and medicinal agencies, fulfil the demands of the contestants
perfectly, as has been
certified by Dr. Willard
Parker and Dr. Carnochan, both eminent surgeons of New York, iu the

remarkable case of James Corlew.

that any ex-

The foregoing is an extract from Dr. W.

work on rupture and its cure.
a

the

iE

9th

Fatality of Rupture.

Pains, they are the best known remedy.
Ask any one who has used them, or any good
physician, and he will confirm the above
‘statements. Sold by all Druggists. Price,25
No. 1-4t49-t rv
cents.

die, while, under the most favorable

circumstanc-

es, a vast amount of

be

suflering

must
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Street Finance,
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tem, may cause a rupture to become strangulated.
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FOR FIVE SUNDAYS.

Send ten cents for one copy by mail,

Post

Street,

Rupture Deaths.
Case 1. Captain William Bartlett of Albany,
noted for having made twenty successful trips
from this city to China, died on Thursday or last
weekof strangulated hernia. He took a’ hearty
breakfast, and

returned

Paid.

$7.50 per. hundred copies.

73 Randolph

went out as usual

to his

about 11 o’clock, suffering

cramps in his stomach-and a

vous excitement.

sorted to without

Domestic

allaying

high

state

remedies

the

of

BABIES

a new truss,

returned

Another

Death.

fall a victim to his insecurity.

Will receive the holiday number of

doctor

was

to

CAsEt 2. Iwas called in haste, and after night,
to see aiman about twenty years of age.
He had
been laboring under Strangulated Hernia from
the preceeding day, and the usual means
of re-

If their parents will send 5 cents to
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Co.,

Publishers,
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Another

1879.

Orders are now rapidly coming in for

Vermont and New Hampirs Repistens
Each will have a very full BUSINESS DIRECTORY, and either will be very useful to any
person
who ever wishes to know
auything about those
States,
Don’t delay, but buy one before they are
all gone.

TWENTY-FIVE

CT's.

in postage stamps or postal emrency

will

Claremont Manuf’g Co.,
CLAREMONT, N. II.

Christmas & New Year's
MUSICAL GIFTS.

Death.

Another Death.

Another Death.

“

CASE 6. 1 was called by Dr. Dewees,
to see,
with him, a patient 37 years of age, who was la.
boring
under the painful symptoms of Strangulated Hernia, The condition of the case was such

that we found it necessary to operate, The paNew and Enlarged Edition! “The King’s . tient died 48 hours after the operation,
Highway;” “Nancy Lee;” “The Lost
Another Fatal Case.
Chord;” “The Maiden’s Rose; and “Jamie” are
Five of the sven:OF five exceptionably good
CASE 7- I was called in consultation with Drs.
songs that make this
collection one of the
Griffith and Howson, in a case of Strangulated
most attractive that bas EN
LI i SO
G
Hernia. Various altempts were made by these
been issued. 250 large pp.
be
hy gentlemen to reduce it, but to no purpose. An
Price in Cloth, $3.00: Fine
Gilt Binding, $4.
operation was performed.
The patient lived for
several days, at times presenting favorable symptoms, but finally died.
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Another Fatal Case.
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died

on

to be the cause of his death.

that was

J

lated Hernia,

The

Hernia

was

inguinal,

quite

small, in the left side, and had been stra
a
| for some time; the most available means were
resorted to, aud the rapture reduced, but early on
the fourth day the patient died.
x

Another Death.
Casp1l, Iwas sent for to aid ina bad case of
Strangulated Hernia.
The man had beea ruptured 37 years. The condition of his ease was
hopeless, and he died in a short time.
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Johnson’s Anodyne Linimemt will positively prevent this terrible disease, and will positively cure nine cases in ten. Information that
will save many lives sent free by mail. Don’t delay a moment.
Prevention is better than cure.

For sale everywhere.
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& CO., Bangor,
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&

Maine.
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Its writers on

is

Politics,

Fi-

nance, Economics and Religion are men
of the
broadest
inte
ence and intellectual
strength,
particularly educated to their work.
Its department of literature is conducted by two of the most

accomplished critics in New

England.

Its special

correspondence from
Boston, Washington,
New
York and other points
of interest. will. continue
rich and various.
Its ‘selections
are made with
great care and taste, and cover everything of interestin the domestic
circle and’ in the active
working world.
THE REPUBLICAN is now printed every day in
the year. Its Sunday edition, started im September,
has already attained a large measure of success.

Its aim is not orily to entertain, but also to improve
and instruct
its readers.
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literary
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original
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story,
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THE WEEKLY
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earefully edited and arranged, presenting in compact form a full review of the week’s

news,
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er with the best of the editorials, correspondence,
original and selected stories and other miscellane.
ous matter: that have appeared in the daily and
Sunday editions, and making an admirable general
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can

the active business or professional man who
not keep pace with the detailed daily issuea.
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CASE 9. Iwas called in consultation with Dr.
Perkins to visit a middle-aged man, who exhibited
all the symptoms Strangulated Hernia. The poor
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Case 5. 1 was calledto visit Robert Walker,
Esq., aged 37, who was in great pain
from a
Strangulated Hernia.
He had been ruptured for
many years.
Operated on him after all
other
means of relief failed. He seemed easier the next
morning, but died during the day.
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CASE 4. Isaac Lewis was admitted
into the
sylvania Hospital, afilicted with Strangulated Scérotal Hernia.
Eis case was beyond medical
relief; he lingered some time.an object of pity,
and then died.
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CASE 3. I operated to-day
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The patient wore
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countenance dejected; pulse 120, and weak.
The
patient died.
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cast, and to his dismay he has to deal with a
strangulated hernia.
The number of FATAL CASES from Dr. Parish’s work herewith appended prove that 1t is no
idle alarm to declare tho imminent peril in which
he stands who has neglected hernia. He dare not
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A fourth room was secured in a densely
peopled quarter and was to be opened in a
few days. - The four rooms afford 600
sittings.
Returning to Paris, Mr. McAll
left the work for the present in charge of
Rev. R. S. Aston, of the Evangelical Continental Society, and Rev. G. T. Dodds,
but he trusts that a well qualified coadju-
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ablest and largest religious newspaper
in the
us we regret his departure from Paris, we
desire that an abundant blessing may
rest. _world, offers in another column to give away, abSeveral
very encouraging testimonies were
solutely, a Worcester’s Unabridged Quarto Pictorendered by the attendants, to many of whom
rial Dictionary, which retails everywhere for $10,
the declaration of the glorious truths of the
and is, of course, a household necessity.
gospel was evidently as the breaking forth of a
THE. INDEPENDENT is now publishing the Rev.
ood of new light. One ouvrier,in particular,
saidwith tears ** Never in my life have I heard Joseph Cook’s famous Boston. Monday Lectures,
the truth thus explained.
My conscience ane which are creating so much discussion everywhere.
swers to it, This is what I want.” Many
It will also soon begin the publication of a series
said, * A thousand thanks
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have
of articles on * Socialism and Communism,” one
come to us! "
of the most important questions of the day, by Ex-
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sent, he will please notify me and another
shall be forwarded at once.
A considerable
number of churches have introduced them the
past year that did not use them the year before,
‘and every pastor, without exception, reporting their use,
bears testimony to their complete success. Will not every pastor whose
church has up
this time failed to
adopt
them, present them
faithfully to his people on the first Sabbath in January, and
then follow up their introduction by a vigorous campaign for the cause during the year?
The mission cards will not run themselves
any more than a saw mill, or a grocery, or a
farm will run itself, Oncé introduced to the
people, they must be followed up, and in business way and collections regularly made, in
order to make them successful.
This done,
and success is assured.
Qur
benevolent
causes were never in greater need of faithful,
prayerful, systematic effort than now.
May
the Spirit of the Lord inspire us all with new
interest and new zeal in this good work.
E. N. FERNALD.
Lewiston, Dec. 23.
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with

were

next mail shall take them to him. Also, if
any pastor shall fail to, receive the package

has just realized what, he

great city of Lyons,

the visitors,

package contains a sufficient number for the
church to whose pastor it is sent. Any pastor desiring more will please inform
me at
once of the additional number needed, and the

Rev. R. W. McAll, who is well known
for his mission labors among the working
classes of Paris,
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John H Stacy Hennewell's Point Me:
‘Rev J Rackley Dover Ill.
J Young Carmel Me.
:
Rev J C Ward Ellsworth Ma,
** R A Coats Spencer In.
** E Toothaker Phillips Me.
“J F Tufts Wright's Cor Ind,
* J M Crandall Lincoln N Y,
** I' L Wiley Whitefield N H 3.
J C Know Iton So Montville Me.3,

serve

Star reaches its readers, each pastor in the
denomination whose name appears as such in
the Register, will have received a package of
Mission Cards for use in his church during
the next year. These Cards are precisely like
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Jesus. Christ we
Inthe Lord
was enjoyed.
have boldness and access with confidence’ b
the faith of Him who strengthened us with
might by his Spirit in the inner man,
Contribution for Home Missions, $14.00.
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Next session with the Wayne church, Feb.
7, 1879, at 7 o'clock, P.M.
Rev. W. A. Potter will preach the spening sermon.
. I. FARNHAM, Clerk.
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The weather had been very threatening for
some time, and on the Friday and Saturday
there was every appearance of rain. A goodly number were present, but no ministers from
a distance.
The friends were very much dis-
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vitation, and he was allowed to' follow
his own choice.
He sat on the evening béfore Christmas, watching the distant Drachenfels—

CHRISTMAS TIDE IN SWEDEN.
BY

ADELAIDE

Dragon’s Rock—where it stands a gigan-

STOUT.

tic sentinel, guarding the treasures and
secrets of the Rhine. I thought he was
about to ask me for its legend which I
had told him so many times; of the hea-

O Christ, our life of loving were
Most surely incomplete,

‘Without this tender chord that trills
So very low and sweet

™

then and their terrible dragon kept to de-

At the soft touch of thy dumb things B
We're glad the Christmas season brings

vour their victims—of the lovely young
girl who would have been crushed by the
great creature had she not raised the cru-

A hush in nature. The white snow.
Hath fallen far and near,

And the sweet call of the small birds

cifix,—when suddenly, the giant beast
was stayed as by some invisible power,
the dragon was slain,the maiden set free,

Cometh more loud and clear.
Fine chords are very quickly stirred
By whirr of wings; and each small bird

and the heathen sent an ambassador to
her country for a priest to tell them of
this wonderful religion with power to
stay even the fury of wild beasts.
But Jackets was not thinking of that.
He came to me, laid his curly little
head in my lap, opened his great eyes,
and looked up earnestly in my face.

Comes to the feast of Christmas-tide,
For o’er each low-eaved roof,
The golden sheaf by careful hands
Is placed; a tender proof
The cold hath chilled no hearts that bring

Their gift.

A sweet interpreting

Of Christ’s pure teachings, this, to make
The season set apart,
In loving memory of Him,
A time when every heart
Is toned in harmony with his
The fullness of whose loving is

Our theme to-day.

““ Neo, was ve Yord

‘baby?
“ Yes,

O tender hands

* Why,—

L. ROBERTS,

‘Certainly, if Fraulein would go,” it
‘| would make them all a thousand times

Auddown the valley their sweet refrain.
Glad as a bird’s song after the rain,

Came to the farm-house, hushed and still,
Where Rose lay dying.

;

There, in the little white room she loved,
‘Where the woodbine shadows fell all day,
Life, with its infinite pleasure and pain,
. Her short, young life was asked again;

ay
“‘Open the casement wide,” she said,
“And draw the curtain, and let the leaves
Dance and quiver about my head So they will blow when I am dead,
And lain where the reapers bind their
sheaves ;—
But I shall not be knowing.”

O death that once seemed strange and cold!

I wait and listen if I may hear
The voice. thut my soul has ceased to fear.”
Over the hills the glad song rolled,
While Rose lay dying.

When this heart is
:

‘Will all life’s promises be fulfilled,
And new hopes rise in the dear old way,

‘When I am sleeping ?”

On

seemed

So quietly sleeping.

Circle.

farther,

children’s

voices

com-

fortably, even richly clad, others with a
sad, longing, weary look, that I saw reflected in eur Gretchen’s face.
Now we arrive at Gretchen’s home, and
ascend flight after flight of stairs.to the
floor occupied by the Kreuzners.
¢ Ah,
here is Gretchen!” ‘Gretchen is here!”
cry the children. ¢Little mother Gretchen is come.”

A trio of voices

greet

us,

Eyes like stars, and

a face

of

‘fairy queen Mab draws back staring at
me haughtily, from under long, sweeping

It was while sojourning in one

lashes.

our Jackets became the recipient

that

of two

invitations to see Christmas celebrated in
true German fashion.
+ ~ Invitation number one came from the
Herr Professor and the Frau Professorin
Ehrt, with whom we were so fortunate as

Number

two,

alluring

to

Jackets, was from his blue-eyed, German

The last named person

had, in a few short weeks, become a necessity to Jackets. /Able to speak no
and

not

-

“My Rezia,”

of the

the Rhine,

mentioning,

are

“This is Rezia,” I exclaim instinctively,’
and would lift her from the floor, but the

CHAPTER IV.
JACKETS AND CHRISTMAS IN GERMANY,

worth

grandchildren,

light around it, formed by sunshiny hair.

BY SIGMA.

but equally

her

delicate, sea-shell tint, with a real halo of

JACKETS ABROAD.

English

still

scribed?

acquainted.

of

and three tiny figures crowd the door;
but one—was ever beauty like that de-

Over the face of their beautiful dead,

nurse Gretchen.

laughter

rushing out into the open air, some’

Only the murmur of the wind
Broke the stillness about her bed,
‘While they who loved her hushed their tears,

well

the

practicing a choral for to-morrow’s service. The soft, sweet cadence dies away,
and here the singers, all boys, come

Rose, with the day, was dying.

be

but himself to carry. Here, at this bright
window, a boy bargaining for a dainty
cap of lace and ribbon; that is for the
aged Grossmutter to receive at home tonight, as she sits in the corner listening
and thinking of the days of her childhood.

The light had faded from out the west;
And she never would see another sun.
The mourners, standing about the place,
Knew, by the luminous smile on her face,
Life’s quiet sands were nearly ran.

10

go at any rate and see this humble home.
Shortly after, we were: on our way
through the crowded streets. How easily
seen that to-night is Christmas eve.
Here a laughing-eyed German father on
his way home, hurrying along with his

[to

The reapers had finished their pleasant song,
And silent was every sound of strife,
But a new light shone in the gi1lish eyes.
“Sing,” she said, “while the daylight dies,
Some of the wonderful words of life,
For I am weary.”

hours that

The mother has few students and

| arms full of dainties too precious for any

“I wonder if in that better land
I may look back on earth’s fleet day,

more humble,

years.

I was touched with Gretchen's sorrow,
so tender and unselfish, and resolved to

“0 life, sweet life, that has been so dear!

Pose

happy.
¢ Though,” said Gretchen, “this
will not be the merry Christmas of other
everything is very dear. We must let
the children have a little happiness, but
I must weep when I think that [ can get
nothing for our little Reézia. 1 almost
promised her a doll, but she must wait,
and it goes through my heart to hear her
talk of the beautiful wax dolly, she will
have at Christmas.”

The harvest song was swelling.

on

one,

weh,”

she

sobbed,

“I

and it is not here.

I tried

to

be

so

piece out of Herman's apple, but I did not

remember,

or-

pany him, and be a: German child for
‘once, on Christmas eve.
¢“ May I go, too, Gretchen?” I asked.

“From the harvest fields beyond the hill,

oldest of old towns

his

Oh

and

I was

sorry.

Oh

web,

Oh weh.”

*¢ My little Rezia,” exclaimed the sweet
voiced mother, ‘‘you must not weep. On
Christmas Eve one must not think of himself but of others. The Christ Child
would not do so.”
*¢ Mamma, I will be good. Tell me of
the ¢ Prince and the Child?”
;
And the mother took Rezia in her arms,

and began the story :

* Once, long ago, there was a young
days of northern Germany are short.
prince, no older than you, my Rezia, but
After Jackets was duly equipped for go| he thought of others who were poor, huning out, I felt a sudden impu!'se to accom-

téapers were gathering in the grain,

Famuly

with

weh,

good, so very good.
What have I done
that I can not have the beautiful doll?
Oh, it must have been because 'I bit a

artful dodging enabled me to escape his
unanswerable riddles of theology.
The shadows of Christmas eve drew
slowly on. The lamps were lighted,
though only four o'clock, for the winter

HOME.

And watched, through the
like years,

*“ Oh

children of men, I believe, and only most
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stilled,

Hans

in

the least beautiful, her good-natured face
always beaming with good will, kindliness and intelligence had quite won the
‘heart of her * Amerikaneriein,” while her

soft and ‘almost elegant Hanoverian pronunciation seemed rather to attract than
repel him.
Gretchen’s father had been a physician
in Hanover, but now he was dead, and

she must do something to help her mother
who took University students to board,
“and who had a family of little children—
three white-haired 'creatures—for whom

the good,

kind

says Gretchen,

¢ this is

Fraulein,

sent

who

the pretty jacket, and the ewawazs

you

scolded

him;

but

nevertheless

when

dreamed-he-saw—a-—hrideo
H8--EAW—8&
briage

Of

f£.

erotd-

out his arms, and motioned

him

to join

them.

The prince, started to cross,

awoke.

It was only a dream, but he knew

ing to the radiant Christ Child who

beck-

oned to him from the sunny Isle »
The mother’s voice had grown

lower

and sweeter, Rezia’s sobs had ceased

turned calling:

¢ Rezia, Paul,

come here.”
They followed her

German warmj

Here the mother came forward, and
welcomed us in the same low, musical
voice I had before noticed in Gretchen,

and presented to us

the

chubby,

room

where two or three candles still burned.
On the tree beneath the white robed image, hung a wonderful doll, a cap with
tassel, a picture book for Herman

and

had begun chattering to them in the style
of the free-born American citizen. Slowly the juvenile Germans received his ad-

vances; finally, the three, assisted by
Gretchen, were engaged.in a lively game
of hide-and-seek, a cosmopolitan play,
not dependent upon language or rules of
grammar. As for the dainty sister who
presented such a contrast to her brothers,
my eyes followed her every motion.

Never had I seen such perfect grace in
feature and movement.

In. fact, there is

a type of beauty in Germany,

met with

Jack ets conceived a surprising fondness.

our little American in favor of the last in-

But now the mother opens a door into
another room, carpetless,—as all rooms

a

warm cashmere for the mother. The
delight was greater, {if less boisterous,
than it would have been at the same gifts
a short time previous. Gently the happy
Hausfrau said :
*‘ See, my children, and learn

to-night

how
often we
weep
over
things,
and have a great deal of sorrow all for
nothing, when a little patience would save
us our trouble and tears.”
It was now the children’s bed-time and
we left the delighted family with the lesson of content, and the welcome presents.
¢¢ Come again,” cried Rezia, ‘and you
little Prince "(to Jackets)
shall
play
with my lovely doll.”
“Neo, tell Dackets stowy, Dackets
tired,” said that drooping personage on
our arrival home. And I told him in
English what the fair-haired woman had
told her children in German.
¢¢ Neo, Dackets wants to be

a

pwince,

DackHe's

goin’ wiv Mamma an’ papa an’ Neo
an’

The heavy lids
went to the Land

see

boafs

to
an’

closed, and Jackets
of Dreams, where,

whether he saw Venice, or the glittering
Island, I could not follow him to discover.

rosy-

cheeked Hermon and Paul, standing staring at Jackets, who, already at home,

1 o'clock,

(To be continued.)

blow-fly was greedily seized, and then
immediately, with an appetite apparently
no worse for his previous

indulgence,

he

WHAT A SPIDER EATS EACH DAY.
In order to test what a spider can do in
the way of eating, we arose about daybreak in the morning to supply his fine
web with a fly.

At

first,

however,

the

spider did not come from its retreat,

so

we peeped among the leaves, and there
discovered that an earwig had
been
caught, and was now being feasted on.
The spider left the earwig, rolled up the
fly, and at once returned to his *‘ first
course.” This was at half-past 5 A. M.,
in‘September, At 7 A. M.,the earwig had
b

demolished,

and

the

spider,

after

resting awhile, and probably enjoying a
nap, came down for the fly, which he had
finished at’ 9 A. M. A little after nine we

supplied him with

a

daddy-longlegs,

A

Wait! The sweet flowers of the coming spring
Beauti

ful as those you movrn shall be.
Wait! for happy birds are sure to sing,

POPULAR COMMENTARY
ON
THE NEW
TESTAMENT.
By English and American
Scholars of Various Evangelical DenominaEdWith Illustrations and M
tions.

ited by Philip Schaff, D. D., LL. D.,

Ba)d-

and

Luke.

wia Professor of Sacred Literature in the
Union
Theological Seminary, New York.
and
Introduction,
Vol.I.
In four volumes,

Mark,

the Gospels of Matthew,

1879.
New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons.
8vo. pp. 508. ($6.00).
So solid,
substantial and finely executed
a book as this befits the work that it aims to
compass,
That is, to present,in an evangelical
catholic spirit and in popular form, the best

results of the latest Biblical scholarship in the
study of the New Testament.
It embraces the
authorized version, while its marginal refer

ences, introductions and éxplanatery notes are
such as can not fail to elucidate the text that
it sets forth. Prof. Schaff has been assisted

by Rev. Dr. Riddle, of Hartford, Ct., in writing the introductions and otherwise perfecting
it, and the work of these two has also been
supplemented by some of the most learned exegetical scholars, both in. this country and in
Europe.
The work is therefore an international one, as it is also inter-denominational,
since men of various denominations have been
employed upon it. The paper is firm and tine,
the letter press clear and open, and the arrangement
simple and,
at the same time,
this.to man, it would be somewhat as fol- methodical. The maps are so inserted in the
lows: At daybreak a small alligator was volume as to be easily consulted without the
necessity of tearing them from the binding.
eaten; at7 A. M.alamb; at9 A. M., a
Those of Jerusalem and Palestine were preyoung .camelopard; at 10 o'clock,
a pared under the supervision of the accomplishsheep; and during the night, 120 larks. ed Prof. Guyot, of Princeton. The illustrations, prepared from material
furnished by
This, we believe, would be a very fair
allowance for a man during twenty-four Rev.Dr. W. M. Thomson and Dr. W. H.
Thomson, who, from
long residence in the
hours, and could we find one gifted with Holy Land, were familiar with its scenes, are
such an appetite and digestion, we readily
finely printed. So that.whether one admires
comprehend how he might spin five miles art, or learning, or accuracy in book-making,
one will find all combined in this work.
of web without killing himself, provided
It is not essentially a new product.
It has
he possessed the necessary machinery.
| been in the mind of the editor nearly thirty
years, and in fact some specimens of the come
JOE WHITE'S TEMPTATION.
mentary on Romans and Galatians were printDeacon Jones kept a little fish market. ed between 1848 and 1852. So it has the advantage of matured thought.
“Do you want a boy to help you?” asked
It is not intendJoe White, one day.
‘‘I guess I can sell ed that this will interfere with the English
edition of Lange’s Commentary, since this is
fish.”
purely explanatory, and intended for
¢¢ Can you give good weight to my cus- while Dr. Lange's, which is exegetical; laymen;
doetritomers, and take good care of my pen- nal and homiletical, is intended for ministers
nies?”
and theological students.
Thus the present
work meets a popular demand.” The present
¢ Yes, sir,"8answered Joe; and forthmethods of Sunday-school work, and the awakwith he .took his place in the market,
ening of a spirit of study and inquiry in the
weighed the fish and kept the room in pew,
are turning people’s
attention to the
order.
Word, and they are seeking to study it for
¢« A whole day for fun, fireworks, .and
themselves,
as never before.
There are also
crackers, to-morrow,” exclaimed Joe, as many young men, and those of a greater age,
who feel called to evangelistic work, but lack
he buttoned his white apron -about him,
knowledge.
This
will help them,
the day before the Fourth of July. A Biblical
How it dignifies a layman’s sphere and work
great trout was flung down on the coun- to have such scholarship as these volumes
ter.
3 represent contributing its aid.
The work will be completed in four volumes.
* Here's a royal trout, Joe. I caught
it myself. You may have it forten cents. The present volume contains an introduction

Just-hand-over-the

meney;—for-Pm—in—a- | to the New Testament, by the editor_and Rev. |

hurry to buy my fire crackers,” said .Ned
Long, one of Joe's mates.

want a nice trout for my dinner, to-morrow.
This one will do; how much is

ith”
‘‘ A quarter, ma’am ;" and the fish was

transferred to the lady’s basket, and the
silver piece to the money-drawer.
But here Joe paused.
‘‘ Ten cents was
very cheap for that fish. If 1 tell the
Deacon it cost fifteen,

he'll

be

satisfied,

and I shall have five cents to invest in
fire-crakers.”
The Deacon was pleased with Joe's
each went his way for the night. But the
nickel in Joe's pocket burned like a coal ;
he could eat no supper, and was cross and
unhappy. Atlast he could stand it no
longer, but, walking rapidly, tapped at
the doorof Deacon Jones's cottage.
A stand was drawn out, and before the
open Bible sat the old man.
Joe's heart
almost failed him, but he told his story,

and
with tears of sorrow, laid the
coin in the Deacon’s hand. Turning over
the leaves of a Bible, the old man read:
¢¢ «He that covereth his sins shall not

prosper: but whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall have mercy.” You
have my forgiveness, Joe; now go home
and confess to the Lord, but remember
you must forsake as well as confess. And
keep this little coin as long as you live, to
remind you of this first temptation,’—
— Child's World.
VALUE OF SPARE MINUTES.
Madame de Genlis composed several
charming volumes while waiting in the
school-room for the tardy princes to whom
she gave daily lessons.
Dagnesseau, one of the

chancellors

of

France, wrote an able and bulky work in.
the successive intervals of waiting for
dinner.
Elibu Burritt, when earning his living
as a blacksmith, learned eighteen languages and twenty-two dialects, by simply improving his *‘ spare moments.”
A celebrated physician in London translated Lucretius while riding in his carriage upon his daily rounds. .

Dr. Darwin composed
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Kiteravy Rebiefo,

a

bargain, and when the market was closed

Herman,

’
to the other

Venits (Venice)
fwings.”

true

and

the star-like eyes shone with happy selfforgetfulness. Gretchen had slipped away
at the beginning of the story and now re-

thing?

with

and

from that time whenever he gave to the
poor, and clothed the naked, he was giv-

too, but, Neo, (very meditatively)

added,

At

bright, happy children, singing in the | The Deacon was out, but Joe had made
warm sunlight. One, most beautiful of purchases for him before, so the dime
all, was the shining Christ Child, and on was spun acress to Ned, who was off like
him the prince saw his coat that he had a shot.
:
just given away; while the Child reached
Just then Mrs. Martin appeared.
¢ I

etsdon’t want to go to ve island.

she

and

sapphires and rubies, reaching from him
to an island.
On
this island
were

“Truly?” asks Rezia, shyly eyeing me
with interest.
“Did you send me some-

heartedness.

he

saw a child snffering, he could not help
relieving it. One day he met a boy of his
own age, thinly clad, shivering in the
wintry air. He could not bear the thought
of wearing his own, warm clothing, while
this child perished with cold, and so gave
him his own coat. Sitting down on the
bank of the river he fell asleep, and

you were ill.”

oftenest on the Rhine, that no other country can boast.

It did not require deliberation to decide

gry and suffering. Sometimes, he gave
his clothing away, and for that his parents

when

Then I know you, and like you,”

)
noon.

with shining wings; an image

thought I would surely have a wax dolly.
I dreamed the Christ Child brought me

his father,the Lord.”

¢¢ Jackets, there is

!
which he ate by

25, 1878.

commenced on the blow-tly. During the
in remembrance of the Infant Christ, that day and towards evening a great many
crowns every German Christmas tree.
green flies, or what is properly termed
The presents were not numerous; such midges, had been caught in the web; of
as a few Groschen would buy. ‘There these we counted one hundred and twenty,
was very little left to put upon the tree, all dead and fast prisoners in the spider's
after the tree itself was bought,” ex- nest.
plained the mother.
Soon after dark,provided with a lantern,
*‘ Paul expected a hat,” whispers Gret- we went to examine whether the spider
chen, sorrowfully.
The little Teuton was suffering from indigestion, or in any
blinked at the lights and never sbowed other way, from his previous meals; inby word or sign how deep was his disap- stead, however, of being thus affected he
pointment; but I saw him afterwards was employed in rolling up together the
looking at a battered cap, vainly trying various little green midges, when he took
to pull and pinch it into its original them to his retreat and tea. This procshape. As for Herman, he was quite con- ess he repeated, carrying up the lots in
tent with paper wind-mills and candy. little detachments, until the web was
While in the midst of festivities, I heard eaten ; for the web and its contents were
a sound of weeping proceeding from the bundled up together. A slight rest of
remotest corner of the other room. There about an hour was followed by the most
was Jackets kneeling on the floor before industrious web-making process, and before daybreak another web was ready to
the little Rezia, trying to comfort her.
He had emptied his pockets of knife, be used in the same’ way.
Taking the relative size of the spider,
candy, paper balls, pop-gun and fur tipand of the creatures it ate, and applying
pet in his attempts to assuage her grief.

(folks) pway to?”

why, —to

top-

most bough stands the Christ child, robed

in white,

gan; throw him a penny, quick, or
you'll be too late.”
My ruse was not effectual. Jackets
has for persistency no equal among the

Our Christ remembered even such.

With its smiles and tears?

because

and glittering with tinsel, on whose

pa, too?”

Trill ever to the bird's soft'touch,

~

birthday.

ed except for the tree, blazing with lights,

‘ Who is the Yord's faver; is he my
Gwandpa?
Neo, has ve Yord a gwand-

In tenderness, this silvery chord
That deeply underlies
Our thoughts that through the winter hush
In blended sweetness rise,

BY MATTIE

his

we call it Christmas,

who did fwotes

Unto the weak and small.
O birds, come to your Christmas feast!
Ye can not gather all,
We glean a scattered grain of gold,
To yield, we trust, a hundred fold.

%

is

STAR, DECEMBER

are in Germany—small, almost unfurnish-

Christ was born long, long ago, on that
day.”
‘¢ But, Neo, when he was a itto baby.

‘With fullness of all tenderness

The

.

and to-morrow

That is why

For of all thoughts that we would type,
This holy Christmas time,
O simple heart, ‘neath straw-thatched roof,
The sweetest one is thine;
Its rendering shows that thou hast learned
How tenderly our Christ is turned

GATHERED

an itto-bit-a

*t says 50.7

Broadcast, in furrqws Ww hite,
You scatter more than ripened grain
That snow and frost can blight,
Ye scatter far and wide, I trow,
Bright living germs, O hands that sow!

>4-0

ever

Dwets"—his name for Gretchen—

MORNING

nearly all his

Dr. Riddle, which is, first, of a general character, dealing with the name, origin, canon,
character, organic arrangement and preservation of the text; and, second, of a special character, each Gospel being treated as to its name
and divisien, harmony and chronology, with
the origin of the synoptic Gospels, ete.
The
Commentary ou the three Gospels that are
embraced in the volume then follow, illustra.

tions, maps

and other

aids to understanding

being freely interspersed.

for his safety,

hearty joy when Meg

and

John

are

his

ed, and would furnish proof enough that Mrs,
Gustafson has felt the poetic fire burning within her.
The description of * the cottage,”
¢ the silent wooing,”
the return,” “the wed-

ding,” and two or three other scenes im this
pastoral are both beautiful and effective. Oth-

er poems in the book, such as “The Children’s
Night,”
¢ The Harp of the North,” ‘ On the
Sands,” ¢ In the Garden,” * Faith,” reveal a

he carried for the purpose.
Kirk White also learned Greek while
walking to and fro from a lawyer's office.

DRIFT-WEED.
By Celia Thaxter.
Houghion, Osgood & Co, 18mo.

tell

and

united,—

all these scenes are exceptionally well-manag-

good deal of merit.

Mr. Stephens has many stories to

An address to “ A Mussel Shell” closes
as
follows:
The sea shall crush thee; yea,the ponderous
wave
Up the loose beach shall grind, and 8000p
thy
grave,

Thou thought of God! What more than thou am I?
Both
transient as the sad wind’s passing sigh.

But immediately following such a sad

senti-

ment #8 thatis “ Trust,” closing as
follows:
| Behind L the cloud Thou waitest,
hidden, yet very

i

y

Infinite Spirit of Beauty, Infinite Power
of Good I
At last Thou wilt scatter the vapors, and
all thi
shall be clear,
pots
jing
And evil shall vanish away
like a ‘mist by the
wind pursued,

+ Closing the volume is a collection of
fifteen
¢ poems for children,” containing ¢
Piccola,”
“‘ Rescued,” “ A Triumph,” and other
such
familiar songs.
a
ol
>,
A PAPER CITY.
ByD.
V. Nasby), author oF
ine
(Retroleum
Cirkle,” * Ekkoes from Kentucky,” “Morals
of Abou Ben Adhem,” ete,
Boston: Lee &
Shepard.
12mo. pp. 431.
($1.50).
Not only in his Nasby letters but in his
more dignified and serious writings,
Mr. Locke
has shown that he "has a keen mind, an eye
for the absurd and pretentious, and a remorseless pen
when
shams
are to
be
thrust
through.
Most people are aware of the rapidity with which, under the pressure of the pure=ly speculative or the over-sanguine spirit, cities
have sprung up in the West, either on the
draughtsman’s paper or in the slightly more
substantial form of hastilysprepared lumber,
but, in either case, soon to disappear along with
the hopes and the cash of those whe had invested. The purpose of this story is simply to re.
call the rise, progress and fall of one of these
cities, of which there have been many projected in the West.
But fewpeople can say it is
overdrawn.
The amusing,
sharp, and severely practical sides of life appear in it, as
well as the fever of excitement into which men
of the paper-city type are wrought by their
visionary projects.
Running
through the

pages of the book are keen comments

on soci-

ety laws and customs,
pictures of the extravagance and luxury in which the owners of
the “corner lots” live wliile the bubble is form.
ing and before it has burst; hits at certain
forms and manners, dashes of love and sentiment, and the skillful working out of what
proves to be an entertaining and readable story.
The moral of it is summed up in these closing
words:
—* You may blow up abubble, but it
will he only a bubble,
Soap and water do not
harden into marble and granite.”

Jusrlfow:

A

Key to

the Cook-books.

By :

Mrs. A. D. ‘I. Whitney, author of * Real
Folks,” * We Girls,” “The Other Girls,”
* The
Gayworthys,” ete.,
ete.
Boston:

Houghton, Osgood & Co.

16mo. pp. 311.

Mrs. Whitney has had an experience of thirty years in actual housekeeping, and of course
has had much to do in preparing *¢ daily food"
for the table.
In this handy little volume she
gives the results of her experience.
She has
-

haustive work, but rather * to make
grammar
of cuisine.”
She mixes

a little
simply,

plainly, and with reference to the digestive organs as well as to the palate,
She allows for
the exercise of *“ knack, judgment, gumption,”
on the part of those who
use cook-books,
since no receipe is worth much to the person
who must be confined to its letter.
Her

recipes are based neither on fancy nor hearsay, nor are they duplicated or superfluous.

Neither are they above the means of the hnmblest homes.
Yeast and cider-applessaitce are
MEG: A PASTORAL.
And Other Poems. B
attended to as well as potted pigeon and turtle
Zadel Barnes Gustafson.
Beston: Lee pd
soup.
Practical housekeepers already speak
Shepard. 16mo. pp. 282. ($1.50).
well of the book.
We should think it was an
We have here a comparatively poet,
new
so | Hexeellent ones
7
far as her appearance ina book is concerned.
There have appeared from time to time in
MADELINE: A Story of French Love.
Trans”
lated from the French of Jules Sandeau. by
some of the magazines and leading weekly paFrancis Charlot.
Chicago; Jansen, McClurg
pers a goodly number of her productions, the
& Co. 4to. Red line, full gilt. pp. 244.
best of which have been collected into this volThis elegant little volume is the fourth of
ume.
The three opening poems, Meg, a tribthe series of * Tales from Foreign Tongues'’
ute to Bryant anda fantasy,—“Not Peace,but a
which the enterprising publishers give annuSword,”—here appear in print for the first
ally to the public for the holidays.
For once
time.
The writer displays much poetic sentiwe have a French story which is every way
ment, and in some parts especially of
Meg’’
deserving of commendation.
It is a pure,
there are some really fine and tender as well
smoothly told tale of a strong
and, constant love
beautiful lines. The outline of this pastoral is
on the part of the heroine, which not only enthis: Farmer Brown’s daughter Meg is be. nobles the possessor, but wins from ruin the
loved by a plain but worthy young man in the
object of its devotion. The fictitious and deneighborhood, at the same time that her affec.
moralizing series of spasmodie
dissipations,
tions are besieged by a gay young Southerner,
called * life,” among the titled and wealthy of
who proves to be inconstant, but who wellthe French ecapital,are held up in contrast with
nigh won Meg's heart.
The war comes on.
the purity of domesti: affection and the digniJohn, the neighborhood lover, finally overty and elevating tendencies of honest labor,and
comes his peace-instincts
and goes to the front,
right royally does the latter win the dwy. If
impelled, no doubt, by his great love for Meg
books of this class could be multiplied and sucwhich was apparently not reciprocated.
By
cessfully displace the flood of trashy novels so
and by, after a terrible battle, John wanders
fraught, with peril to the youthful reader, it
out one evening among the wounded, snd finds
would be a most desirable consummation, and
Meg’s
Southern
Lothario, a rebel soldier,
one ‘ devoutly to be wished.”
:
wounded, and ready to die. John’s impulse is
The translator has done his work well, and
to leave him to perish, so that he may be lef
successfully retained in the English text the
without a rival for Meg’s hand. But he overoriginal flavor of the’anthor’s chaste, yet fervid
comes that base fecling, attempts to bear the
style. The publishers deserve credit both for
wounded man to a place of safety, is shot, loses
giving us this charming story and for the atan arm, and is reported dead by a friendwhotractive style of its presentation.
soon goes home and reveals the whole story of
John’s noble treatment of his rival to Farmer
Caught and Fettered is the title of a volBrown’s household.
ume of short stories published by the National
The tables turn, John
comes back alive, is received to Meg’s heart,
Temperance Society, of New York, They
are
and the two are presently wedded.
nearly
all temperance stories, and the
reading
But the poetic telling of the story is to us the
of them can not fail to stir the young -to clearmost interesting feature of it. There is exceler convictions of the evil of liquor-drinking,
lent character-painting in it.
The manner in
and make them stronger temperance
workers
which Meg is swayed by her passion, John’s
as they grow up.
manly bearing, the anxiety and sadness of
The publishers of the Atlantic Monthly
Farmer Brown himself who admires John and
have added to their list of Atlantic portraits
is full of solicitude

works in the same way, writing down his

thoughts in A memorandum book whith

While new roses bloom for you and me,

one of the Hon. James Russell Lowell, the ac-

complished scholar, poet and present minister
to Spain,
Mr. Lowell’s intimate friends and
admirers pronounce it an excellent likeness.

It was

($1.50).
Celia Thaxter’s
intimate sympathy with
nature, her love of childhood and flowers, her
wonderful

voicing of the moods that come out

her true

heart

by Mr.

J. E.

Baker,

who

ed on looking at this life-size and lirte-like portrait.—Boston : Houghton, Osgood & Co.

For

Boston:
pp. 162,04

executed

made the Atlantic
portraits of Longfellow,
Bryant and Whittier. It is not for public
sale, but will be furnished to
subscribers
to the Atlantic Monthly ut $L. No one who
admires Mr. Lowell’s verse will be disappoint-

the

youngest

readers there

nothing better than The Nursery.
uary number

contains

an

admirable

is really

The Jan-

frontis-

piece illustration of “ Grandpa and Grandma, »
—two little four or five-year-olds, both in spectwefes and big slippers, she knitting and he
looking over the paper,while they sit thers be-

of negroes, and one is of a famous cotton

of the wind and the sea, and

abd chicken depredator, who, since the
war, met the ex-vice-president in the road.
Well, Thomas,” was the kindly. saluta-

sight of wrong,—all these characteristics ap- day Night,” and ¢¢ Joe Fox” are such, both in
pear to advantage in this collection of her .illustration and text, as the little folks will

tion;* I was sorry to hear that ‘you had

been in trouble about Mrs. Tripp's chickens.
“Yes, Mars. Alec, but I done quit all
dat now,” said the negro, very penitently.
‘How many did you take! before you
stopped?” asked Mr. Stephens.
‘‘1 tuck all she had,” was the perfectly
innocent reply.

that glows

poems,

at scenes of love hut flashes

Here is ‘* A Faded

ciation,” = ¢ Portent,”

at

the

Glove,” * Renun-

¢ Karen,”

¢ Lars,”

*‘Heart’s-Ease,” “Love Shall Suve Us All,”and
many others that have become each a favorite:
with some one.

ere are a ‘couple of stanzas

from * Wait”:
Never vex your heart nor

tear your hands

Searching ’mid the thorns for vanished bliss;
For the soul that patience understands
Needs no wisdom more divine than this:

fore the fire discussing ¢ the times.”

¢‘Christ-

mas in the

* Satur-

South,” * Prairie Dogs,”

immensely enjoy.~~Boston: John L. Shorey.

« Suiiday

Afternoon

begins

the new year

with a degree of popular favor tht is notoften
won by a new magazine in so short a time.

Its

It aims at practical
objectis a worthy one.
Christianity and practical philanthropy, and

worthily accomplishes its aim in each case. It
is well edited, and well supplied with the most
Mass. :
contributions. — Springfield,
useful
¢ Sunday Afternoon.”
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‘
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As the heart is, so is

Longfellow.

love

to

the

A man may be a great scholar,

heart.—

and

great sinner.— Chalmers.
The world is full of trouble, but you
dodge u great deal of iv if you only try.

yet a
can

It is a fool who
praises himself, and a madman who speaks ill of himself.--Danish Proverb.

i

Genuine benevolence

is not

peripatetic; it * goeth about
W. Nevins.

stationary,

but

doing good.’—

The rich man wrongs himself by every superfluity which be does not share.—De Bouflers.
There exists among women a secret tie, like
that among priests of the same faith,
They
haute each other, yet protect each other’s inter-

ests, — Diderot.

If any one says he has seen a just man in
want of bread, I answer that” it was in some
place where there was no other just man.— St.
Clement.
Poets

know,

and

statesmen ought

itis Dy sentiment when well

to

know,

directed—as

by

sorrow when well used—great nations live.
‘When sentiment dies out, and more prosaic

calculation of loss and profit takes its place,
then comes a Byzantine epoch, a decrepitude

But none the less did

he labor upon the

historical

had
engaged
his
during several years,
proaching completion,

work

which

spare
moments
and was now ap-

It was in 1759, five years after the

publication of Hume's first volume, that
the reading public—especially the literary
men of London—were electrified by the
appearance of ‘“ A History of Scotland,”
from this unknown minister's pen. The
work was received with unbounded applause, and before the end of a month
the successful author was desired by his
book-seller to prepare a second edition.
Indeed,

there have been but

few

as for-

the friendship of leading

Williaia Robertson.
between

those who believe

brand her as u beautiful criminal.

He

FRED

Robertson.
MYRON

been
a beautiful

martyr,

and

effeminate Darnley, much

less the crimi-

nalthat the forged tales of Queen Elizabeth's emissaries would make her to be.
The pathos, the dignity of the language
in which he describes the sorrows of that
wretched Scotch woman with a French
soul, who saw so little of Holyrood and
so much of English

COLBY,

jails, is

marvelously

fascinating.
Had William
Robertson
never written another word, his History
old of Scotland during the reign of Mary and
when his future friend, William Robertson,
James
the Sixth would
alone
have
was born, George the First was king of stamped him as a great historian.
Great Britain, Louis the Fifteenth, king
During the time his history was in
ol France, and John Wentworth
was
press, Dr. Robertson removed with his
governor of the royal province of New
family to Edinburgh, in consequence of
Hampshire.
Little did it matter, howbeing promoted to Lady Yester’s church
ever, to those stately rulers, whether the
in that city. is preferments now multiyoung child growing to maturity under
plied rapidly. He was appointed chaplain
the ancient roof of the minster of: old
.of Stirling Castle,then one of his Majesty's
Grayfriars
11.
David Hume was a boy ten years

church, in Borthwick,county of
+ "Mid-Lothian,
Scotland, lived
or died.

Ie was so humble that they did not even
knowof his existence.
Yet the celebrity
of the most powerful kings waxes faint
beside that of the distinguished scholar
and historian who holds one of the most

honored places on our book-shelves,
tobertson went to -school
first

at

Dalkeith, which, from the high reputation
of Mr. Leslie, its teacher,
was at that
time resorted to by students from all

parts of Scotland.
He
pursued - his
academical course at Edinburgh, at the

me

SRR ORR VOrSHY—Where—
Hume — few

years before, had been a student. .He
studied for the profession of his father,
andat the age of twenty-two was presented to the living of Gladsmuir, in Haddingtonshire.
The quietude of his country manse was
broken by few incidents; annual visits to

the Ceneral Assembly

at Edinburgh

be-

ing, perhaps, the greatest events in the
young pastor's life. In 1745, he volunteered
to
serve in the royal army
against the forces of the unfortunate
pretender, Charles Edward Stuart. But
when the transient excitement

was

over

we find the young divine quietly settled
down again to the routine of his parochial duties. He was not content, however, to perform the humble demands of

his station.

He preached and visited, it is

true, like all the others of his

class,

and

spoke admirably jupon all the questions
which in his day were debated in the
General Assembly,but while he did these
well, he was

devoting his

leisure

hours

chaplains in ordingry

for

Scotland,

from

which he was raised to be principal of the
University of Edinburgh.
In 1764, he
received a striking mark of royal approbation in
being
appointed historiographer for Scotland, with a salary of two

hundred pounds

per year.

:

and which

was the

earliest of all his publications, affords a
sufficient proof of the eminence he might

have attained in that species of composition if his genius had not inclined him
more strongly to other studies.

The establishment of the Select Society
in Edinburgh, in the year 1756, opened
another field for the display and for the
cultivation of histalents. This institution
was a literary club whose members cul-

tivated public speaking and philosophical
inquiry. It had been projected by Mr.
Allan Ramsay, the printer, and embraced all the literary gentlemen of eminence
in and around Edinburgh. David Hume,
Adam Smith, John Horne, the author
of the drama of Douglass, Sir Gilbert
. Elliot, and last but not. least, William

|

Robertson, were among the prominent
members. The society subsisted in vigor

early eight

years, and while it lasted

Newspaper.

sirable

hight,

his

COOK'S LECTURES.
famous

day.

Lectures, delivered in Boston ev

the most important questions

and

of the

SERMONS

by eminent clergymen in all parts
will eontinue to be printed.

his-

of the

country

PREMIUMS.

GOOD

\ A CONSIGNED STOCK OF WATCHES,
Warranted

atches, as they sell

CARPETS.

112 FULTON

STREET, NEW

and Prices List.

RETAIL PRICE, $10.00.
most desirable Premium ever given by any

J. A. BENDALL.

news-

THE LAUNDRY JACK!

Jape in the country.
We will send this, the best
dictionary published, to any person who will send
us the names of Three New Subscribers and Nine
Dollars; or who will; on renewing his own subscribtion, in advance, send us Two New Names
additional and $95 or who will renew his own
subscription for three years, in advance, and send
us $9; or for a new subscriber for three years,
and $9.
y
;
>

be

is a simple device for holding the board while ironing. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly holds
any ordinary board, elevated above the table, giv-

deliv-

=}

compels admiration.
Charles the Fifth
moves before us in all his grandeur, the
rich velvet of his train sweeping in stately
waves upon the marble that he treads.
The great wars, the brilliant pageants,
and all the acts of the imperial drama in
which he was the central figure, are
DAVID DYER, eldest son of Rev. S. B. Dyer,
delineated by a master hand. In fact, died in Parma, Jackson Co., Mich., Oct. 1,
1878. ‘Bro. Dyer was born in Pittsfield, N. H.,
this purple and gold of Robertson's por- Feb. 14, 1802.
He was married to Sally
traiture sometimes becomes tame from Hayes, Jan, 16, 1825, and moved to Medina
Co., O., in 1833. Soon after, he and his wife
its very monotony. We see the Emperor,
united with the F. B. church, of which he rebut we would like to see more of the man. | mained a worthy member for many years. in
fall of 1865, they removed to
Mich.
One
Everything is statuesque.
The dignity the
year ago last Sept., he was taken sick with the
dropsy,
which
hung
tenaciously,
finally
terof history can not descend to the depictminating in death.
For the last six months he
ing of daily life. This is Dr. Robertson's was
a great sufferer, but he bore his affliction

fault, and it is the fault

common

to the

chief writers of his time.
We get a
different idea of the man Charles, from

Prescott's and Sterling's pages, but after
all who would give up Robertson's magnificent history? It is one of the classics,
and will ever remain a standard reference.
After an interval of eight years from
the publication of Charles the Fifth, Dr.
Robertson produced his third great work,
—The History of the Discovery and Con-

own country, so his histories
the Fifth, and of the conquest

of Charles
of Amer-

ica, extended his fame to foreign lands.
The former was translated by M. Suard
in France ; the latter, after

receiving

the

warm approbation of the Royal Academy
of History at Madrid, was about to be
translated into Spanish,
ernment, not wishing

when
their

administrasion

brought

to

be

the GovAmerican

under

discussion, interfered with a prohibition.

Dr. Robertson's last years were spent
in retirement and jase. A year or two
before his death, he published a disquisition on the Earlier History of India.
This was his last work and his feeblest.
His rhetoricis as brilliant, perhaps, the
descriptive passages as fascinating, but
the sources of his information were not

sifted as thoroughly as they should have
been. There are marks of hasty and
careless gleaning of materials, a fault

Subscription Price $3 per annum advance.
A Specimen copies sent free.
Address
THE
INDEPENDENT,
P.-0. Box 2787.
New York City.
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tition.
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World’s
Exposition
for twelve years the MASON
&
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Securely
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in a strong

and sent free to any address on receipt
‘We also send with it a large
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Bye and Bye,”
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Send at

as a physician:

body,

ortland,
BEST

4

0%"
Me.

Portland.

son or Jet, 13c.

Conn,

ing and cleansing.
The most obstinate cases are healed and
cured with astonishing rapidity.
For allay-

Burns and Scalds.

Address

Inflamed

the

Sam-

Terms

and

&

OLD

worth

& Co.
1yd

ted in Crim-

Clintonville,
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Permanent

soreness without pain.

Earache, Toothache,and
||

Faceache

worker can make

$12 a day at home,

;

1y5

il

Blind,

Bleeding

or Itching.

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13¢.,

or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 10e. Dowd & Co.,
Winsted, Ct.
)
5252
AGENT'S profits per week. Will
Jroys it or forfeit $500. New artiLJ
cles, just patented. Samples sent
free
to all. Address W, H, CHIDCHESTER, 218
Fulton St., N, Y,
V 13143

It

HES, : isthe greatest known remedy; rapidly curing when other medicines have failed,

H
Ague in Breast.
The
N | pples, Extract is eleanly and
efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it will never be without it.

Female
Complaints.
2%
need bo called in for the majority of female
|

diseases if the Extract isg'used. "The pamhlet which accompanies each bottle gives
Hail directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

:

CAUTION.

POND’S

EXTRACT
Has been imitated.
The genuine arti.
cle has the words * Pond’s Extract,” blown in the glass,
and Company's

trade-mark on surrounding

is never sold in bulk.
50

and

For Broken Breast, Sore

|

CO.

costly Outfit free. Address TRUE & Co.

ugusta, Maine,

P

a $5

employ:

It is a panacea,

wheni used according
to directions its effect is simply wonderful.

|

meut. address S, A, GRANT £CO,
2, 4, 6 & 8 Home 8t., Cincinnati, 0.

LDA

Eyes.

the slightest fear of

harm, quickly allaying all inflammation and
|

1y5

paid.

or Sore

It can be used without

|

fer the Fire.
Outfit Free.

H., HALLETT

Maine,

"2 te

heat and pain itis unrivalled, and should be
kept in every family, ready for use in case
of accidents.

Salary. Salesmen wanted tosellour

Maine,

Samples

:

CLINTON

aweek in your own town.

outfit free.

is of

and

Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Me.
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rtland,

Our NasalSyringe

ers, Wounds
Sores, B Ulc
ruises. It is healing, cool-

GOLD
PLATED
WATCHES, Cheapest
in the known world. Sample
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Address, A. CouLTeER & Co., Chicago.
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essential service in these cases.
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day at home.

no 2 alike,

in the head, &c.

J. BRIDE & CO.,

A Day to Agents canvassing
side Visitor.
Terms and

and

3
Used as a gargle and also
T h roat. applied externally asdirected, in the early stages of the diseases it will
surely control and cure them. Do not-delay
trying it on appearance of first symptoms
of these dangerous diseases.
«ln
The Extract isthe only speCatar rh. cific for this prevalen apd
distressing complaint ; quickly relieves cold

297 Broadway, New York,
New Illustrated Circular of
Novelties free.
13643

BY

#5 free. Address STINSON

CARDS,

Diphtheria

ple by mail, postpaid, 25 cents,

7

ican, either

external or-internal, it is always reliable,
and is used by Physicians of all schools with
a certainty of success. For bleeding of thie
lungsit is invaluable. Our Nasal and Fe=
male Syringes and Inhalers are mate
aids in cases of internal bleeding.
.

CHEAPEST IN TIIE WORLD
Magnifies 500 times.
ual in

=tenth

hal
stanching

For

Hemorrhages.

CENT

cost of other instruments.

No other medicine will ¢ure as
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CHARM MICROSCOPE.

Expenses
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A In writing mention that you saw this adver-

fo

are speedily cured by the free use of tho

quickly.

wnnatural causes, Irregularitics, Weak Back, Prolapsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Retroversion, Bearing-down
Sensations, Internal
Heat, Nervous Depression, Debility, Despondency,
Threatencd Miscarriage, Chronic Congestion, Ine
flammation
and Ulceration ot the Uterus, Impotency.
Barrenness, or Sterility, and Female Weakness.
1
do not extol this medicine as a * cure-all, but it
admirably fulfills a singlcness of pu
being a
most
perfect specific in ail chronic diseases of the
sexual system of woman.
1t will not disappoint, nor
will it do harm, In any state or condition.
Those who desire further information on these sube
jeets can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE
MEDICAL ADVISER, 2 book of over 900 pages, sent.
ost-raid, on receipt of $1.50. It treats minutely of
hose discases peculiar to Females, and gives much
valuable advice in regard to the management of
those affections.
be}
Favorite Prescription solid by Druggists.
18. Vo. PIERCE, M. D.. Prop’r, World's Dispensary
and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo, N.Y.

power at

has

distressing disease in its various forms.

Extract.

and so confident am
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known
cures of

Neuralgia. head stomach or bowels,

or

Staple Goods i Genera No heddiing.

tisement in the Morning Star.

h

as the climax

other

preparation

Sufferers who have tried Sveryiiing else
without relief, can rely upon being entirely
cured by using Pond’s Extract.
H
All neuralgic pains of the

1 that it will not disappoint the most sanguine exe
pectations of a single invalid lady who uses it for any
of the ailments for which I recommend it, that I offer
and sell it under A POSITIVE GUARANTEE.
(For
conditions, see pamphlet wrapping bottle.)
The following are among those diseases in which
my Favorite Prescription has worked cures, as if by
magic, and with a certainty never before attained by
any medicine: Leucorrhcea, Excessive Flowing,

day.
who

to whom all orders should be addressed.
An

it out

No

performed such wonderful

this

oro
gem of my medical career. On its merits,
as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
of diseases, and one that will, at all times and under
all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake

the

tedious

practice to hay perfectly.

singled

THE GREAT

ever

The term, however, is but a feeble expression ot
my high appreciation of its value, based upon personal observation. Ihave, while witnessing its posi=
tive results in the special diseases incident to the
organism

i

DESTROYER
AND
SPECIFIC
INFLAMMATORY
DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES.

Rheumatism.

for these diseases.
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BOTANIC MEDICINE C0., PrOP'RS, Buffalo, N.Y.

tisement can play it at once as well as the most
accomplishéd musician,
Elegautly finished, and

an ornament to any room.
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reduced me four

twenty-fi

Ass

the present season. The award at Paris is the highest distinction in the power of the juries to confer, .
and is the ONLY GOLD MEDAL awarded
to American musical instruments. THIRTY-ONE
leading manufacturers of the world were in compe-

and one-quarter pounds.”
The well-known Whole
sale Druggists, SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITII, of Bose
ton, ‘Mass., write as follows: * Allan’s Anti-Fat has
reduced a lady in our city seven pounds in three
weeks.” A gentleman in St. Louis writes: “Allan’s
Anti-Fat reduced me twelve pounds in three weeks,

same dellcious tones—and should be in every family in the land. Any one who can read this adver-

every business.
Saves many times cost.
Sellin
fast. Send for Circular and Terms. P. W. ZIE
LER & CO, 518 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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ignorant of music. The strings ‘are numbered
from one to ten, and the music which accompanies
the instrument is numbered in like manner, instead of being printed in notes. Thus, if you wish
to play ‘“ Home, Sweet Home,” or auy other tune,
you have only to glance at the music to ascertain
the number of the note and pick the string which
is correspondingly numbered.
With this instrument any one can play all the
pular airs of the day, or in fact any music which
has ever been published. No training is required.
It can be played upon at once as well as after
months of practice. Everybody appreciates the
music of the harp. Itis the king of musical nstru-
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TO

of

pounds to 192 pounds, and there isa general improve=ment in health,”
A gentleman writing from Boston, says: “ Without special change
or attention to

2

:

PREPARED

that their father was a Christian. Bro. Tufts
was Methodist in sentiment. The Rev. Mr.
Gipson, of Newfield, preached an ADproprists

4

by hundreds

To designate this natural specific, I have named it

:

off.

ren, and was baptized by him.
During
the
most of these years, a Sabbath-school
and
rayer-meeting
has been sustained at the
Ridge school-house, in which he was foremost.
There he felt his work was most needed.
There he sang, there he prayed, and there he
exhorted his neighbors to be reconciled to
God. These meetings sustain agreat loss and
are reeling under it. ‘The young and the old
miss a voice they loved to hear so well in earnest entreaty and kindest counsel. But his
work is done and well done. He leaves a dear
companion who was faithful and happy with
him, but now sad and sorrowful without him,"
and eight children who comfort themselves

)

“Four

youthful

ration, and quickly and effectually ‘produces a
- permanent color which will neither rub nor wash

heart disease, Aug. 13, 1878, aged 60 years and
3 months. He experienced religion 19 years

HOW

to its

other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion, Itis easily applied, being in one prepa-

claimed him

discourse, assisted by Revs. Hasty and

attested

heutia

hair

For the Whiskers.
This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or any

J. A. SUTTON.

Jesse

as

which the following from a lady in Columbus, Ohio,
is a sample: * Gentlemen:—Your Anti-Fat was duly
received.
I took it according to directions and it
reduced me five pounds. I was so elated over the re=
sult that I immediately sent to ACKERMAN'S drug=
store for the second bottle.” Another, a Physician,
writing for a patient
from Providence,
vy SAYS,

Th.

;

distinction of any kind. He had ‘for many
years been a sufferer from the disease termed

Rev.

cure,

MED A

SILVER MEDAL or cases) do,

In placing this remedy before the public as a posi.
tive cure for obesity, we do so knowing its ability to,

th

Buckingham’s Dye

JAMES WATKINS, SR., died in Blanchester,
0O., Dec. 3, 1878, aged 66 years and 8 months.
For twenty-three years this brother resided in
our village, as a quiet, ‘peaceful citizen, ever
avoiding as much as possible public notice or

ago under the labors of the

‘GOLD

It is purely vegetable and perfectly harmless.

version into fat.
Taken according to directions, it
will reduce a fat person from 2 to § pounds a weoli,

omenaing
TisDruggists,
use. ofMessrs,
BOWELL & PLIMETON, | ORGANS EVER ATTAINED HIGHEST AWARD
Wholesale
Buffalo, N. Y., write: “To | AT ANY WORLD'S EXPOSITION.
Sold for

It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effect‘ual or desirable.
Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts
says of it: “I consider it the best preparation for
its intended purposes.”

feel that he

CHARLES TUFTS died in Limerick,

lency.

1t acts on the food iii the stomach, preventing its cons

HAIR

It restores gray or faded

MORRIS OSBORN died Nov. 25, 1878, at his
late residence near Blanchester, O., aged 79
years and 1 month.
This aged father, years
ago, attached himself as a member of the
M. E.
church, and for many years held worthy church
relationship, but of later years he had to a considerable extent lost his church connection.
One by one,our “Pioneer Fathers” are passing
into the ‘great beyond.”
Few of us to-day
ean appreciate the hardships, privations and
toils which ever attended their efforts as they
went forth into the forest to secure homes for
themselves, wives and little ones.
Well for
them,
and well for us, if equal spiritual
strength and effort be given in securing a
home for the soul.
;

as its vietim.

>
MEDAL at Paris Exposition, 1878

1 CO-LABORERS' co.
do,
1878
GOLD MEDAL Sweden & Norway, 1878

ALLAN’S ANTI-FAT is the great remedy for Corpu-

ever.

Smith, died of consumption, in St. Charles,
Minn., May 10, 1878, aged 18 years. At the
age of 13,
she made a public profession of faith
in Christ, and that faith was her comfort and
support in the dying hour. When God called
she was ready and willing to go. Her sufferings were severe, yet she never murmured,
but would often say, *“Itis all for the best.”
She bade her parents, brothers and sisters
meet her in heaven, and calmly fell asleep in
Jesus.
H.C. S.

dropsy of the heart, which at last

0

GOLD

This standard article is compounded with the
greatest core.
Eo
Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as

was divinely supported in his greatest earthly
trial. The blessed assurance of sweet rest beyond buoved him up as his fragile barque was
crossing the river of death. A lonely companion, four daughters, and many other friends

are left to mourn their loss.
FLORA E., daughter of J.

[FN

THE PROPRIETORS Or DLAs ANTI-FAT: Gentle- | cash, or pa Heys by installments.
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pear again.

with remarkable patience and iesignation to
the divine
will. His hope in Christ was
strong, and his faith was unwavering, which
enabled him in his severest,bodily suffering, to

calmly

books
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Including any one of the following Premiums:
Any one. volume of the Household Edition of
Charles Dickens's Works, bound in cloth, with 16

useful

"u

=

Subscription Price, $3 per annum advance,

Illustrations each, by Sol. Eytinge.
SISTER
MARTHA M., wife of Mr. D. B.
Moody and Sankey’s Gospel Hymns and Sacred
Cummings died in New Hampton, Sept. $12,
Songs No. 2.
aged 38 years and 7 months.
Her sickness was
Lincoln and hss Cabinet; or, First Reading of the
short and very distressing, when she passed to
Emancipation Proclamation.
Fine large Steel
to push on to higher ground.
Ten years her*Saviour’s home beyond the river, to meet
Engraving.
By Ritchie. . Size 26x36.
three little ones waiting her coming, and to be
after the appearance
of his first work,
Authors of the United States.
followed by the last babe in two months from
the History of Charles the Fifth of that
day.
She trusted Christ for salvation,
Germany was published. This is un- and the light of her Christian life shone in her
family and the church.
She was amiable and
doubtedly his greatest production.1t {retiring
SRT |
and he 1 home. rag « sy ys 1
Gears th
ars the marks of brilliant genius; the was cut off in the midst of her days, but not
J. ERSKINE.
found elsewhere, and is altogether one of the
clear majestic English ' of the narrative withont a precious hope.

-

ing space between for the loose portion of the garment, while ironing on the board.
Adapted
to
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms and Infants’
Dresses.
Ata very rifling cost it takes the place
of all elumsy and expensive inventions heretofore
known.
Try one and prove it. Price 75 cents.

ered at our office, er in Philadelphia, free, or be
sent by express or otherwise, as my be ordered,
from Philadelphia, at the expense of the subscriber,
The Subscriber under this offer will not be. entitled to any other Premium.

most fascinating, instructive, and
of the kind ever published.

YORK.

great

Fohlishing house of J. B. Lippmcott & Co., of
Philadelphia, by which we are enabled to offer the

MARY R. SEAwaRrD died in Kittery, Me.,Sept.
26, aged32 years and 9 months,
She experi.
enced religion under the labors of Rev. M.
Manson, was baptized, and united with the ¥.
B. church in Kittery, of which she remained a
member until death. She leaves a large circle
of friends to mourn their loss.
‘Set thine
house in order, for thou shalt die and not
live,”
:
A.E.
B.

Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair

Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States,
C. O. D,, free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular

Illusira-

The great Unabridged Dictionary will

readily at a large ad-

Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings, ’
&ec., &c., very cheap, at the old place,
.
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the
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English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain.

WORCESTER'S UNABRIDGED

We have made a special contract with

®

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

at Constantia,

Bound in Sheep, 1854 pages, over 1000
tions. Issue of 1878.

Year.

, 07°70 WATCH SPECULATORS & JEWELERS : We call particular

attention to the;
vance in price,

MISFIT

volume, post-paid, to any subscriber to THE INDEPENDENT who remits us $3 for a year, in advance; or any subscriber may remit $5.50, and
we will send him THE INDEPENDENT, for two
years, in advance, and two volumes, pest-paid; or
any three volumes, post-paid, to any one subscriber who remits $8 for three years,in advance.

N. Y., Oct. 17, aged 73 years. The subject of
this notice was born in
Litchfleld, N. Y., in
She experienced
1805; was married in 1828.
religion in 1851, and united with the Freewill
Baptist church and ‘has lived a consistent
Christian life until called to come up higher.
Her disease was pneumonia with pleurisy.
She has resided for the last fifteen years with
her daughter, formerly the wife and widow of
Rev. James Letts, now Mrs. Charles’ Bowers,
where she died, leaving three daughters to
mourn the loss of a kind' and affectionate
mother.
A. P. PHINNEY.
Mgrs, DiMMIS STEELE, wife of Dea. E.
Steele, died Oct. 19, aged 78 years, 9 months
and 15 days.
She was baptized about 45 years
ago, by Rev. H. Whitcher, uniting with the
F. B. church of Boston, N. Y. In 1847, Dea.
Steele moved to E. Concord, N. Y., at which
place
a F. B. church was organized. Bro. S.
was chosen deacon, which office he filled to
the entire satisfaction of the church, wp to the
time of his death.
Sister S. was spared to the
church but a few years after the death of her
husband.
One of her sons fills a place in ‘the
ministry of the I". B. church.
‘Sister Steele
was a kind mother, a true Christian woman;
her family, the church, and community was
enriched by herlife. In her last sickness she
was calm and trustful, bearing her afiliction in
a true Christian spirit.. She will, long be had
in affectionate rememhrante
by her many
friends.
A. F. BRYANT.

for One

This stoc k of 2000 Watches must be closed out
in 90 days. The former price of these Watches
was $1 2.00 each. They are silvered case and open
face, all one style, and of French manufacture, the
movements of which being well known the world over
for their fine finish. They are used on railroad: 8 an
where
time is r uired, and
give good satisfaction. Think of it, a good Vatch for
only §3.00, and warranted one year for time.
CINCINNATI, O., October 1st, 1878,
. The Walte! rs Importing Co. is an old established and
very reliable house, and we cheerfully recommend
them.
CINCINNATE POST,
After the closure of sale of this stock of Watches,
i] which will continue 90 days from date of this paper,
| no order wi 11 be filled at less than $12.00 each; 80
please send your order at once.
With each Watch we
rnish our special warrantee for one
ear for
aceurate time. We will forward the Watch promptly on receipt of $3.00, or will send C.0.D, if customers
desire and remit $1.00 on account.
:
Address all orders B Walters Importing Co.,
ELM STREET, CINCINNATI, O,

WARRANTED WATCHES ONLY $3 EACH

markable Monday Lectures, They are published
in handsome book form by Hott, Osgood &
Co., of Boston. We will mail a copy of any one

VERSES are inadmissiole,

WATCHES

For Only $3 Each.

We offer Rey. Joseph Cook’s valuable new volumes, entitled “BIOLOGY,” “TRANSCENDENTALISM,” “ ORTHODOXY,” “ CONSCIENCE,” ¢ HEREDITARY,” and * MARRIAGE,” embodying, in a revised and corrected form, the authors previous re-

PARTICULAR
NOTICE.
Obituaries
should
be
For the excess over
BRIEF and for the public.
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that cAsH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

COLE died

°

Communism,

@bituaries,

Mis. DEBORAH

=

will contribute 20 to 30 “articles “on Socialism

learned scholar, an eloquent preacher,and

words,

Science, Missions, School and
Farm and Garden, Financial,

ery Monday, by the Rev. Joseph Cook, will be
published. in full, together with the introductory
remarks.
!
EX-PRES'T THEOIORE D. WOOLSEY,

a noble

a profound

de=

mens are famous, because they are able and trust.

a

and possessing

its most

and Insurance will, as heretofore, be contributed
to by specialists in each branch, These depart.

Thesg

middle
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school, Fine Arts,
College, Markets,

A portrait of the historian,by Reynolds,
showsto us a man somewhat above the

:

the World

We shall continue to print articles from the best
writers and thinkers in the country. The Depart
ments of Religious News, Literature, Sunday-

worthy,

burgh,

Known

But Robertson was not content to rest
on the fame he had won; he determined

to building up a kind of reputation which
was to outlast all his fame as a minister.
History had always been his favorite
study, and now he pursued it with an
assiduity which seemed to indicate the quest of America. The story of Columconsummation of some- favorite
plan. bus, of Cortez, of Pizarro, fascinated his
Every week the mail-carrier brought to pen, and there are few finer specimens of
the moorland manse, from some dim old stately narrative than his diseriptions of
shop in the High street of the metropolis, the voyages of the Genoese sailor and the
a new book which was
quickly but magnificent civilizations of Peru and
carefully read, and every week a pile of Mexico. Irving and Prescott have since
manuscript grew larger upon the table in gone over the same ground, but not
the young pastor's library.
in style. certainly, do they surpass the
In 1751, Robertson married his cousin, Scottish historian. The materials from
Miss Mary Nisbet, daughter
of Rev. which Robertson drew his ‘account have
John Nisbet, one of the ministers of been variously sifted and tested and
Edinburgh.
This
marriage
was a rearranged since the day he wrote, and
fortunate one for the ambitious Presby- many inaccuracies have been corrected.
terian clergyman. His wife sympathized ‘But it must be remembered that it was a
with his tastes and his ambitions, and, if marvelous undertaking to first bring inte
William Robertson became a great man,
form amass of information so little ache owed no small part of his success to cessible before to ordinary readers, and
‘the hearty co-operation of his married the merit of this great labor belongs to
companion.
He still
discharged the Dr. Robertson. We may not believe with
duties of his sacred profession with a him that Montezuma was an inoffensive
punctuality and an earnestness that made sovereign, but we shall never find the
him a man of marked influence among story of Cortez’ wonderful undertaking
his class. He was eloquent and pious. more nobly narrated.
A sermon which he preached in the year
As his first work had procured for Dr.
1755. before the society for propagating Robertson a brilliant reputation in his
Christian knowledge,

His tomb

by

Favorably

Over as the BEST Relig ous Weekly

is in Edin-

her to have

recognizes
her faults, but does not believe her to have been the murderer of the

BY

wife and children.

He stands midway

As physicians have always their instruments
and knives ready for cases which require their
skill, so do thou have principles ready for the
understanding of things divine and human.,and
for doing everything, even the smallest, with
a recollection of the bond which unites the divine and the humanto one another.— Marcus
Aurelius.

William

died, surrounded

an elegant rather than
torian.

him

and slow decay.
— Kingsley.

ENGLISH WRITERS.

House, that he

public men.
:
The unfortunate Mary, Queen of Scots
never had a more impartial historian than

secured

Well and

of his age.
His health had gradually
been failing and he had removed into the
country where he secured the advantages
of purer air and a quiet neighborhood. It
was at this country residence, the Grange

tunate ventures in literary achievement
as this. The work raised the author at
once to independence and fame, and

who

LATER

William Robertson’s death occurred
June 11th, 1793, in the seventy-first year

and rather grave
countenance.
The
features are regular, the lips pleasing,and
the eyes are penetrative and alive with
good sense® He was a good man, a

those

SOME

that pervades to some extent all his
works, but which nowhere glares as it
does in the history of India.

JHE

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

zealous support.
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Dr. Robertson contributed to it his most
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Hetos Summary,
—COURRENT EVENTS:
Georgia.

Notwithstanding the inner and outer desolations wroughtin that part of our country by
slavery aud the rebellion, yet facts now and
then come to the surface which prophecy a
better time coming.
This is especially the out-

look in Georgia.

Every railroad in that

State

shows increased earnings, and new railroads
and new steamship lines,—together with the
fact that $500,000 have been invested in cotton
mills within a year, —are no slight indicators
of incoming
prosperity.
It is still more
worthy of note that the large plantations of
Georgia are being divided up, and the negroes
already own $6,000,000 of property on the tax
books of the State.
Rapid

Transit.

Rapid transit keeps its interest with the inhabitants of Gotham.
They have their street
cars, and their elevated railways, but the New
York Tribune wrestles with the problem and
among other words says:
‘ The fact that all
New Yorkers must go home in the same direction, instead of radiating as in places which
have the good fortune to be at the center of

something, and not at its tail

end, may

yet

compel us to give up several avenues entirely
to this work of moving the population.
It has
been suggested that there might be underground roads, surface roads and elevated roads
in the same street. And perhaps we shall see
in the future railroads in three stories.”

A Biographical Sketch.
Justice is well served at Philadelphia when
John 8. Morton, who forged a million of stock
for the Market-street railway, of which he
was president, is sent to prison for ten years,
Morton’s is a brilliant fall. His crimes extend
back for years, and, with the period of contraction and a falling market, his ultimate. disgrace was certain.
Yet the forger- pushed
himself forward to the presidency of the Permanent Centennial exhibition, and even struggled for the highest office of his State.
Look
upon that picture and then on this. A Philadelphia newspaper, which printed a portrait of
Morton the great-grandson of one of the. signers of the Declaration of Independence as a
gubernatorial
candidate, now reprints the
same for Morton the convicted and sentenced
felon. The old and endless story that * the
way of the transgressor is hard” is rather ime
pressively taught in the career of this wellborn Philadelphia gentleman, criminal politition and states-prison bird.—Springfield Republican.
A Healthy

Sign.

One of the most healthful of signs in financial matters is the continued rapidity with
which the government 4 per cents. are sold.
Let the debt of the government be owned by
the people generally and there will be a sure
end of those who would destroy the credit of
the Union. Of late the sales of these 4 per
cent, bonds have frequently amounted to’ $1,
500,000 a day, which is said to justify the hope
‘that the refunding will go on until all the 6

per cents. are taken up.
. Students in Russia.
Students figure conspicuously in the politics
of Russia, the government just having anoth-

er quarrel

with them.

The

students

in St.

Petersburg recently petitioned for the release
of the students imprisoned at Charkoffs, but
on account of some informality the petition
was declared illegal.
The prefect of police
promised to bring the students an answer to
the petition, but, instead of any reply being
given, the St. Petersburg colleges were surrounded by 2000 gens d’armes and Cossacks,
and 200 arrests were made.
The Cossacks

used whips, and several students were injured.
The drawbridge over the river Neva
moved to prevent 1000 students from

to the south side,
closed,
ed.

and

fresh

English

was recrossing

The lecture halls have been
disturbances

Labor

are

expect

Troubles.

A London despatch of the 22d inst., says
that the proposed reduction of 121-2 per cent.
in the wages of the colliers of South
Yorke
shire and North Derbyshire affects 100,000

men.
A monster meeting will be held during
the holidays, when the scheme for striking en

masse at the commencement of the year will
be discussed.

This course is favored,

because

it is feared that the masters are endeavoring to
break down

have
tion.

resistance

already

received

in

detail.

Some

pits

notice of the reduce

It has transpired that certain parties in San
Francisco have had access to the list of ques-

tions propounded to candidates

for teachers’

certificates, and have done a thriving

business

by selling the list to candidates to study

up

in

advance of examination.
In addition to this,
a Kind of secret brokerage has been carried on,
apparently with the connivance
of school
officials, by which positions have been freely
bought—the price being, in some cases, as

high as $200. The ventilation of these facts is
likely to get somebody into trouble.

Warren S. Waite, a prominent
citizen of ToA
-ledo,
O., formerly assistant post-mas
ter, met y
violent death Tuesday night.
walking in his sleep, He left probably while
his bed, und, going to the third story of the
hous
on the roof and walked over thee, climbed ogg
edge, fallin
to the ground, a distance of 40
feet.
E
The superintendent of the Phil
adelphia ming
has been authorized to exch
ange dollar gold
pleces for double eagles duri
ng
mall gold pieces ure wanted forthe holidays
Christmas
presents, and some demand
for them in exe
change for larger denomination
has been
s
made for several years past;
several thousand
will be requ

ired to meet the demand,
Latest

News.

By a recent railroad accident near
Moscow,
Russia, twenty persons were killed
and thirty-

eight wounded,——The marriage of the
Prin.
cess Thyru of Denmark and the Duke of Cumberland took place at Copenhagen on Satur
day
evening.——Congressman Alpheus Willi
ams,
of Michigan, died at Washington on Satur
day,
and Congressman Beverly Douglass,
of Vir-

An item of Washingtonnews states that the
Supreme Court bas decided that, whenever
ginia, died Sunday.——Funeral services over
property is lost or stolen in a hotel through
the remains of the late Bayard Taylor were
the personal negligence of a gnest, the liability
held in Berlin, Sunday afternoon, the attend
of the inn-keeper does not exist; that if the
ance of foreign embassadors, authors, artists,
guest does not leave his valuables in the safe
scientists
and
others being quite large,——Dy.
provided by the inn-keeper, he must bear his
Heyl, the Zanesville (0.), grave-robber, has
own loss, unless it occurs by the hand or
i been fined $1000 and sentenced to a year’s imthrough the carelessness of the landlord or his
prisonment, and Eaton, his accomplice, has
employes.
been fined $100, and given four months’
imMonday's advices from Lonprisonment.
don
report
heavy
snow storms in parts of LuThe French steamer Byzantin, on the way
severe,
In Scotland it is especially
from Marseilles to Constantinople, during a rope.
It is the heaviest
Seven trains are snowed up.
gale on Wednesday night, ran into the British
fall in 30 years, in some places being over
steamer Rinaldo, lying at ancher oft Latakia,
In Geneva, 400 men and 120
twelve feet high.
horses and carts are constantly occupied in
bound for Hull.
Fortunately nearly all the
| clearing the streets.
Byzantin’s passengers are reported to have
lle
ec
been saved.
Hducational.

The Christian Signal, of London, is getting a little excited.
Hear it: * The
English
Church Union has passed a resolution to the
effect that it is the duty of every Christian to
refuse to recognize the validity of secular marriages.” Really this is something terrible! Refuse to recognize!!”
The story is repeated that the Ameer
of
Afghanistan has fled before the British forces,

leaving his son Takool Kahn, in power.
Congressional.

MoxpAY.
Inthe Senate, Mr. Blamne’s resolution for an investigation of alleged election
frauds and outrages was again considered, and
the Thurman amendment,extending the scope
of the proposed inquiry, adopted.
A further
amendment was proposed, that the committee
bold open sessions, which led to a protracted
debate.
This was defeated, and an executive
session taken before voting finally on the adoption of Me. Blaine’s resolution.
in the House,
a large number of bills on financial and other
topics were introduced, and one appropriating
$140,000 for the construction of a bridge across
the Potomue was passed,
TUESDAY.
The Blaine resolntions for an in-.j
quiry into the Southern election frauds were
passed in the Senate by a vote of 56 to 6.
The
consular avpropriation bill was also passed,
and a resolution to adjourn from the 20th inst.
to Jan. 7 adopted.
The House discussed and
passed the bill appropriating $450,000 to meet
the deficiency in the - appropriation for transporting the mails—by-rarlway. —The--Geneva
award bill
was further considered, but ne vote
was reached.
WEDNESDAY.
The Senate passed the pension appropriation bill and the joint resolution

Nebraska has a school popoulation of 102,
787.——The
American government has exw
pended for freedmen’s schools £3,711,225.47.——
Colby University has a freshman class of 62
members,—the largest in the institution's history.
A friend has given $500 toward fitting
up the gymnasium.——The great Swedish University of Upsala requires a Professor of anat-

omy, and finds it very difficult to find a foreign .
savant willing to fill the
chair.——There are
four American colleges in the Turkish empire,
with au aggregate of five hundred students.
There are over 11,000 students in the various
schools of the empire.
The Arabic Bible is
printed from Arabic type cast in the United
States,——The catalogue of the University of
Vermont shows 82 students in the academical
department,~—I8 seniors, 23 juniors, 23 sophomores and 18 freshmen;
there are 7 female
students.
A noticeable feature in the publication isthe announcement of a higher standard
of admission than has formerly been required.
lft
CP + AP—

Coughs and Colds are often overlooked.
A-vontinnanee for-any length-of time causes irritation of the Lungs or some chronic throat disease.
“ Brown's Bronchial
Troches” are an effectual

Cough Remedy.
;
.
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are women,

O’Leary has completed a walk of 400 miles
in 124 hours.
The Ladies’ Walking Club is a new organization in New York city.
In the English army, especially among the
young, beef tea has been found quite as eflicient
a stimulant as rum.
;
It costs the people of Great Britain and Ireland $13,500,000 per year to support and maintain its royal family. .
The banking-house of C. ¥. Adae & Co., Cincinnati, suspended Wednesday, with liabilities
stated at $780,000; assets $400,000.
Official correspondence for the admission of
Newfoundland into the Dominion of Canada
will begin in January.
:
Reports of great destitution among the laboring classes come from every part of Eng-

°
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Miscellaneous.
best Japanese barbers
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Lock Box 80, Madison, Ind.

the appropriation for transporting the mails by
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appropriating $50,000 to defray the expenses of
the committee appointed to investigate the yellow fever epidemic.
The House concurred in
the Senate amendment, extending the holiday
recess from the 20th inst. to Jan. 7, passed the bill appropriating $50,000 for the expenses of the yellow fever commission, and
discussed at considerable length the Indian
appropriation bill.
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